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This year’s APRS
show will see the
worldwide launch of a
radical new mixer that
shatters all previous cost and
marketing expectations.
P r t ()1 is a digital programmable mixer aimed squarely at the mass
market and employing technology that
most of the professional audio industry
still regards as ground breaking.
ProMix 01 features 18 inputs

M

F'rst M

with 20—bit AD
conversion (16

balanced linet'mic,

I

ass

eight with phantom
stereo digital and analogue (20-bit
DACs) outputs. lntemal processing is at

least 24—bit, with thee band parametric
equalization, on all 18 input channels,
employing 36-bit processing.
Yamaha has employed the experience

of three generations of digital console
design, to devise a compact mixer that
incorporates the power and ﬂexibility of
an assignable device within an ergonomic
design that ensures ease of accessibility
of all functions from the surface controls.
A familiar console layout, with mo-

torised faders for every channel, is
combined with a large LCD - graphically displaying everything from EQ
curves to effects parameter settings along with a large data entry wheel and
dedicated parameter access keys. Ease of
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use was a primary

design consideration and
operation is rapidly mastered by
those who have ever used a basic analogue console and an effects unit.
Total instant recall and full dynamic
automation capability are at the head of
the operational power of the ProMix 0l .
50 programmable Memories allow all
digital mixing

recalled instantly faders routes, pans,

equalization, aux send
levels, internal digital
effects, built-in compressors and gates
stereo/mono channel conﬁgurations and

more. In addition to the total instant

recall, all digital mixing parameters can
be automated using any MIDI
sequencing software.

Applications where ProMix offers
major advantages over existing console
technology are as wide ranging as the
mixer is unique. From the more obvious
automated mixing and submixing tasks
to live sound applications where mix,
equalization, dynamics and effects
settings can be preset and changed at the
touch of a button, to the compact power

and high spec digital audio that it offers
as a location recording and broadcast
production console.

And last and very far from least - the
price: £1599 ex—VAT.

New Liquid Crystal
' Display Project

spective.
As part of the Profelicita project. it is

ponents, a customised integrated circuit,
a touch inplit system and a Ferroelectric

intended that early commercial applications of FLCDs will be exploited in

Liquid Crystal Display (FLCD).
The amalgamation of these will

market—led products and by the produc—

provide a display sub-system for use in a

tion of FLCDs' for OEMs. This display

variety of IT products.
.
_
. The advantages of Ferroelectric '
technology is that it requires very low
power and can be produced at low cost.
The FLCD modules will make them
ideal for future portable IT product
developments.
One major beneﬁt is ferroelectn'c
technology’s ability to retain an image
with no power - reducing consumption
and prolonging battery life.
Unlike other alphanumeric liquid
crystal displays, another advantage is
that the drive voltages required for the
FLCDs are much lower. This enables a

module will be used in a number of
portable IT products a t a later date.
The project will also explore the
potential of FLCDs to provide analogue
grey levels at a n acceptable cost. If

achieved. this will allow commercial
applications of FLCDs in video prod—
ucts.

JULY 1994

This Esprit-funded project aims to

develop components like the new ﬂat
panel. display for the commercial market.
The project will provide three com-

FLCD technology also provides a
high contrast ratio over a wider viewing
angle. As such, FLCDs give a much
I clearer image than the other liquid crystal displays and give FLCDS a further
distinct advantage from the user’s per-

Other international participants in the
project, which is led by the GEC Hirst
Research Centre in the UK, are

Crystaloid Europe, Consorio Eagle,
SELECO, Univ. Politecnica de Madrid,
University of Rome “La Sapienza" and
the University of Stuttgart.

0

‘Profelicita‘.

reduction in the size and cost of integrated circuits used in drive electronics.
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World’s largest conductivity rate
Japan‘s Superconductivity Research
laboratory has developed a superconductor with the world’s largest conductivity rate. The superconductor has a

current density of 15,000 Alcm2 at 7’?
Kelvin and 3 Tesla.
The previous highest conductivity
rate was at 5,000 Mom2 in superconduc-

The researchers found a new method
of increasing the rate by controlling the

ning centres have the effect of stabilizing magnetic flux, and the more that

oxygen aroand the substances when they
are melted down for processing.
This method, dubbed the oxygen
controlled melt growth process, gives
birth to numerous pinning centres. Pin-

exist, the larger the current density.
The new superconductor can be
applied for such uses as superconducting
magnets that lift linear motor cars, and
also for energy storage.

tors made from Yttrium, which was also

developed by the laboratory.
There are two types of the new su—
perconductor, one made from a blend of

Neodymium, Copper oxide and Barium,
and the other from Samarium, Copper

oxide and Barium.
The laboratory is aﬁliated withthe
Ministry of international Trade and Industry.
3
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ELECTRONICS in ACTION

Ed- Group Limited has joined seven
other international research bodies to
investigate ferroelectric liquid crystal
applications in a project called
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An information pack on Smartcards by
the IEE Technical Information Unit has
recently been published.

1’.

The pack contains summaries of

technical papers selected from the 1513’s
INSPEC database. It includes the technology, cryptography, case studies of
smart cards in ﬁnancial transactions,
secmityr‘access control, medicine, token

payment systems, and other areas. There
are also chapters listing books, reports
and conference proceedings held in the

[EB Library; International, European,
and British standards; smart card suppliers in Europe; market data; and Euro-

pean conferences on smartcards.
Today we ﬁnd our wallets and purses

ﬁlled with numerous bank and credit
cards. Soon these may all be replaced by
smartcards - similar in appearance, but
embedded with a microprocessor capable of handling much more information
than the current magnetic strip cards.
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With this capacity comes a corresponding increase in functionality - we could
find these cards replacing not only the
notes and coins in our pockets, but also
that large bunch of keys, our driving
licences and passports. Perhaps we
might even look forward to having just a
single multifunction card to carry.
Already the smartc technology is
being used for payment in public telephones, access to services such as
home banking and subscription televi—
sion and for payment for public trans~
port and parking. Smartcards are also
ﬁnding applications in the business,
government, ﬁnancial, medical and

health services. Trials and real applica—
tions are burgeoning around the world.
Since its ﬁrst use in France in the late
1980s, smart card technology has devel—
oped into a product that is expected to
ship over 600 million units by 1996.

Phone
numbers to

change again
The National Code Change (NCC),
known as Phoneday, is the introduction
of a new national telephone numbering
system. The impact of Phoneday will be

as far reaching as the introduction of the
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very ﬁrst STD codes in I958 and it is
important to prepare early for the
changes.
Phoneday has been speciﬁed by Oftel

1 August 1994: marks the start of
parallel running, when all of the new
codes will be available across the UK.
Between this date and Phoneday itself,

as the best way to increase capacity.

users will be able to use both the old and

address the acute shortage of new num—
bers in some areas and make way for

new numbering systems.
16 April 1995: This date is

new business and consumer telephone

Phoneday, the day when all area telephone codes in the UK will change.
From this day onwards, users 'can use
only the new codes.

services well into the 21st century.
There are a number of key dates
associated with Pboneday they are:

16 June 1994: Mercury and BT open
u p access to the new codes across their
networks. There exists the possibility that
some calls dialled on the new numbering
systems will get through from this date.

What will the change
involve?
After an extensive consultation process,

Oftel has identiﬁed a clear and simple to

underst scheme involving the mini—
mum of disruption for those concerned.
0n Phoneday, a one will be inserted

after the ﬁrst zero of all national dialling
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codes. For example, Exeter 0392
xxxxxx will become 01392 xxxxxx,
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London 071 xxx xxxx will become
0171 xxx xxxx, and so on.
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In addition, completely new area

codes will be introduced in Leeds,
Shefﬁeld, Nottingham, Leicester and
Bristol, as these cities have a particularly acute shortage of numbers. The
changes will be as follows:
Leeds: 0532xxxxxx - 01132xxxxxx
Sheffield: 0742xxxxxx - 011421xxxxx
Nottingham: 0602xxxxxx -01159xxxxxx
Leicester: 0533xxxxxx - 011621xxxxx
Brletol: 0272xxxxxx - 01179xxxxxx
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The majority of non geographical-

codes, such as 999, 112, 100, mobile
phone numbers, free 0500 and 0800
services and premium rate services, will
remain the same. However, the Mercury
Direct Dialling Paging number - 0523
523 523 - will change to 01523 523

523.
To bring the UK in line with the rest
of Europe, the internationalaccess code
will be changed from 010 to 00.
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The most powerful notebook
computer In the world
UNIX workstation users looking to take

via an externally connected monitor.

What does this mean for
businesses?

their systems on the road can now enjoy the
performance of PowerPC technology in the

Also featured is IBM’s TrackPoint ll
pointing device, which is located in the

Whilst April 1995 may seem a l o n g way
off, the new numbers will be fully op-

world’s most powerful notebook computer.

centre of the keyboard and eliminates

erational from 1 August 1994 and will
run alongside the old codes for eight
months. Some new codes will be in
operation from 16 June 1994, when BT
and Mercury begin opening up access to

the industry’s ﬁrst PowerPC-based note—

The IBM RISC System/6000* N40 is
book workstation. It combines the power
of the PowerPC 601* microprocessor and
AIX, IBM’s standards-compliant version
of the UN]X operating system, in a light-

the need for an external mouse.
The N40 operates from an internal
battery and will be available with the

RISC Systeml6000 N40 External Battery Pack that can extend battery life up
to four hours.

which businesses need to make will be
telecommunications related, and half
will relate to ofﬁce administration is—
sues. Businesses will need to modify
their telephone systems to recognise the
new codes. Publicity material and star
tionery needs to be changed.
Equipment needing modiﬁcation

weight colour notcbook computer.
Running a t 50MHz, the N40 is more
powerful than not only any notebook
computer but also many desktop
workstations.
“While mobile computing has exploded in the PC space, we are just now

With AIX for N40 Version 1. l , a
version of AIXJ6000 optimised for the
portable environment, the N40 enables
software developers or architectural
engineers, for example, to make realtime changes at customer locations,
rather than having to return to the ofﬁce

entering the phase when breakthrough
technologies like the PowerPC are enabling the development of robust portable
computers for UNIX,” said Robert

to make those changes.

Youngiohns, AIX Business Manager for
IBM UK. “By focusing on our custom-

Ethernet network support; SCSI-2 diskette drive support; and support for
PCMCIA adapters that will provide

includes internal telephone exchanges

ers‘ demands for a combination of

Token Ring network connectivity and,

or PBXs, key systems, least-cost routing

power, portability and compatibility,
we’ve taken an important ﬁrst step to—
ward redefining this emerging category.”

in the future, support for lSDN and

the new codes across their networks.

What will businesses
need to do?
Approximately half of the changes

equipment, fax machines, alarm systems
with automatic dialling, modems,
payphones and programmable memory

phones.
Anyone wishing to enquire about
Phoneday can Free Call 0500 O4 1995
free of charge, 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year.

The 3.lkg N40 features a 9.4—inch
TFI‘ (thin ﬁlm transistor) active matrix
colour screen that provides wide-angle

viewing in 256 colours. The N40’s video
memory supports up to a 1280 x 1024

Communications and networking
features include external ports for

wireless adapters.

Other standard features include a
removable disk drive with a 340 MB
capacity; main memory support from
16MB to 64MB; an external display port
supporting 1280 x 1024 resolution and
up to 256 colours; ports for an external

image, which can be viewed via a pan

mouse, keyboard and Appletalk printers,

and zoom feature on the TFT display or

and a built-in speaker and microphone.

Research
World
Technical Advances from around the Globe
Nanowire arrays

ment (Crada) to develop a ﬂywheel

By forcing metallic liquids into porous
insulating media, researchers at the US
Naval Surface Warfare Centre have
created “nanowire arrays” consisting of
200nm-diameter wires that are 50 microns long. The arrays could play a
number of roles in advanced microelectronic designs as multiple interconnect-

battery for power-line conditioning.
The use of a ﬂywheel battery would
help factories, laboratories and computer

ing wires, or photosensors. The arrays

can also be engineered to transmit photons as well as electrons.
The process uses a commercially
available microﬁltration composite
called Anoporc, which is built from
aluminium oxide. The challenge was to
find a means of forcing conductors in
the liquid phase into the porous medium.
Surface tension becomes a strong force
at such small dimensions, preventing
liquids from penetrating into the

centres ride out brief power interrup—

tions, which most consumer electronics
endure routinely but which can disrupt
integrated circuitry.

Livermore researcher Richard Post
has spent the past 20 years developing
ﬂywheel batteries and has'developed
one with a carbon-ﬁbre wheel four times
stronger than steel, able to withstand up
to 1 million pounds of tension per
square inch and able to spin up to 9,000
rpm. The target is a peak discharge of
IOOkW, or about 150 hp.
Trinity will produce the batteries for
Westinghouse’s Power Generation
business unit. It expects to deliver the
first breadbox-sized units in early 1995.

Anopore medium.

The solution was to pack the conducting material behind the Anopore in
a hollow tube. The tube is then put
under high pressure and the temperature
raised to a point just above the melting
point of the conducting material, at
which point it is forced into the porous
medium, solidifying into wires. Various

metals and semiconductors have been
successfully injected with the method.
The wire arrays, with a density of
500 million wireslcmz, may also turn out
to be interesting electronic systems in
their own right. The tightly packed array
of conductors in an insulating medium
form a “nanocomposite” materialwith
properties different from the constituents
of which it is formed. The researchers,
working in conjunction with scientists at
Polytechnic University and Digital
Instruments Inc. have set up a special
electron-microscope system for mapping

the electrical ﬁeld produced by charged
nanowire arrays.

Flywheel battery
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Westinghouse Electric Corp. and a
new company called Trinity Flywheel
Batteries Inc. of San Francisco. have
entered a two-year, $5 million co-operative research and development agree—

Examining EMI complications
As systems get smaller and external
sources of electromagnetic and radio
frequency interference grow, designers
will have to examine their systems for
potential EMI complications. To keep
interference from becoming a major
problem, researchers are exploring ways
to make multichip modules immune to

EMI.
Working at the request of the US Air
Force Ofﬁce of Scientiﬁc Research and
Rome Laboratory System Technology,
researchers at the Georgian Tech Research lnstitute have analysed the EMI

susceptibility of several MCMs. These
modules are becoming more popular,
but most designers do not know much
about their EMI immunity.
Although the project is funded by the
military, the issue will not be limited to
commercial markets. The impact of EMI

on MCMs will be just as great as it is on
system design in industrial and commercial environments.
RF and communications are big
areas. In transmitter and receiver modules, both military and commercial, '
handhelds and larger units, it will be-

come very important.

Harnessing Static -

Electricity

Personnel at North Carolina State University are trying to harness the power
of static electricity. They believe that
the force will one day be used to control
the shape of aircraft wings, satellite
assemblies, and antennas.

“Most people think of static electricity as a nuisance, particularly around
electronics, but it’s actually a useful
force that lets us change the shape of
materials on demand," says Barry M.
Silverberg, associate professor of me—

chanical and aerospace engineering at
NCSU.
Static electricity occurs when elec—
trons build up on the surface of a material. Silverberg and a team of students
have proved that such charged materials
attract and repel each other in a predictable and controllable manner. “Scientists have known about electrostatics for
along time, but until recently, didn’t
have the mathematical tools and design

techniques to put it to use," says
Silvcrberg. “Now we have the technology to create and control the distribution
of charge on thin metallic surfaces.”
Silverberg’s team intends to put its
knowledge to work by developing a
ﬂexible satellite antenna. “A satellite is
essentially a drum with a few attachments like solar arrays and reﬂector
dishes,” he says. The reﬂectors are
typically rigid and small to prevent
warping from alternating hot and cold
exposures in space. Reﬂector mounts
also are rigid, so the entire satellite must

turn to look in a different direction.
Because of their inability to focus and
scan, several satellites are often needed
to get-a complete picture.

The NCSU antenna avoids this problem because its reﬂector is a ﬂexible
membrane that’s shaped by static electricity. Meta] plates, charged by the
satellite battery, sit behind the reﬂector.

By controlling the voltage on each plate,
the satellite‘s computer can manipulate
the electrostatic forces that shape and

direct the reﬂector assembly.
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The postbag breaks and the letters spill out
Not so Foolproof LEDs
In a letter in the June issue of EIA Paul
Stenning described a foolproof way of
identifying the cathode and anode leads
on an LED. This method will not in fact
work for many high intensity LEDs.
Mr Stenning also described the semi-

conductor material used in LEDs as
silicon. This was presumably a slip of

the pen as I‘m sure he is aware that
LEDs are actually manufactured from a
wide variety of more complex semicon-

ductor materials such as GaAsP.
Andrew Chadwick
Hull

A-‘Case for Engineering
Design
My letter regarding the standard of the
projects in ElA, published in the May
issue, certainly seemes to have stirred a

reaction, particularly from Mr Coggins
whose project was the subject of some
of my criticism. I did not intend to imply
that his circuit was a ‘Heath Robinson’
creation, simply that I felt there was
room for improvement. Although Mr
Coggins and Mr Stenning’s letters in the
June magazine raise many issues that
deserve a reply, I will restrict myself to I
two points.
Mr Coggins may be happy with his
personal philosophy of ‘if it works it’s
OK” but he ought to be aware that the

‘ in performance. Neither Mr Coggins
nor Mr Stenning bothered to quantify
the improvement, simply stating that it
must be worth the cost of forty pence

engineering world operates on different

for the 1C. However on this basis why

principles. Good'design is characterised
by achieving the required results with
the minimum of resources. Unneces-

not increase the value of the ampliﬁer

sarily exceeding speciﬁcations is as

reprehensible as not meeting them. My
objection to using a second 4066 [C was
that it would give no signiﬁcant increase

coupling capacitors by a factor of ten for
instance? That would certainly increase

the bandwith which is surely another
improvement in performance at little
cost.

Mr Coggins also seems to have a

problem with what he calls the ‘classical’ approach. If by this he means a
theoretical and analytic approach to
circuit design then I quite agree. Engineering design in any ﬁeld is about
solving real problems and consequently
often relies heavily on sensible approximations and rules of thumb in situationswhere the theoretical equations
are insoluble. However this

balance of theory and practice
is not the same as blind
experimentation which Mr
Coggins seems to champion
as a path to innovation.

Innovation comes from
people asking informed
questions and not being
satisﬁed with something
that simply works.

Andrew Chedwlck
Hull

Electronics in Action is pleased to offer its readers
Roy Kaiawsky’s fascinating book - The Science of

Virtual Reality and Virtual Environments. This book
provides a wealth of material for those who require
a thorough scientific and engineering background
in Virtual Reality whether they be scientist,

engineer, student or layperson.

Professor Roy Kalawsky is head of the British
Aerospace Virtual Environment Laboratory
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3233?? Eli:
“-32
.
“‘22
.
.1
£0.10 0
31? 21113772 £1.51 00307
$2
4025
4020
4027

'
£041

'
5353

£0.00
£0.13
£0.10
.
2%

. u 007
409111
. 11 00311
. 22%"
‘i

£1.
£0.10
£0211
.
$11

£0.00

.1 51!

:15
C11“

£022
“-23
“‘35
“-31
”-25

4061

mi

£0.00

140127

00'31

4042
4043
4044
4045
4047

40121.1
140107
AC100
401117
A0140

012490

£0.20
£0.45
£0.31
£0.04
£1.07

005115
011517
313527
005211
012531

£02
£020
210.20
£0.20
£0.20

£0.15

3125491:

£0.10

00205
1.120011

£0.21
£1.35
£1.70
£1.02
21.24

511525

(1;.

05170

am 25

£333

memmmlm

51m

Desoldar Pump

£1.40

£0.81

Dmlder Braid

WWI-01115111"
W ‘ l ﬁ

I“?
£13

M T “
m m

M!

£1-00

£0.00

90-“

”-259 11111111
RND UHFsocket
50R UHF socket

‘9'“
£0.00
20.4.5

BNC Crimp Pliers

£17.“

€0.30
00.27
£1.011
£1.40

F Flue R658
F Flue R65
N Plug 11130
N 501211011100

£4.25
£11.00
£0.02

4mm Pum
ZZSWG 0.5111; Solde1
laswo 0.5111; Solder
11111113170: Solder

£0.00

£0.00

"-259 51W"

£1520

’Gascat' Gll Iron

ENC Crlmp Plug 15R

3N C Chassis 5k:

£11.50

05Wm Gas Iron

20.00

01110501121511:
.

£237

5T4 sumo

0140 Solder Plug 7511

0110 Crimp
- Plug 500

“-1
£0.41I
“-31
£0.41

211.!
£141

111mm
llha
PD!

111.41
“ﬁlm-0M
lTrImm M III! 01“

Harm-impala WIT
IRWIN“!

W M M M MM
STRIP IDAHO M" H‘I‘CH

23.00 175 x 61mm II.“

2017 05 x 431111111 01011 I I 1 0011.11

M x 95mm 211.!) 119 11 454mm III) 175 11 12mm 2114 20! x Tin-11' 11.3
Wmmmunmmhim
95 11127111111 :1.”
Irma R0010! Pap-r 001m.

£2.70

:11: .
:15: :15 521:: :10 .52:
44.4040. . m051152 £0.20 35%”
$319 110125 £0.30 00479 £0.32
£0.24 05107 . £0.21 1555714
4041

“-1I

C0 115W1"
11mm
1251711111511
x5 25mm

M I 25111111

.
t 093

BNCSoldev PI 09513R

Ante: Soldsr‘lng Irons
M12W1m

001.1111- 51m

Singlo 011140
£1.21!

£3.40
£5.10

5.3},

£1.47

£4.20
£0.50

-

£0 00
00011
mg“
£0.30

“5532
“55
A1206
10411105
402

1:000

:56 :10 31:1: :15 1%.... M
5-2
731::
ml
«14
E11130:
£0.14 005401: £0.00 00500.4 1.75 11.001
00107
ﬁg
%
4°51
4054
“055
4060

4°63

BC1DTB

01:1 00
0c1004
001000
013100
001001:
00114

.311
”-25
£0.40
£056
€034
Ell-48

86115

5°19

£0.10
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00
£0.00

£0.10 005500
£0.14 005554
£0.10 005570
£0.17 005500
0017005590
00.41 005500

£0.41

£0.21

001537

4073
4075
4075
4077
4001
4002

£0.
£0.30
£0.25
£0.27

1:14
01:1 :15
00140
00141

1
£0.11
£0.21!
£0.17

£0.31
00.34
£0.21
£0.30
£0.12
£0.12

015142
00143
00149
001511
00157
00150

£0.17
1:11.17
£0.00
£0.17
£0.14
00.21

£0
£0.21
£0.20

00170
001171
001172
011135

£020
00.20

20.21
£0.25
£0.22
£0.23
£0.24
£0.02

00105
00137
00100
110130
00140
001500

£0.10
£0.31
“'55

4097

£1.10

00171
0
00171
(1,172

£0.40
4000
.
4
£3.53:
4233'
4505 no.
.503 .91,”
4510 £11.25
4511
71512

4514

4515
4515

$3

ﬁg

4527

mm

4520

£1044

4532

1:3:
4541

45‘3

4555

45.5.5

4500
4533

451
453i
4505

40174

1:. L} P E R

WlP. E

All 202 heals
£0.63
14 SWG
£0.67
18 SWG
£0.07
18 SWG
£0.12
20 SW6
£0.78
22 SW13
£0.83
24 SW6
80.6
26 SW6
£0.91
28 SW6
£0.93
30 SWG
£0.83
32 SW6
£0.99
34 SWG
£1.04
35 SWG
£1.10
38 SW6
£1.22
40 S W

”-3,
20-”
£040
171'
£040
£1'00

1111122
7111125
119127
1111102
110137
719142

£0.40
£0.40
“Jo

00201
010202
3029:;

£0.31
“0-33
£0.31

719201:
"P3055
TIPZIOC

.

211-0111,£018
00101411010112.1210
3P-4W 4P-3W

90-"
£11.19

:g Pin H.D.

‘

:

£0.40

Pin
23
25 Pin

£0 4'
- cave: '
9Way 01051-1:

15Way plasl'rc calm

Key Snatch SPST
Push to make

€1.70
€0.25

PW“ ED “Wk

8018
£0.63
£0.25

Latchlng Push Sq:
PCB T0016 :1 6mm

23W“ plastic 1:01.104
25e 111-0111: cover

{0.001100
{0.951100
£1.727100

0.25W 5% CF E12 Series
0.5W5% CF E12 501105
D.25W1% MF E24 Series

POTS Log 01 U11 410R ~1M025mm
L110 0 25m 5 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 4 2

0 RS
PHESETS Enclosed Hon
0111011 100R - I M O 0.15“!
PRESETS Skelelnn Hort
llWR—lMODJW

£0.15
€0.11

£0.34

21725-20

23.15

712117
710411

”cg?”
'
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270010
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254,",
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1
E33
£005
£1 '53
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'-°"‘*'
H5232 Lead Male 2510 Felﬂale 5
Null Modem ma male 25 Female 25

291101 01m 21117—3311
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0111119Ie 0 a 25
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3% ii":
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1 N40“
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3.
510 Disk 510109: 3011
3.
3.5":100 Disk Sinraga Box

£0.10

£17.96
£5.46
£20.48
CO.26
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All prions exclude VAT.
Please add £1.25 carriage 10 all orders and VAT (17.5%).
No minimum order charge.
Please send payment with your order.
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1 "5406
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110111
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W0 0 M1111 Female to Female
£0.10 9911110;
0 Mm. M51410 Male
£0.20

£0.40 11102 1.54

M02 8011 10011 70 x 41mm

23

£551
£551

5110093
514255 3

011111131051‘1111505

M01 Box 79 x 01 x 40mm

7912

[535
£1.70

62256 .1o
4154.15

501/
£0430 woos 1.511201111

T113011 111 a: 57x22mm

mm

£0.53
90-“
£0.16
£0.18

ZTXM
to .41
£0.41ZTX500

$3: P0102M

“:3.

-"9

gig
.

53%
1
£930
£038
£0.40
£11.62

£033

501111 Flaw

£444

“-54
£3.00
“-00
E135

27120-20
2734-25
27004.25

£1 .30

(bias-I’d 1 way)
mini slide
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m‘“

00 34

23.32
5-12
"J9
57-5“

”“275
M0
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ME

0:32;?0 Tomi.

TIP31 C

£0.32

m-n
ml”
'

60-48
£113
EM!
52>“
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ZN4I4Z
“‘2“
2N4?“

EL“
£230
135-52
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40193

£0.76

DPDTODTnmIo

D C C) ‘11 1‘11 .F 1' T 1 ‘1 1': ‘:

£0.40
£0.42
£0.30
£0.32
£0.02
£0.37

-

90.50
no 40

DPDT (:0 Toggle

ftp-2112 £0.13. 2117-1011 £0.12

£010
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.
£0.32

Polystyrene 16W 516 4? pF lo 10oF

33204

7102250

11111230 $13110
40109
40103

£012
5017
£720
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11111131111 3
MP3“
”“475
110121

lFHSTCiRS

E1113

£0.00
£0.04
£0.00

110222
0225
017232
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00230
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$32 #3233;
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SPDTTowle
SPOT (:0 Tog
DPDT 709910

£0.10
00.10
£0.17
£1700
£0.00
£0.00

5.3%

0010

Sump 25017 6. 4mm 0 mourning
£0.58
SPST Toggle .

1951115111011, 1112-207 £0.07.
3113-4117 I 0.11
111111 011211 £0.07

[0.13
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8(1l

£11.98
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£0.03

L004

Ceramic 11111110140100 8 53V
1 .OpF lo lOOnF
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00170
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00102L
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001001.51 £0.00

£0.77

00 7,
j
53.11
£0.40
£0.33
£0.54

Sci 725
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mg:
mg;

£0.11
00.10
my”

£1.00
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11052

mm
11.071cp
11.07c
L074
L001
11.00c

TIP"? €112 2716
”23%
£0.30 ""3955 £0.03 2732

33193 E31”: “3133
gﬁ
41mm“
£0.55 001700 £0.10 001117
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4093
4094
“95

£1.39
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£1.00
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£2.11
,2 1‘

:33
5”" T1155?"
WW"
5::
934° £0.40
jg. 11.10350
£0 .2 01.142000 £0.52

‘°“. 5°?“
”E":
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4°69
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P0/Cheques made payable to
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E88 Electronic Components

_

“SA

Access 81 Visa cards accepted
Offical orders from schools 81 colleges welcome.

CALL I N — O P E N : lVlONvFRi 8.30-5.00 SAT10.00-5 .00

POWERFUL SCHEMATIC CAPTURE,
PCB DESIGN AND AUTOROUTING
ALL FOR JUST £395...
PROPAK All for DOS provides all the features you need to create complex PCB designs quickly
and easily. Draw the circuit diagram using the powerful facilities of 1515 DESIGNER+ and then netlist
into ARES AUTOROUTE for placement, autorouting and tidy up. Advanced real time design rule

checks guarantee that the ﬁnal PCB will correspond exactly with the schematic thus saving you from
costly layout errors and time consuming debugging.
Attractive, easy to use graphical interface.
Object oriented schematic editor with automatic wire routing.
dot placement and mouse driven place/editlmoveldelete.
Netlist generation for most popular CAD software.
Bill of Materials and Electrical Rules Check reports.
Two schemes for hierarchical design.
Automatic component annotation and packaging.
Comprehensive device Iibran'es and package libraries
including both through hole and SMT parts.
User definable snap grids (imperial and metric) and Real
Time Snap to deal with tricky SMT spacings.
Manual route editing features include Auto Track Mocking,
Top0iogical editing a n d Curved tracks.
Autorouting for single. double and multi-layer boards.
Non autorouting PROPAK is available for just £250 if you do
not need or want the router.
Full connectivity and design rule checking.
Power plane generator with thermal relief necking.
Graphics support to 800x600 Super VGA.
Output to dot matrix and laser printers. HP and Houston
ml

plotters. Postscript devices, Gerber and Excelion NC

.1 IrllellrtllﬂlrIlllnzlruruIIlulﬂlal m

machines plus DXF and other DTP ﬁle formats.

CADPAK
Two Programs for the Price of One
[SIS SUPERSKETCH
A superb schematic drawing program
for DOS offering Wire Auforouting,
Auto Dot Placement, full component
libraries, export to DTP and much more.

Exceptionally easy and quick to use. For example, you
am place a wire with just two mouse clicks - the wire
autorouter does the rest.
PCB ll
High performance yet easy to use manual PCB layout
package. Many advanced teatures including curved tracks,
auto track necking, DXF export, Gerber and NC ﬁle

generation, Gerber viewing and more.
Alan Chadwick writing in ET 1 (January 94) concluded...

"At £79 i thought this was an excellent buy."
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1515 ILLUSTRATOR
Schematic Drawing for Windows

°

are
t

Running under Windows 3.1, ISIS ILLUSTRATOR lets
you create presentation quality schematic drawings like

you see in the magazines. Furthermore, when the
drawing is done, transferring it to another document is
just a matter of pasting it through the Clipboard.
Now used by a number of prominent technical authors to
illustrate their latest books and magazine articles.
Call us today on 0756 753440 or fax
0756 752857 for a demo pack - state
DOS or Windows. Mani-copy and
educational discounts available.
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Each of the sine waves has a frequency
limits, therefore, are inaudible. It can be
set exactly a factor of two (twice and
' ’ seen that, even though the master oscilhalf) the frequency of its neighbours on
lator has been set at three different
.
each side. The sine waves are ‘locked
(special) frequencies, the sound actually
on’ to a continuously-variable master
audible (which has frequency compooscillator - as the frequency of the mas—
nents contained within the dotted lines)
ter oscillator is changed, all the sine
is the same in each case.
waves change exactly in step. The
Here's an example of what would
graphs show the results of setting the
happen in practice. Starting at the reset
master oscillator at three different spe—
frequency of 65536Hz, the continucial frequencies: the ﬁrst - the reset
ously-variable voltage-controlled master
frequency - at 65536Hz; the second - the
oscillator mght increase its frequency
lowest frequency used - exactly one
steadily. Eventually, it would reach the
octave lower, at 32768Hz; the third - the
maximum frequency exactly one octave
highest frequency used - exactly one
(twice the frequency) higher, at [31072
octave higher, at '13 1072Hz. The freHz. immediately it had reached this
quency limits of hearing are usually
frequency, it would automatically be
taken to be within the range 20Hz to
switched to the reset frequency, exactly
20000Hz, and these limits are shown in
one octave lower, and would continue to
each of the three graphs as dotted lines.
rise as before. Since the sound is exactly
All of the frequencies outside these
the same at the ‘reset’ and at the maxi-

mum frequencies, there would be no
audible break, and the pitch of the sound

would appear to be rising continuously.
A similar process would occur if the
pitch of the sound were decreasing,
except that the switching (trigger) point
would occur at the lowest frequency,
exactly one octave below the ‘reset’
frequency.
For the actual Relaxometer circuit, I
used lowest, reset, and highest frequencies of 35 kHz, 70 kHz and 140 kHz.

respectively and these gave good results.
I used only 1] terms of sine waves in the
prototype with frequency ratios of
1:2:4:8: 16:32:64: 128:256z512:1024.
These were worked out on my computer,
using a program written in MS-DOS
QBASIC and the binary—weighted results were loaded into an EPROM,
(Erasable Programmable Read Only
Memory) using an EPROM program-

mer. The EPROM
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operates as a ‘look-up’
table. I used a 27C64

(Sir x 8) EPROM but

w
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only 2048 bytes of
memory are programmed for the Relaxometer. Since
only 2048 bytes are used, the ‘sine‘
waves at the higher frequencies are
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The operation of the complete circuit
can be broken down into several simple,
fairly standardised building blocks. ,
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Logarithmic Skin-resistance to
voltage converter
For a skin resistance of 1M, the ELECTRODE and R3 are balanced, and,
assuming that PNP transistors Trl and

Tr2 are a matched pair, the voltage at the
output of IC2b should be at AGND
(Analogue Ground). I used matched
BC179 transistors here but almost any
small-signal, matched silicon transistors
would do. For each halving or doubling

of skin resistance, the voltage across TrI
(base-emitter) rises or falls by about

ISmV respectively, and the voltage at
IC2a output rises or falls (relative to
AGND} by the same amount. This increasing or decreasing voltage is passed
on to the non—inverting input of IC2:B
via Q2, which maintains an almost
constant voltage drop across its own

base-emitter junction. IC2:B is con—
nected as a non-inverting ampliﬁer with
a gain of about 19, therefore a change in
resistance by a factor of two results in a
voltage change at IC2:B output of about
U3 volt.

Analogue Memory (Sample and
Hold) Block
Assume that the ‘reset’ line is high,

which closes the CMOS switch IC4:C.
IC3:B output {pin 7) will reset to
AGND (analogue ground). IC3:A output

(pin 1) will copy the output of IC2:B.
When the CMOS switch is opened by
the reset line going ‘low’, low~leakage
capacitor C3 will hold. (i.e. memorise) at

lC3:A output the voltage which was
previously present at the output of IC2:B.
Now that the switch is open, any
change at the output of [C22B will be
ampliﬁed (and inverted) by op-amp
IC3:B, which, together with resistors R6
and R7, is connected to have a gain of

56 times.
Window Comparator
If the output of 1C3:B goes higher than
3.75 volts (= 3l4 VDD) or lower than
1.25 volts (= U4 VDD), then the output

of window comparators IC3:C or IC3:D
(respectively) will go ‘high’.

AND’ gate, [CM
CMOS switch IC4:B is connected as a
logic AND gate, and its purpose will be
explained later.

Monostable Mullivibrator using

ten: and lC4b

'

Voltage Controlled Osclllator
1C5, the 555 (CMOS) timen’oscillator is
connected as a VCO. A positive—going
input ramp voltage (at pin 5 ) changing

from U4 VDD (1.25V) to U2 VDD
(2.5V) to 3l4 VDD (3.75V) produces a
negative—going frequency sweep at its
output (pin 3) ranging from 140000Hz
to 70000Hz to 35000Hz respectively.
Counter ICS, 4040 and Look-up

table EPROM 1C?
This provides 2048 incremental addresses for the EPROM.
The ﬁrst 2048 address locations of
the EPROM contain the binary—weighted
results of adding together the sums of 11
terms of sine waves, each subsequent

(ascending-value) term being a factor of
two higher than each previous term.

i.e. the sine waves have a frequency
sequence of:—
1:2:4:8:16:32:64:128:256:512:1024

These CMOS switches are connected as
a monostable multivibrator. A positivegoing voltage applied to IC4:A (pin 1)
results in a single positive-going voltage
pulse of about 500 ps uration at IC4:B
pin 10. This resets the circuit. The cir~
cuit has a ‘snap’ action and would be
quite useful for other circuits provided
that the length of the pulse needn’t be
precise. The output pulse duration, in
this circuit, is by no means critical, but it
MUST be longer than the time taken for
the ‘reset’ circuit to settle (i.e. more than
about 100 '15.)

The EPROM is switched ‘on’ for only 2
us at a time by the V.C.O., and this
saves battery power. The whole circuit
uses about 5 mA and a PP3 9 volt battery makes a suitable power source. The
- prototype works down to a battery voltage of about 6.5 volts.
Digital to Analogue converter 1C9 is
a buffer and its purpose is to hold the
values of the output of the EPROM
when the latter is Switched off (which is
most of the time). Its correct operation
relies on the fact that there is a (rela-

tively) large amount of capacitance
associated with IC7 outputs/1C9 inputs
which holds the output voltages of IC7
virtually at the positive (+5V) power rail
when IC7 is in its 3vstate ‘off’ mode.
The buffer is followed by a simple R2R type digital to analogue converter
which proved to be perfectly adequate in

this particular application. This DIA
converter has the advantage of using
very little battery power compared with

dedicated converters such as the ZN426
(a low-power lC D/A couverter) uses as
much current (SmA) as the whole of the

ble of supplying steady currents of about

It would certainly be advisable to use an _

SmA and short-duration (2us) peak
currents of about 20mA (for the

IC socket for the EPROM (IC7). If you

EPROM), and virtually any low/medium
power NPN transistor could be used for
Q3.
Audio amplifier
IC l c boosts the power from the digital—
to-analogue converter to drive a small
loudspeaker or headphones. C15 pro-

vides a top-cut tone control and could be
omitted if desired.

solder the ICs directly to the PCB then
be very careful to avoid damaging them
by static electricity. In any case, it
would be best to leave the EPROM
(IC7) and the 74HC541 (IC9)
unsoldered or disconnected until the
VDD power line has been correctly

adjusted to 5 volts by RV3. The electrolytic capacitors can now be soldered in,
taking care to connect them the correct

way round. The PP3 battery holder can
now be soldered.

Relaxometer circuit.

Construction
The circuit is built on a double-sided
printed circuit board measuring 6-1/4"
by 4“ and fits neatly into a Vero type
215 case, measuring 7" X 4" X 2-1I2".
If you decide to make youraown PCB

Setting u p

NOFI gate ICB
The purpose of this is to check the output of the EPROM for the digital code

(ready made PCBs are available from
our At Your Service page) then the ( S i )

(0 volts) and TP2 (VDD). Turn on the
power and adjust RV3 clockwise until

through—via links should be soldered in

the test meter reads +5 volts. IC7 and
1C9 can now be inserted/soldered.

word ‘128’ (decimal), which is the first

digital value of the waveform. (It would
also check for zero, but it has been
‘ﬁxed’ that zero never occurs in the
EPROM. The circuit therefore only
resets when the window comparator
limits are exceeded AND when the NOR
gate detects the decimal number 128,

(on BOTH sides of the PCB) ﬁrst. Next,
solder all the resistors, followed by the

non—electrolytic capacitors. The diodes
should be soldered next. Make abso-

and these occur only at the beginning,
and exactly half way through the sum—
of-sinewaves waveform cycle. Without

lutely sure to connect these the right

this reﬁnement, the circuit makes a

this is often shortened, relative to the

clicking sound when it resets.

cathode (-ve) lead, by the manufacturers.

Power supply
This is a standard stabilised power
supply powered by a PP3 battery. The
reference voltage is any red—coloured

and test-point pins (TN to TPS) can be
soldered next. I used integrated circuit
holders in the prototype to hold the I.C.s
and these should all be orientated so that
pin l is nearest to the back of the PCB.

way round. In order 0 identify the anode

(+ve) lead of the light emitting diode,

The various connector-pins (J1 to J7)

LED. The power supply has to be capa—

Before switching on the machine, turn
preset R V 3 (VDD adjuster) fully anti-

clockwise to ensure that VDD is below 5
volts. Connect a test meter between TP1

Connect a suitable meter (about
100uA FSD) to solder pins J4 (meter
negative) and 15 (meter positive). The

connecting wires need to be about 4"
long. Connect the loudspeaker to solder '
pins 11 and 12, using wires about 8" or
9" in length. All connector pins are
located on the front of the PCB. Tempo-

rarily connect a 120K ﬁxed resistor
between 16 and J7 to simulate a remarkably—steady skin resistance.
Turn on the power/volume control

and adjust the volume to a comfortable
level.

m

g

Es

The reading on the meter should be
about 1:2 FSD. or marking ‘7‘ if you
have calibrated the small panel meter
between 1 and 14. It will probably be
necessary to alter the value of R4 (56K)
to achieve this reading. Effectively, R4,

the meter series resistor, has to be ad—
justed so that the meter can read be—

tween 0 and _4 volts full scale.
Connect the temporary ‘set up’ cir—
cuit (see diagram) to TH and TP2 and
the slider of the 100K pot to

The Front Panel.

Drill the front panel holes to size as
shown in the diagram. The main difﬁculty will be cutting out the rectangular
hole for the meter. Probably the best
way to do this is to drill several small
holes near to the edge of the rectangular
marking and then to ﬁle away the re—

maining metal to the required size. A
paper overlay can then be ﬁxed to the

drilled panel.

TPS. This circuit sources or
sinks current into or out of

IC3a inverting input and
simulates a steadily increas-

ing or decreasing skin resistance (without affecting the
meter reading).
The pitch of the sound

from the loudspeaker should
be either rising or falling, the rate of
which depends on the position of the
‘sct up’ potentiometer. Turn this pot
(one way or the other) until the pitch of

the sound is falling at a fairly slow rate
(say, one octave every ﬁve seconds).

You will probably hear a ‘jump’ in the
sound as the circuit resets every octave.
Adjust RV] until the ‘jump’ in the
sound disappears. In other words, the
pitch of the sound should appear to fall
indeﬁnitely with no apparent gaps. Now,
turn the ‘set up‘ pot the other way until
the pitch of the sound rises slowly. This
time. adjust RV2 until the pitch of the
sound appears to rise continuously. This
completes the setting up.

The Skin Electrode.
The skin electrode comprises a small
single~sided PCB on which are etched
two non—touching comb—like copper
tracks. A ﬂexible twin—wire cable connects to either track. The electrode is
placed so that the copper side of the
PCB is against the palm of one hand and
is kept firmly in place by means of an
elastic~and—Velcro arrangement.

ing iron. The twin connecting cable
needs to be about 4 ft or so in length.
Remove about half an inch of insulationfrom the end of the cable and feed the
copper ends through the back of the

electrode PCB and solder each of the
hated wires to the copper-electrode side,
removing any excess wire. The cable
should then be glued (at right angles) to
the back of the electrode PCB. Cut off a
length of about 9“ by 3! “ elastic and
stick this to the back of the electrode
PCB, over the cable. C u t o f f a 2-1;r “
length of Velcro and stick the smooth
side of the Velcro on top of the elastic.
Stick the smooth side of the ‘other’ half
of the Velcro a t the other end of (but on
the opposite side of) the elastic. The
non-electrode end of the twin cable
needs to be fed through the hole in the
front panel and its ends soldered to 16
and I? on the main PCB.

Fitting‘ the loudspeaker
Carefully drill small holes in the lid of
the Vero box (to let the sound out) and
glue the loudspeaker directly under
these holes. Use a length of twin con-

necting cable to connect the speaker to
the corresponding speaker pins on the
front of the PCB.

Making the Skin Electrode

Using the Relaxometer

in order to stop any oxidation of the

For best results, wash and thoroughly
dry your hands. Make sure that the metal
surface of the electrode is clean and dry.
Attach the hand-electrode to (either)
hand in such a way that the metal sur-

copper electrode surface duing use, it is

best to tin it beforehand — simply melt
and spread a small amount of solder
onto the copper surface using a solder—

face is face down against the

palm of the hand, just below
the bottom of your ﬁngers

fgmfzé’i‘ggﬂz"
In Southern steps

Sum of 12 Octave:
of Simm“

as shown in the diagram.
The flexible insulated cable

—Do|'
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3; ii-

can be placed between the

two middle ﬁngers. Taking

9 Do
11‘: B;

32 iii

13 3:

as "7
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the elastic (attached to the

or

hand-electrode) around your

3 mo

hand, join the two pieces of

s

Velcro. The hand-electrode
needs to be ‘comfortably
tight’ against the skin. It
doesn’t need to be very
tight.
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To audlo Impllﬂor

Turn on the machine

and adjust the volume to
a fairly low audible level. The sound can
become irritating if it is adjusted to too
high a level. It will take a few seconds

for the sound to settle.
With the ﬁngers of your free hand,

press the hand-electrode against the
palm of the other hand, slowly and
gradually increasing the pressure. You
should hear that the pitch of the tone
rises quickly as you increase the pressure. The increase in pressure improves
the electrical contact between the electrode and the hand, reducing the electrical resistance. This makes the pitch of
the tone go up. Now, slowly and gradually release the pressure on the electrode. You should hear that the pitch of
the tone goes down. It is important to
remember, whilst using the
Relaxometer, to keep the hand absolutely still, otherwise the machine will

give confusing indications.
With the machine switched on and
the hand—electrode attached, lie down on
your back or sit in a comfortable chair.
You may wish to note the meter reading
at this point. Close your eyes. Just to
prove to yourself that the machine really
does work, think strongly of something

rising whatever you do.
The reason for this is (probably) that the
electrode itself traps any moisture on the

hand. Slip your hand out of the electrode
assembly and wipe clean your hand and
the electrode with a paper tissue or by
other suitable means. Probably,
using the Relaxometer for two,
ten—minute relaxtion ‘sessions’

think of some_
.
thing relaxing.

. “ ﬁ f

Other applications and experiments with ‘Helical’ pitch
A generalised helical pitch
generator can be built and its
circuit diagram is as shown. One
application might be as a new
sound for a music synthesizer. A

master oscillator on the synthesizer might generate frequencies
(at semitone intervals) between,

say, 16742.4 Hz and
267878.411; which divide down
by powers-of-two to
middle C’ (= 261.6Hz).
This would give a range
of four octaves of helical
pitch. Although the musician would play
the synthesizer over a four-octave range,
the sound would appear to be contained

within a one-octave
range. Playing a

musical scale, for
instance, over four
octaves, the pitch of
the sound would
appear to be
going round and
round within one octave.
The EPROM might be programmed
with the sum-of—sinewaves sequence
1M

rapidly. Now,

"I“
Plum “’1

m

You should hear

that the pitch of the tone falls as you do
so. Unfortunately, it‘s much more difﬁ-

cult to become relaxed than to become
stressed, so the pitch of the tone is likely

whether the musical interval sounded is
a perfect fourth or a perfect fifth - the

beneﬁcial.

m
Flu-“’2

produced, because the brain cannot tell

each day would prove to be

stressful! You

should hear that
the pitch of the
tone rises very

perfect fourth. Since the helical pitch
generator produces all audible octaves
of these frequencies, a peculiar effect is

Tom

I:I.5:2:l:4:l:l:|2:16:Zl:32148:6l:96:Ill:l92:256:384:512:7632l02l
The ratio between the 1st and 2nd;

to fall at a slower rate than when it rises.
Do whatever-is-necessary to keep the
pitch of the tone falling. You will prob—
ably ﬁnd that the maximum length of

3rd and 4th; 5th and 6th terms etc. which have frequency ratios of 121.5 (or
3:2) is called a perfect ﬁfth, and that

time that the pitch of the sound falls is
about ten minutes and after this time. the

6th and 7th terms etc. - have frequency

tone will start to rise and to keep on

ratios of 1.5:2 (or 4/3) and is called a

between the 2nd and 3rd; 4th and 5th;

sound appears to switch between the two
intervals. A corresponding optical illusion effect is produced when a 3D object, such as a cube, is drawn in two
dimensions on paper. The brain cannot
decide whether the ‘cube’ has six faces,
the apex being nearest to the viewer, or

three faces, the apex being furthest away
from the viewer. The optical illusion, in
the case of a cube, occurs because the
‘whole’ (3D) has been reduced to a ‘part
of the whole’ (2D), whilst the aural

illusion in helical pitch occurs because
only a part of the audible spectrum
(20Hz to 20kHz) is apparent to human

2 4 8

101214
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hearing -the illusion might not work for
dogs or bats or small children!

Hard to get parts
The rectangular-faced panel meter is
often sold as a VU meter and is often
calibrated with a decibel (dB) scale. The

size of the rectangular face is 1.35 " X
0.55" and requires a front panel cutout
of about 1.4" X 0.6". An overlay scale,
calibrated from 1 to 14 can be glued
over the VU scale and each calibration
mark on the scale would represent a
doubling or halving in skin resistance.
For the Relaxometer project. the read—
ings on the meter are only intended as a
rough guide to average skin resistance,

and using the machine over a long period of use, (weeks or months, say,) you
might notice that the average reading on

the meter had changed (hopefully downwards) by one or more divisions. The

usefulness of the machine lies in the fact
that even minute changes in skin resistance are indicated by the change in pitch

of the tone from the loudspeaker and for
the most part, the meter can be ignored
or even omitted altogether, (in which
case the project needs to be renamed a
Relaxo!)

Combined potentiometer/switch with
PCB pins for both the pot and the
switch.

These are quite hard to come by, as
the switch part of the combination normally has a mains-type switch (with
lugs) rather than a low-voltage switch
(with PCB pins). Room has been left on

the PCB to accommodate either type,
though the all-PCB-pin type is to be
preferred.

A suitable, fully-programmed 27C64
EPROM can be obtained from the au-

thor, for £5.00 including post and packing, and has four diffeent helical pitch
sounds (each using 2048 bytes):
1 A single—note sound as used in the
prototype and using frequency ratios of:

1:2:4
512:1024.
and for experimental use:
2 A chord sound using frequency ratios

of: 1:1.25:1.5:2:2.5:3:4:5:6:8
etc.
3 A ‘perfect fifthfperfect fourth' sound
using frequency ratios of: l:l.5:2:3:4
etc.

4 A major third/minor sixth sound with
frequency ratios of: l:l.25:2:2.5:4: etc
The address to send your EPROM order
to is: 16 Clewley Grove, Quinton, Bir—
mingham B32 1QZ_.

1’

REM * * * * *
RELAXOMETER SUM-DF-SINES HAVEFORM ******
REM * * * * * i i i i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i t i i * * * * t t t * * * * t t * * i t t * * *

3

REM

c,

-

Tlri‘isfprogram works out the sum of the addition ct); sine waves of

REM

t

REM

an d saves t h em ‘i n a n A S C I I f o r m a t f 1‘ 1 e o n t o a h a r d d ‘i s k .

E

or”)

y

=

5Tn(X)

+

sin(2x)

+

ST"(4X)

+

sin

X)

ThlSIS the has“:

etC..

programasused i n

the EPROMWIthIn
. .

g

DATA1.2.4.8.16.32.64.128.256.512,1024

the prototypeofthe

3

bytes, = 2048

Relaxomeier

ns - “RELAx.Asc_"

_.

PRINT " P l e a s e w a i t . . .

Press

‘ESC'

to exit!”

OPEN nS FOR OUTPUT AS #1

p i # - 3.1415926536#

r a d i a n i n c r e m e n t # = 2 * p i # 1 bytes%
a n g l e # = 0 : REM a l l sinewaves s t a r t a t z e r o phase a n g l e
s c a l e - 1 8 . 8 4 7 3 8 : REM s c a l i n g f a c t o r f i t s waveform i n t o 255 l e v e l s
FOR a d d r e s s : = 0 T0 ( b y t e s z - 1 )
I F INKEY$ = CHR$£27J THEN END
mp = O
FORag = 1 TO 1 1

y - amp * s c a l e + 128
I F y <> 123 AND y > 127 AND y < 129 THEN I F y > 128 THEN y = 129 ELSE y '
y - CINTIy)

12?

a t ‘ CHR$(y)
angle# = angle# + radianincrement#
PRINT #1. a$NEXT addressZ

CLOSE

REM ******* RELAxOMETER SUM- OF- SINES NAVEFORM *******

END

REM

*it'k'k'k'kir'ktt**iii-i-i:i*****1-**********i*************i:

REM
REM
REM
REM

SUB hexBD ,
'
END SUB

T h i s program works o u t t h e sum o f
the form
y = sin(x) + sin(2x) +
and saves them i n an ASCII f o r m a t
The f o l l o w i n g DATA s t a t e m e n t must

REM

experiment w i t h d i f f e r e n t

t h e a d d i t i o n o f s i n e waves o f
sint4x) + siniax) etc.
f i l e on a h a r d d i s k .
be a l t e r e d i f you w i s h t o

' h e l i c a l p i t c h ' sounds.

DATA l . 2 . 4 . 8 . 1 6 . 3 2 . 6 4 . 1 2 3 . 2 5 6 . 5 1 2 . 1 0 2 4
CLS
s c a l e — 120: REM t e m p o r a r i l y s e t s t h e s i z e o f each s e p a r a t e sinewave

INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
PRINT

1766i A'lnl"

3

NOILOVu! SOINOHLOH'IH

READ t e r m
v = SIN(angle# * term)

"How many b y t e s o f memory do y o u w i s h t o p r o g r a m ” : b y t e s :
“How many sinewave t e r m s a r e t h e r e i n y o u r DATA s t a t e m e n t “ : t e r m s z
“ E n t e r f i l e n a m e : use t h e e x t e n s i o n
.ASC ( f o r ASCII) “ ; n3
“Please w a i t . . .
Press
‘ESC'
to exit!"

OPEN ns FDR OUTPUT AS #1
LETm
p i # -a3.1415926536#

radianincrement# - 2 * pi# I bytesﬁ
a n g l e # = O: REM
set s t a r t i n g angle of sum-of-sinewaves. A l l
REM: sinewaves s t a r t a t z e r o p h a s e .
t h e n e x t s e c t i o n works out t h e n e c e s s a r y s c a l i n g f a c t o r s o t h a t
t h e sum—of-sines waveform can f i t w i t h i n 255 v o l t a g e l e v e l s

REM:
REM:

FOR a d d r e s s ! = 0 TO ( b y t e s z - 1)
I F INKEY$ - CHR$(27) THEN END
amp = 0 : REM t h e i n s t a n t a n e o u s a m p l i t u d e o f the s u m - o f - s i n e w a v e s
FOR 9 = 1 TO t e r m s !
READ t e r m
= SIN(angle# * term)
amp = amp + v

Those of you wishing to

“£53m“

experiment with different

amp = amp * scale

sounds should u s e this

P“°9'3“"

IF

'

am

angle

NEXT address;

)

max

THEN

LET

max

'

amp

= a n g l e # + radianincrement#

LET s c a l e - s c a l e * 127 I max: PRINT : PRINT
PRINT : “SCALE HAS FINALLY " : s c a l e ; f
Please w a i t . . . ”

angle# =

FOR address% = O TO (bytesﬁ - 1)
IF

INKETS = CHRSKZ?) THEN END

amp - 0
FOR 9 = 1 TO t e r m s !
READ t e r m
v - SIN(angle#-* term)
amp = amp +

EXT gs
RESTORE
= amp * s c a l e + 128
I F y <> 128 ANDy > 127 AND y < 129 THEN I F y ) 123 THEN y - 129 ELSE y k 127
= CINT(y)
a 5 = CHRS(¥)

angle# = angle# + radianincrement#
PRINT #1. a 3 :
NEXT a d d r e s s s

CLOSE
END
SUB hexBO :
END SUB

l— _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ “I
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BAGKNUMBERS

| Print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS

.

l

|

I Name

:

| Address

I

l
I
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l
‘

I ............................................................... Postcode .............................. I

Fear 01.
B k N be De t h Id
n our ac um rs p . s o u
be able to furnish you with almost any
Issue (our January issue was just too
Popular) FIII In t h e coupon ( o r a photocopy

of it) and post it to us with a cheque or
postal order for the correct amount.

I Please send me ........ issue(s) of the October '93 edition

I

Please send me ........ issue(s) of the November ’93 edition
Please send me ........ issue(s) of the December ’93 edition
I Please send me ........ issue(s) ot the February '94 edition
I Please send me ........ issue(s) of the March ’94 edition
..
.,
.
: Please send me ........ issue(s) of the April ’ 94 edition
Please send me ........issue(s) of the May 94 edition

9"

I

Please s e n d m e . . . . . . . . I s s u e ( 5 ) of

t h e J u n e ' 9 4 edition

| Each Copy (including postage & packing) costs £2.50
I enclose a chequer'postal order for

I Please send to:

Electronics in Action, PO Box 600
Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NL

I
I
I
I
I

|
I

I

,

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES—DIMMEPIS -

LDUDSPEAKEFIS-19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS

0MP MOS-PET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH HACK
.

THOUSAN D5 PURCHASED
B Y PROFESSIONAL USERS

7

.

BEW°E*LA"°E‘A"5AE~5°

STmﬂnmﬂc‘T‘WUH

0MP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES SUPPLIED “HEY luIL'I' AND TESTED. ‘
These modules now anioy a world-wide reputation Ier quality. reliability and peﬂorrnanoa at a realistic price Four

.

models are available to sull the needs or the protessional and hobby msrtust I a Industry Leisure, lnetruInenul and NI-Ft
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that all models Include toroidal power supply. Integral lteet sink. glass libr- P.C.I. and
drive circuits to power a compatible li'u meter. All models are open and short eirouttprool

TI‘IOUSAN D8 OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OﬂPi'NF 100 Noe-Pet Output power 110 watts
R. M. 5. into It ohms. frequency response Ills-100K142
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate “Was,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%. Input Senattlvlty 500ml S.N.R.
-110 63. Size 300 a 123 x 60mm.

PRICE £40.55 + £3.50 PAP
ONPINF 200 Nos-F01 Output power 200 watts
R.M.s. Into 4 ohms. lrequenoy response 1H: - 10010-1:

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXFZOO (100W + 100W) MXF400 (200W + 200W)

-3dB, Damping Factor > 3M, Slew Rate SOVIIIS.

MXFGOO (3001” + 300W} MXFQOO (450W + 450W}

T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500m‘lr, s.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

- ALI. POWER RATINGS R.N.s. INTO e Dims, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *hdapendent power supplies with two toroidal Iranslormers n- TIIin L.E.D. tiu meters II
Level controls e Illuminated onion sultan It XLR connectors * Stendml 71'5mt' inputs t Open and short circuit

ONP/NF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts

PRICE £64.35 + £4.00 PAP
R.M.s. Into «1 ohms, Irequency response I": - 100K112

prod i Latest Illete for stress it“ power delivery into virtually any load It High slew rate tr Very loin

dtstortlort * Atuninium cases It IIIKFDIIII a. MKFIIIIII Ian cooled with D.c loudspeaker and thermal protection.
IISEIITIIE WORLD 0V. IN CLUBS. PUIS, GIN-HAS, BISOOS ETC.
I

44:13, Damping Factor

>300. Slew Rate sovrus,

T.H.D. typical 0.001 7., Input Sensitivity 500IIIV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Slze 330 It 175 x 100mm.

elusi- tIxrzoo W19 may. raunm1"

PRICE 1:81.15 i' 25.00 MP

“Km W 1 9"IHB‘AI” (BUIXIM 2"

IIIXFeuoIIIIIe"xH5w (30)):013"
NXF900 W1 9"IIt-ID‘II" (aunt)! 4*."
PRIOESP NXF2OO 2 1 15.00 NIXFAOD €233.85
NXFBOO £329.00 MXFODO £449.1 5
SPECIRLIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

OMWIIF 450 NoeuFet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. Into 4 ohms, frequency response 1 Hz - 1001(H:

-3dB, Damping Factor > 300, Slew Rate TSWUS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001 "/o. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, o.c. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 305 x 210 It 105mm.

PRICE 1:1 32.85 ~ £5.00 "P
ONPINF 1000 Nos-Pet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. Into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.s. into 4 ohms,
Irequency response 1": - 100K111 -3dB, Damping

Factor >300. Slew Rate rsvrus, T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500M”l 5.N.R. -110 113, Fan
Cooled, 0.0. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti-Thump Delay. Size 422 It 300 a 125mm.
PRICE £259.00 + £12.00 PAP

.Advanoed 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over. housed In a 10" It 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:

pass, mid s top. The removable front tascis allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adiust the
cross-over frequency: Bess-Mid 250i500i8001-lz, Mid-Top 1,0i3i5KHz, all at 24cm per octave. Bass Invert sulldles

on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV Inputiou-lput. Fully compatible with 0MP rack ampllller end modules.

Price £1 11.44 + £5.00 P&P
S T E R E O DISCO M I X E R SDJ34OOS 3

Nora.- moo-Pa IIooULEa Ana AVAILAILI IN Two VIIIDIONII

STANDARD INPUT sale soon-V auto wIDTII IeoIrIIz.

ECHO & SOUND EFFECTSir
'

*

STEREO Olson mxnn mm 2 I 7 “my

m t m -IIONAL “spunk mun-LI)- mm SIN.
115mV.lANB WIDTH MINE. ORB-STANDARDDR Pee.

L Ii R graphic mason with bar graph

LOUDSPEAKER

l£0 \lu meters. NANT OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- tneluinq letIo with repeat II
Ipoﬂl ooIItrot. DJ lie with III-over
pltaaerooshda.¢uaNaadphoneNonttor.0
Sound Eileen. Useful combination of the
aIputsIa
MaguM
' W msT -turntables
M v m m{m},
.

..

I

Price £144.99 + £5.00 P&P

..

__

stza: 482x240x120mm

EMINENC

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS- MOTOROLJoln the Plane Invention! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) at a Plus tweeter produces an impmad

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INGLUDING GADINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLEs, Gauss-ovens AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
PREGUENGV BULLETS AND NORNS, LARGE (A4) s.a.L
(sop STAMPED) FOR GOIIIPLETE Lie-r.
McKenzie and Pane Loudspeakers are atooavalablo.

INS

UMENTS. P.A., DISCO. E

ALI. EIIINENce more 3 OHIIIs IIIPEDANGE
o" 1no wan R.Ia.s. use-too GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT IIID. Dlsco
nss. FREO 72m. Peso. RESP. TO IKHz, ssusstas
cases.“ + canon!

transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary
‘
As a
le
Niece units can he added to existing speaker systems at up to 100 wane (more it two are put In series. FREE :25 1%:‘7ﬂzn-FIITESDFREE15‘:Iggﬁgfggit‘éocd‘ah KEYBOARD' DISCO,IE‘éEILémri-Dﬂ.m PAP

exIIuIIIIToRr LIAFLI'I'S ARI SLI‘PP’LIED IIInTH EACN Emma. .
10" sec wet-r II.III.s.IIIE1o-soo GUITAR xsvs'o. Disco. yocrIL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER IIID.
TYPE I (“"193“) 3 "gum! With PWNVE WIPE mﬂh- "Oil for use. FREO. ss, FRED. RESP. T03.5KHz ssnsssd
lacs cm: + £2.50 MP
bookshotl and madlum sued Ill-Fl speakers Price £4.90 + 50p PIP.

1 s” 100 we'r'r R.M.s. an 2-1cm: GEN. PURPOEEE. LEAD GUITAR. Disco. STAGE MONITOR.

disco and P.A. systems etc. Price £5.09 + 50p MP.

Iranian: Ric‘s"; Eat-5- “12-100Lp1’rgﬂﬁﬂcos'gsm: “55’0"ggc::-- V00“; “if:
.
. RE 42Hz, FREQ. R E S .
l.
.

TYPE 'B' (KSNtDDsA) 35"." super horn for general purpose speakers. REs.FREO. 49H; FRED. REsP. To 6104:. SENS toads.
I I

H

"

'

-

'

PRICE cam I ease up

35.07 1 8.50
Ema”: ‘ﬁﬁmdﬂgﬂé nedggefg "a?" ”all" "“F' "5' Is" zoo WATT R.N.s.ua12- zoo GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR, DIsco, VOCAL, EXCELLENT
MID.

FE '5'

“'

‘ q '7
-~ " . ~ _
.P
Rss. FREQ seHz, FRED RESP. ro SKHz. ssnsssas.
PRIDIus." + EDMMP
TYPE 0' IK§N1025AIZ 16 Wide dISpemon ham Uplger "640090! 12"300 warr a.u.s not some NIGN POWER BASS, LEADOUITAR xsvsosno, oIsco ETC.

response retaIned extendtng down to mid-range (210k). Sumble Ior hInlI RES FREQ. art-ix. FRED. RESP. T0 5KHz, SENS toads

PRICE £70.19 + £3.50 PAP

" p l‘E'(KSN1038A)3‘II“ no," "as." mm 3mm" silver ﬁni‘h ﬁn RES. FRED. 4811:. FRED, RESP. To SKHz, SENS sees.

PRICEE50.” + £4.00 PAP

quality Hl-FI systems and quality discos. Prioe £9.99 + 50p PAP.

15" zoo WATT R.III.s. IIEI s—soo GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.

SUIIBOIB lor HI-FI monitor IYBIEI'RS am p m : 5 9 , 1. 50, POP.

1 5 " 300 WATT R.H.s. HE‘I 5-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.

andcehinellnpullackmat. BSIIISII'Ieiceﬁddo - 50p PEP.

EARBENDERS:- HI-FI. STUDIO, lN-CAR. ETC

LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting PM! level control RES. FRED. ”Hz. FRED. RESP. TD 3KH:,SENS106dB.

.

tbt FLIGHT

SED LOU DSPEAKER

__

.
.
A new range of ouahlv loudspeakers. designed in take advantage of the Ialesl

speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality
12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with Iactory fitted grilles, wide dispersion

.
~

-

constant directivity horns. extruded aluminium corner protection and steel

“

bail comers. complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures

.

"WIN“ RESPONSE I'm-l- RING! 45"! - 20K":

E _

.,

' '

,

K
'

..

nEs. FRED. ss. FRED. RESP. TO 20t. sens 92d

Patel so.” + 21.50 pap

,

8 " BOWATT EEC-80m (TWIN CONE] HI- FI, MILTl-ABRRAY DISCO ETC.
HES FREQ GONE. FRED. RESP. T 0 1 0 K H 2 , 3 E N S W B P R I H I 1 2 . M + £1.50"10" BOWA'I'I' EB‘I O-BOTC (TWIN CONE) NIH, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.

'

RES. FREQ. 35111, FREQ. RESP. TO 12KN1, SENS me.

“Items-mum"

CAN STEREO BOOSTERANPLIFIIRS

PRIOI £16.49 + KEMP”

RANSMITTER HOBBY KITS
_

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
W “IRWIN III-IMNHI. titlllclil: CONTROLLED PIIOFESSIDIIIL
PEWHNINCE, HINGE uproa NLES. SIZE 3011a SUPFLt‘ 121' LEE Inuit.

Bridged Mono

PRIDE £14.35 I 21.00 PAP

ALL POWERS INTOII ONNS
Features:
t 510100, hrldgable mono * Choice ot

Ill NIGIIO TRANSNRTEII 1110-101MHz VARIOAP TUNED. COMPLETE IllITI'I
VERY SENS FET IIIIC RANGE too-300m. SIZE 5G I: Iitmrn SUPPLV 9v BATTERY.
I
_ I
a,

highGlowlevelinputslRlevel
-

BEIGE; INCLUSIVE OELBIICAT. SALE: OOUNTEP VISA AND

“6593 PﬁmBYmT-PHONEW Ax-

.
,

,

PHOTO: :wPIIITRANsrrER

B-K- E L E C T R O
N I C S
UNITS 1 s. 5 COMET WAY, SDUTHEND-DN-SEA,

controls * Remote on-oli t Speaker GI

333;? $3305“ ggamgjgnggﬁ

PIBE CAI—12 + £1.50 MP

1oowm'r 2.12.100 BASS STUD|O til-Fl, EXCELLENT msco,

6"!" GOWATI’ .B-BOTC [TWIN CONE) HI--FI, MULTI- ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES FREO 35m, FREE}. RESP. TO 2 0 K H z , S E N S S ¢ d P R I O E I 1 0 — O i + 1.50 PAP

150 WATTS 75 + 75 Stereo. 150w
Bridged Mm:
)
250 wens [125 + 125) Stereo, 250w
Bridged Mono
coo WATTS [zoo + zoo} Stereo. 400W

PRICES: 1 50W £49.99 250W £99.99
400W £109.95 PEP €2.00 EACH

RICEno.” + cm MP

RES. FREQ. ZGHZ. FREQ. RESP. TO 3 KM: SENS 9301B.

FULL RANGE TWIN GONE, HIGH GOIIIPLIANGE ROLLED wmoutto
sh." Gown" “5- core nwm cons) HI-FI. MULTI- ARRAY Disco ETC.

'

'"

Delivery £6.00 per pair

PIG!: 1 ” : + 22.90 M I

as; FREQ 35H: FREQ RESP TO 3101: SENSWB.

12

’

’

-

SPECIALIST CAREER DEL £12.50 PER FAIR
'
OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR €49.00

-

n55, FREQ, Joﬂz‘ FREQ, Resp, TO snug, SENS. soda.
1 9 100w"? 5310.100 BASS til-Fl STUDIO

. .

,

POWER RATINGS DUOTID IN wam tilts FOR IADH CABINET

IN CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPS

a" com sea-so DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4m OHM sass. HI-FI. lN-CAR.

RES. FREO. 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO TKHI SENS ”all.
PRI II.” + £2.00 PAP
I o" sowe‘rr Ito-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED ull Olllll DAss. ill—Fl. lug-EAR.

.

.

aretittedas standard with top hats tor optional loudspeaker stands.

{5| Fe 12.100w‘11-5 (1mm PRICE :1 5930 pm FAIR
ﬁll pc 12.2ww‘ﬁ5 “may PRICE :1 75.00 p - pl.“

ALL EARBINDIR UNITS 3 arms {aepl sat-so s Esta-on when are dual Impedance Ilppld @ea. a can}
BASS. SINGLE GONE, HIGH OONPLIANCI, ROLLED SURROUND

.

.

PRICE "8.34 + £4.00 PAP
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f you’ve got a computer system, do
you forget to switch off the printer
sometimes. The problem is the

N om

masterwcket- soyoucanusethetable
lamp to control everything if you want.
The unit works by sensing if current

nected to one of those four way trailing
sockets, which will be plugged into one
wall socket. If that socket is accessible,
the equipment could be switched off

so it powers up the other (slave) sockets.
The load on the master socket can be
anything between 20 and SOOVA, and

Switcher will allow you to turn all the
equipment on or off by operating the

switch on just one item. When you turn
off the switch on the PC, the monitor,

by Mark Price

3.333;;333’3333

33$§§§§1§3¥2§W

printer and other bits are powered down
automatically. You can choose which item
controls the system, by plugging it into the

number of separate power switches to
turn off each night — PC, monitor,
printer, modem, table lamp, radio - the
list goes on! Normally these are con-

there. In my case the socket is in the
corner, behind the desk.
So what’s the solution? This Mains

‘

of;:§§§’:“im°x:mmm” 333333333333

is being drawn from the master socket. if

the load on the slave sockets can be
between 60 and 1200VA. None of the
equipment used requires modiﬁcation.
The unit may be useful for controlling hi—fi equipment. or your electronic

test equipment. At Christmas time, you
could use your indoor ﬂashing tree
lights to ﬂash the lights on the tree
outside! The options are limited only by
your imagination.
The item connected to the master
socket must be switched on the primary
side of any internal transformer. Some

ELECTRONICSin ACTION
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Master Out
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$
power switch on the secondary side.
Since these will continue to draw a
small current from the mains when
supposedly switched off, they will not
control this unit correctly.
One important safety point. Al—

though this unit removes the power
from the equipment being controlled,

Malns
Switcher

ITDOES NOT PROVIDE ISOLATION FROM THE MAINS. Before
working inside any piece of equipment connected to this unit, it must be
unplugged.

@1994
Mark Price

Construction
The PCB component overlay and track
. layout are shown in Figure 2.
The circuit is constructed on a small
single sided PCB,

which is available from Electronics in
Action. You may need to enlarge some
of the holes in the PCB, to allow the
component leads to ﬁt. Check the holes
fuseholders,
.. .. 1- PCB
_ tothe
'an

Take extra care when assembling the
PCB, to ensure that all components are

fitted correctly and all soldered joints
are sound. All the wide PCB tracks carry
signiﬁcant current. and should be reinforced by adding solder along their
whole length.

The LED positions should be ﬁtted
with terminal pins. Once the PCB is
ﬁtted behind the front panel, the LED

leads can be soldered to the pins.
The PCB is designed to fit into a
stand electrical double socket surface
box. A double blanking plate is used as
the front panel, and is drilled to suit the
LEDs and PCB mounting screws. The
PCB is mounted on 25mm long INSULATED spacers, with the components

towards the panel.
A front panel overlay is given in
Figure 3. This may be photocopied and
ﬁxed to the panel with clear self adhesive vinyl sheet. Note that if this overlay
is used the LED holes will not be di~
rectly above the LED positions on the
PCB. Bend the LED leads to suit. ,

Screw the mounting box to a suitable »

piece of wood, with the master socket
(single unswitched) to the left and the

slave sockets to the right. Any number

the Mains Manager

of slave sockets can be used to suit your

requirements, bearing in mind the maximum total load rating of IZOOVA. Be—
fore mounting the boxes, remove cable
knockouts at the top of each end. Cable
clips should be used to secure the incoming ﬂex.
Three core mains cable rated at 5A or
greater should be used, and the earth
wire is connected directly to the socket

MASTER SOCKET

SLAVE SOCKETS

TOTAL. LOAD
20 '—- 500 VA

TOTAL LOAD
60 -— 1200 VA
-—--——b

4——-—

MAINS on O
mamas-ms u m ones not Pacino: mums Fnou THE Imus

terminals. The socket terminals are
intended for much larger cable, so the

wire ends should be folded over twice
and tinned ﬁrst, to ensure a reliable
connection.
The completed unit must not be
permanently connected to the household
wiring. It may only be connected by a
length of ﬂex and 2: 13A plug. Make
sure the fuse in the plug is rated no
higher than the ﬂex being used, SA will
generally. be suitable.

Connect a table lamp to the master

on. Both lamps should be at full brightness and should not be ﬂickering. If the

socket and switch it on.-The lamp

should operate as usual. and the Slave
LED should come on when the lamp is
on. Now plug a second lamp into a slave
socket. This second lamp should come
on whenever the ﬁrst lamp is switched

above check is successful, the unit is

working correctly, and can be put into
use.

mwssmm
W Meow“
“muse:
WW
we

Testing

If the unit has been carefully

constructed there is no reason
why it should not work ﬁrst
time.
Do not plug anything into
the master or slave sockets
initially. Plug the unit into the
mains, via an RCD or earth
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leakage circuit breaker if
possible. The Mains LED
(D1) should light and the
Slave LED (D5) should re-
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Call us now! We have the widest range of
components available- At competitive-prices!

EFEAKERS
Brinkley-Iona EIP [miss Ltd. 40 Cricklewood Broadway London NW
Telephone: 031 452 0161
Faxsimile: 1181 208 M41
it Cards A c c e n t

ELECTRONICS in ACTION-

THIS UNIT CONTAINS
DANGEROUS MAINS
VOLTAGES. DO NOT
OPERA TE UNLESS ALL
COVERS ARE IN PMCE.
iMAINS ELECTRICITY
CAN KILL. PLEASE BE
VERY CAREFUL

u'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'
Once thought to be
the reserve of 007,

NOLLOV U! SOINOHiOZ-l'la

electronic tracking of
cars is now available
to everyone.
Dominic Shales

investigates.
ar theft techniques have moved

TRACKER in September 1993, it has

on apace: thieves have learned
to bypass or disable most alarms

ﬁrmly established itself as the only real
solution to car theft.”

and immobilisers and all seems doom
and gloom. Thieves’ ever greater grasp

of electronics coupled with new levels
of audacity have again led to a further

1766l- mnr

6

increase in car thefts over the past year

and the car manufacturers and public are
looking more to the electronics industry
for help. Car security is one of the fastest moving ﬁelds in electronics, with

Are these claims true? Tracker Net—
work has invested some £8 million in

recovery of the vehicle. PTC‘s have

also been installed in helicopters, and at
ﬁxed sites including airports, seaports
and on motorways around the country.

Ralph Kanter, Chairman of Tracker
Network, says: “Since we launched

manufacturers can be expected later in
the year. Mr. Kanter is right, TRACKER

resalts are speaking for themselves since its launch in September 1993,
Police action initiated by Tracker signals
has led to the recovery of approaching
200 vehicles worth some £2.75 million.

really is establishn itself fast as the

Sales of TRACKER are increasing at

only effective vehicle security system on
the market.

The technical aspects of the
TRACKER unit itself can not be divulged, as Ian Sandford, Technical
Director, explains: “The essence of

Tracker is that the thief does not know if

security companies
investing millions in
research and development - yet it has never
been long before the
bad-guys catch-up.
However a unique
new vehicle tracking
system called

ported, Tracker is activated and the
unit’s signal is detected by Police cars
ﬁtted with Police Tracking Computers
(PTC’s) enabling rapid location and

now offering it as a dealer ﬁtted option.
Further announcements from major

setting up the system in Britain, and the

manufacturers and.

Tracker, is now offering an ingenious
electronic solution to
the problem of car
theft. Tracker, which is operated by all
51 Police forces in mainland Britain,
uses a small transponder which is con—
cealed in any one of 30 locations within
a car. When the theft of the car is re—

interest in Tracker and Ford, BMW and
Saab recently announced that they are

a car is equipped with a transponder -

even if he did know he would not be
able to overcome it. For security reasons

it isn‘t possible to give any detailed
description of how the system functions
or where it is located. Sufﬁce to say it
works, extremely well.”
Despite Tracker’s necessary reticence
on the ﬁner details, the background

around 30% per month and as the

number of cars equipped with the sys—
tem increases, so will the level of recovcries and arrests.

Not surprising that the Police are so
enthusiastic: “these results conﬁrm our
best hopes and demonstrate the great
value of the Tracker system,” says Assistant Chief Constable John Abbott,

Chairman of the Association of Chief
Police Ofﬁcers’ Vehicle Tracking
Group. “This success will increasingly
cause thieves to think twice about stealing other people’s vehicles.”
Motor manufacturers have taken an

technology is interesting. The IT systems which are controlled from the
company’s ofﬁces in Usbridge are
impressive, more so considering that
everything has been set up in only two
years. A central PC system located at
Uxbridge registers details of customers
and their vehicles equipped with
TRACKER Network Units (TNU’s).

The National Transcommunications Ltd.
(NTL) network of four linked Regional
Operation Centres (ROC's) is used to

issue radio broadcast instructions to the
TN US using: a Regional Activation
Computer (RAC), a NTL Monitoring
Computer and Remote Transmission
- Computers (R'IlC’s) connected via

I - leased line modems to terminal servers.

“Essentially, Tracker Network runs
an on-demand direct response radio
station which tunes into an exclusive
audience - individual TNU’s," continues
Sandford. “When the owner of the car

The Transmission System manages

continues to prove itself, the discounts

the interface with the NTL transmission

will continue to grow, thus providing a

network, scheduling and routing commands from the RAS to the RAC computers on the NTL WAN, using an
application level communications proto-

real reward and incentive to those people saving their insurance company
considerable sums of money.
Derek Plummer, Marketing Manager

which is only detected by the trans—

col over DECnet. The Transmission

of Norwich Union says: “We anticipate

ponder in question. A Police Tracking

system checks and logs the successful
receipt of all conmlands, retries and
failures, ﬂagging any failure for attention by the Tracker Network systems

contribution to reducing theft damage
and claims, with subsequent premium
savings."

reports the theft we activate a signal

Computer in range of the activated
transponder displays an identiﬁcation
number, from which Tracker can give
the number plate and description of the
stolen vehicle.”

The Central System comprises of:
O A Registration and Activation
I

System (RAS)
A Transmission System (T8)

that Tracker will make a signiﬁcant

manager.
The system is

quick, easy to use and
effective. In the ﬁrst
week of its operation,
two Police Ofﬁcers
carrying out a training

a n d u H .mm»un..wwwu.mwm,w
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exercise in Preston
The Central system runs on :1 SUN

came close to being

SPARCstation IPX, under the UNIX

arrested by fellow

operating system. It is linked to a Wide
Area Network (WAN) for connection to
the NTL Transmission System, and to a

Lancashire Constabu—
lary Officers who

Local Area Network (LAN) for access
by the Tracker Network customer serv—

ices staff using personal computers.
The Registration and Activation
system is built using ORACLE database,
menus, forms and tools.
It manages the main business func—
tions of Tracker Network, including:

0

The system activates the transmitter

in the stolen vehicle, from valid
information given by the customer
and the police. and then passing

instructions to be broadcast to the
TNU in a stolen vehicle via the

transmission system
Deactivation of a stolen vehicle
following its recovery
Sales Order Processing
Scheduling and controlling installa
tion of TNUs in customers‘ vehicles
Maintenance of customer and

vehicle information
TNU stock intake, by recording the
unique serial numbers of each TN U

held in stock
Management reporting (statistics,
audit trails, sales data etc.)

.

System management (database
backups, system conﬁguration, user
' authorisation, etc.)

0

Transmission of test messages.

believed that the signal

on their computer was
leading them to a
“smoking-gun” recovery. The police
computer allows Police Officers to
locate the stolen vehicle using direction

and distance indicators. The accuracy is
surprising. When a Peugeot 205 1.9 was
reported stolen in Middlesex, Police
followed the Tracker signal to a large
industrial unit in Hayes, narrowing
down the exact location of the vehicle
within minutes, and eventually leading
to the discovery of a major ‘ringing’
operation of some 100 stolen vehicles
ranging from a JCB back—hoe loader to
sports cars. More recently the ﬁrst recov-

ery of a Tracker equipped HGV led to
five arrests and the finding of a further 30
stolen vehicles in Reigatc, Surrey.

Premium discounts are also offered

on Tracker equipped commercial vehicles by 13 insurance companies and as
the number of commercial vehicles and
ﬂeets ﬁtted with the system grows, it is

hoped that the number and value of
commercial discounts will rise.
Tracker is not a new development
technologically, having operated in
certain states in the USA for the last 8
years. Although the company can not

yet claim any tangible impact on crime
ﬁgures in this country, statistics from
the US lead us to hope for a dramatic
success story - in Boston, the car crime
capital of the US and one of the Tracker
states, car crime has dropped by 41%

whilst the national average has risen in

Insurance Savings

the same period by an astonishing 34%.

Because of the savings for owners and

From this it seems a formidable and

insurers alike, the insurance industry has
also been attracted by Tracker. Over 50
insurance companies including giants

electronically foolproof deterrent to the
Eta
car thief.

such as Norwich Union, Sun Alliance,
Royal Insurance, General Accident and

Comhill are now offering discounts
averaging 10% to the private motorist.

Ralph Kanter hopes that as Tracker
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FREQUENCY STANDARD

WE HAVE THE WIDEsT CHOICE OF
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HP 1715A Dual Trace 200MHz Way Snap.

£1 95.+VAT
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TIME ELECTRONICS 7004 DOV STANDARD 0.005'!- POA
TIME ELECTRONICS 2003M DC V POT 0.02%
POA
EL KE 510AM: HEI‘ERENCE STANDARD

FLUKE 7313 DD REFERENCE STANDARD
HP6131C DIGITAL VOLTAGE sauna:
HPEH DIGITAL CURRENT scum!
I. lie Dru ‘llB GEN 406 5 FAN] PWR 05c
unlzDzs 50mm 5cm Ell sumUNIT
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1727!”
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Used Equipment- GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied if posslble
This Is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK SAE or telephone for lisls Please check availability before orderhg.

CARRIAGE all units 216. VAT to he added to total of Goods and Cardage

STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD READING, BERKS HGG1PL
TELEPHONE (0734 siren Fax: 67341351696
OIIIIrE Weieorne Bums
pm Ilandaylu Fri yIunIII 5pm Thindly}

looking for. . . . . . . . .

ICs TRANSISTORS SEMIs ?
especially those hard to find

Why not give us a buzz?
WE srggx A MASSIVE RANQE
Find out what really is available in
PD & shareware - games business,
scientiﬁc, education etc.
You’ll ﬁnd them all here.
Thousands of the best PD & shareware
programs for DOS & Windows described in
detail with hardware requirements for each. Find
what you need and take the guesswork out of
choosing PD & shareware programs.

The most complete and up-to-date
shareware reference book available today.
For your copy send £2.50 by cheque, PO,
cash or pay by Acces/Visa to:
PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Rd,
Crowborough, East Sussex, TN6 1 UL.

Tel 0892 663298 Fax 0892 667473

We specialise in devices with the following preﬁx
(to name but a few):
2A! 23A 288 28C 28D 2SJ 28K AN BA BC 80 BDT BF
BFR BFY BFX BU BUK BUT BUV BUW BUZ CA DTA
HA lRFLA LB LC LFLMM MCMJMJEMMMPS
MPSA MPSU NE RC 8AA SAB SDA SI Sl. SN STA
STKSTR TA TBA TC TDA TlPTEA TL UM ULN UPC

XR ZN ZTX + daily arrival ofnew numbers.
ALSO RESISTORS'CAPA ClTORS'Cl-IOKES'CABLES
LEADS * CONNECTOHS* WDEO HEADS 'DRIVE BEL TS
SMTCHES'TTL’CMOS'OP AMPS * VOLTAGE REGS
SPECIAL FUNCTION" TRANSFORMERS ETC El" C ETC
WE SPECIAUSE llll PHONE a FAX MAIL ORDERS
BY CREDIT CARD
Callers a. Mail orders welcome

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
4o CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY LONDON NW2 3ET
TEL 031 452 0161 a. 081 450 0995 FAX 031 208 1441
CATALOGUE DUE OUT AUTUMN 1994

SEAL. LEAD AOD Eatery. 6v W100 AH made for BT. all

equipment but ok :45 each rerAPR47. Ideal electric vehicle etc.

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU Gives +5 G 3.7%. +1291.5A.
42¢.“ 233'110, cased, M1012. £9.99 let APR10P3.
TORRODIAL TX 30-0-30 4 W A . Perfed for Modet ermlﬂers

etc. 120nm dla 55m thlcir. £13.99 rel APR19.
MOD WRE Perlecl for repairing PCB‘s. wire wrap etc. Tran
insulated wire on 500m reels Our price just £9.99 rel APRtOFS.

12v MOVING LIGHT Controller. Made by Hole, 6 dtannde
rated at Watts each. Speed oontrd. cased. £34.99 ret' APR35.

ELAOTRON FLABH TUBEAs used In pdloe car Ilaslringllghts
etc. M spec applied. 60-100 hashes a min. £9.99 rat APR10P5.

Mil “WATT cased power supply. New. £13.99 retAPRtlt.
STETHOSCOPE Fully lunctionl ng stetlloscope. ideal for listenlng in hearts. p'pea. rrlotwe etc. £6 ret MARGPG.
OUTDOOR SOLAR PATH LIGHT Captures sunlight during
the day and autumatilaly switches on a built in Iarnp at dusIL
Cm’rpletl with who lead and battery etc.£19.99 let MAR20P1.

ALARM VERSDN otalmve unit oomaewlttl bliltln dam! and

NEW BULL ELECTRICAL STORE

SPEAKERWIRE Brown 2 core IOOIoothanlrEZ REF: MA

WOLVERHAMPTON
BRANCH

LED PACK or 100 standard red 5m lads £5 REF NAGSP‘
U NIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with llyl
switch. ran etc. Two types avallabre 150w alE15 REF2MAG
(Windham) and 200:: at £20 REF: MAG20P3 (23am

NOW OPEN AT 55A WORCESTER
8T TEL 0902 22039
100MHz OSCILLOSCOPES now in
stock. 12x10cm screen. delayed
sweep. lMOhmf 25pfinputs. modeschl . ch2, add. chop, alt. dual. 460 x
305 x 200mm. 17kgs, £267+Vat includes insurance and carriage.

canpleteinstmctl' one and everyttingyouneed. £7.99 reI'MARBPZ

CARETAKER VOLUMEI'RD Nalrn wll cover the whole ct
“
‘I'Iooragairrst
‘ - ' , ' 4 ‘ "M- power-supply
and integral battery backup. Powerful internal sounder. wll tales
m

i bel ifreq'd. Retail £150+, ouls?£Ae.99 rel MAR50P1

TELEHONE CABLE write 6 oore100rn reel complem with a
pear 0! 1!!) clips. Ideal 'plrone arms etc. £199 ref MARBPS.

VEWDATAREI'URNSES madebyTandatra. induces 1200.75
modem. Idbd. RGBandoor-rlp opprlnterport. NoPSU£B MAq’

I ” PC CASE AND PSU Ideal base for buldng your own PC.

INFRARED LASER NIGHT SCOPES
Second generation image intensiﬁer
complete with hand grip attachment
with built In laser lamp for zero light
conditions. Supplied with Pentax
42mm camera mount. 1.6kg. uses
lP3.3xAA‘s (all supplied)£245+Vat

Ell equlpment but OK. E141!) each REF: MABMPE

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO B'lls' 8v
13M solar eels 4 LEDs. wire. buzzer, snitch plus 1 relay or
motors Lperb value kitiuat £5.99 REF: MAGGPS
SOLID STATE RELAYS Will switch 25A mains Input 3.5291
DC 57x43:21mm with termini screws £3.99 REF MAG4P10
SOODPI AA DTP MONITOR Brand new. I'rLrEcr. Inputs. 15'
Iandslape. 12(1):e plxd complete with circuit drag to he.) you
Inmacewith your projects. JUST £24.99. REF MAGZSM
ULTRA-INT BUG MK: Snmx3.5rrrn made by AKG..5-12v
electret condenser. Cost £12ea,0uﬂfourtcr£9.99 REF HAGTDP2
RGRIOCAIEGAII'IL COLOUR MONITORS 12' in good
condition. Back anodised metal case. £99 eadl REF mower
G m GAMES MACHINES returns so oIl tor spares or
repa'r £9 cacti (no games). REF MAGQPI

O“ COMPUTERS Returns. sooklorqiaresetc- relMAGSPZ
FUSELAGE LBHTS alootlryct' panel 1IB' Itricll wilh3 panels
that glow greenwhen a voltage ls applied. Good lorniglltlighte.flont
panels. slgnadsoo etc. 50-100v per strip. 22s rel IMGZSPZ

ANSWER PHONES Returns with zlauls. we give you the bits
for 1 fault. you have to Ind the other yourself. BT Response 2005
£15 ea REF MAG18P1.PSUE5 rel ”W12.

SWITCHED MODE PSU ell equip. 601 45v 96A. -5vo,5A.
+12v32A.-1249.5A 120/2201 cased W

m IECinput

scald £6.99 REF MAG7P1

NEW HIGH POWER LASERS
15mW. Helium neon, 3 switchable
wavelengths .63um. l .15um,3.39urn
{ 2 of them are infrared) 5 0 0 : 1

polarizer built in so good for holography. Supplied complete with mains
power supply. 790x65mm. Use with
EXTREME CAUTION AND UNDER
QUALIFIED GUIDANCE. £849+Vat.
'PC PAL' VGA T0 TV CONVERTER
Just plug in and it ooverts your 001-

our television lnto a basic VGA screen.
perfect for laptops. saves lugging
monitors about or just as acheap

upgrade. Intro price £49.99 +Vat.

PLUG III Fall W 200m Dc £2.99 cacti REF mp9
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19: AC 14w 4 £2.99 REF MAcaPto

POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and dip leads 17v DC
BOOnAouput Barga'n pmeESBQret MAGGPQ
ACORN ARCHMEDES PSU +5»: 0 4.4a onrohsw uraeed.
seledﬂlle n‘lelns Input. 145x‘lOOtrAﬁrnm £7 REF MAGTP2

GENEER COU NTER KIT Low cost professional IIIln tuba.
complae with PCB and components. £29 REF MA629P1
SINCLAI!CS 13'rlrheels cornplatewith tube. tyre and cycle style
hearing as ea REF MAGSPto

AA NBAD PACK encapsulated pool: or 3 AA nicad batteries
(ragged) ex equip. W W I I . £3 a pack REF MAG3P11

13.W 1.!A psu cased with leads. Just £9.99 REF MAGIOF3

“UK 5.25 brand new rail height ﬂoppy drives lBMoon'palbIe
Industry standard. Just £36.99 REF MAGTPB

AMSTRAD 1512DD
1512 BASE UNIT AND KEYBOARD AND TWO
5.25" 360K DRIVES. ALLYOU NEED ISA MONITOR

AND POWER SUPPLY was seem
NOW ONLY £39.00

REF: MAGS?

3FI X IFT 'IUWATI SOLAR PANELS
14.5vl700mA
NOW AVAILABLE BY MAIL ORDER

£33.95

PPCMOD- CARII. These are high specplug rh oardsmade

0W5 52.00 SPECIAL PACKAGING GIRGEJ

forthe Arnstrad laptop computers. 2400baud dial up unit complete
wilh leads Clearance price is £5 REF: numeral
INFRA RED
OT E CONTROLLERS Originalymade tor
hi qpec satellite equipment but peltedIorel scrlsol remote control
projeds Our clearance price is j ust ﬂ REF: NAG:
TONERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR GU DE. A
very useful bockforﬁnding equivalenttranslslors. leadouls. specs

TOP QUALITY AMORPHOUS SILICON CELL! HAVE ALMOST A
IIMELESS lIFESPAN WITH AN INFINITE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE
APPLICATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY IE CAR BAlTERY
CHARGING. Fm USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS. OR ANYWHERE A PORTABLE 12V WPPLV IS REQUIRED. REF: MAE-M

etc. £20 REF: m p 1

SINCLAIR OE MOTORS We haveatew laltwithoulgearbctces.
Thm are 120035.303 rpm 5'x4'. 114' OF shalt £25REF: MAOES

UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KII' Designed by us
tum-abovemotorbuok forany12vmolorlploault.axnplele
It“ PW etc. A heat sink may be reqllred. £17.00 REF: m u

VINO SENDER UNI'T.Transmltsboth audloand vldeoslgnals
tromeitheravideo
video
‘ .TVorC ,
etch
anyslndard TVsetina 100‘ rangelitune Nloasparo channel) 12v
DCop.Pltoeis£15REF:MAC1512vpsuls£5euimREF:MAlG5PE

'FN OORDLESSNBROPHONE Small hand held unltwilha
500‘ rargel 2W19Mﬁle¥tﬂiﬁms PPS 9vbatlely. Tuneaale
toarry FM receiver. PoceisE15 REF: MAO15P1
L W COSTWALKE TALKII Parolblnteryoperated units
witherangedmzw. Idealtcrgaldenuseoras an educational
toy. Price Is £9 a per REF: NAG in 2 x PP3 req'd.
‘MINATURE RADD TRANSCEIVERS A pair or waloa
tdldeswitherengeolwbl’ldanetleeln dpencotlrltry.t.htlts
measure 2216521155rl'l'l‘l. Odlnptetewitncasesand earpleces. a m
rec‘d. £30.00 pair REF: IAGSO.

COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts composite video into
sepal'atel-lsyrlc Vsync. andvideo tsc.26.:00REF IABIPE.
L mPRINTER ASSHBLES MadebyAmstrad they are
entire

'

printer

“

‘ supper

Misdemlntacleverylhim barmeoeseendeimrieeagood

escapades REF: MABﬂ’SortEB REF: Imam

‘FM BUG BUILTANDTESTED superiordedgn tollit Sumhed

to detective agendas. 9v battery req‘d. E14 REF: MA614
TALKING OOINBOX STRI’PER u'iginaly made to retail at
£79 each. these units are designed to comer! and ordinary phone
Intoa payphone. The units have the lodlsmlesing and sometime
broken hinges Howeverthey can be adapted for their original use
or used for something else?? Price isjusl £3 REF: MAG3P1
1W WATT MOSFET PAIRSame spec as 28K343 and 251413
(8A.140v.100w) 1 N channel. 1 P channel. £3 apair REF: man

TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS Made tor HI FI tucvisions these

plr to deter intruders £24.99 ref MAW‘I.

CLOCKMAKER KIT Home if fun matting your own dodl.

'HATRANSMI'ITERhousedinastandardwcrldng13Aadaptelll
the buy ms direcly oh the mains so lasts TOMB" why pay £700?
or price is£26 REF: MAGZS Transmits to any FM radio.
‘FM BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded coil for extra
stabllty. Works to any FM radio. 9v battery req'd. E5 REF: MAGSPS

WWI} BUY SURPLUS STOCK£££££££
TURN YOUR sumac srocu rmo CASH.
IMMEDIATE semanlnrr. we WILL ALSO QUOTE FOR
COMPLETE FACTORY CLEARANCE.

1994 CATALOGUE.
PLEASESENDHP. Ant SIZED SAE FORYOURFREECOW.
ooooscalon Elm manna: W W W . W
m
. ILOCALAUTWWALLGOODRWWN
m o m o e w m m m sm m ﬂ ﬂ m w m m m w
DAYS m u m m m m ﬂ s m
mm
m
m o m e m m m m QUOTA'lm mGLYmHFORWANTIm m m ﬁ m m STATED

“SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE UNLICENSABLE II THE UK

are 10 watt 4R Jap made 4' round with large shielded magnets.
Good quaity. £2 each REF: MAGZN or 4 for £6 REF: IAGCPZ
TWEETERE 2' diameter good quality tweeter 140R (air with the
above speacer] 21hr £12 REF: MAGZPﬁ cr4 for E3' REF: MMSM

AT KEYBOARDS Made byApricotttlesequality keyboards hood
just a smal mod to run on any AT, they work perfectly but you will
have to put up with 1 or 2hrelgn keycepsl Price£6 REF: MAGS”

PC CASESMaIn mlxedtypessoyou takea chancenextcneoﬂ
the pile £12 REF:MAI312 ortvro the same form REF: NAM“
WMODORE MBRODRNE SYSTEM mini storage
device for 064‘s 4 times faster than as: drives. 10 lines faster
than tapes. Complete unitjusl £12 REF:MA01291
SCHOOL STRIPPERS We have quite a few otthe daove
units which are 'retums' as they are quite comprehensive unlls
they could be usedforother projectsete Let uslmow how manyyou
need atjust50p a unit (minimum 10).

HEADPHONESElrgnAIIan’hc. epairsrorraz REF:uhczpe
PROXMI'IY SENSORS These are small PCB's with what look
IiIlea source and sensor LEDon oneend and Ioisdlcomponents on
the restotttre PCB. Completewilh ﬂyleeda. Packd5£3 REF: MAD:
3P5 or 201mm REF: MACON
SNOOPERS EAR? Original made to clip over the earpiece of
telephoneto amplily the soundit also works cute well on the cattle
runring dong the war! Price is 35 REF: MAGS-PT

DOS PACIE Microsoft vers’on 3 3 cr limel' complete with al

manuals or price jun £5 REF. MAOSPE Worth it just for the very
5 25' only
DOS PACK Microsoft version 5 Orig'nal sorlrrlrare out no manuals hence only £3 REF. moon 5 25' ally.

cmmOOLOURHONIIOR Hedebworlrwr‘ththed’W
home mputnr. Standard RGB input so will want with other machines. Refurbished £59.00 RElAGSG
PIR DETECTOR Made byrarnoue UK alarm manufedul'erthese
are hl spec. long range interna units. 12v coercion. Slight morkson
ease and uhboxad (although brand hell) 6 REF: maps
WINDUP SOLAR POWERED MUD AMIFM radio complete
with hand charger and solar panell £14 REF: MAGI4P1
COMMODORE 64 TAPE DRIVES Customer returns at 54
REF: MAC-MP9 Fully tested uritsere £12 REF: MAGIZPS.

MAINS CARL E3 These are 2 m standard Diner 2 metre mains
cables lined with :1 13A plug on one end. cable the other. Ideal for
prcjeds. lowcost man uracturing etc. Ped<ottotor£3 REF: MAG3PB
Pact: «100220 REF: MAGZOPS

MDROWAVE TH ER EIedronlc Imer with relay output irritable
to make enlarger timer etc 94 REF: MAGdP-d
MOBILE CAR PHON E £5.99 Wel armour complete in car
phone allot uding the box or electl'onlrs normally hidden unrur seat.
Can he made to illuminate with 12v also has built in right seneorso
dwlayonlylllumlnateswhen danr. Totaly ccncingl REF: MAGSPG

ALARM BEACONS Zenon strobe modern mat on an external
Dell hot: but could be used for caravans etc. 12v operation. Just
connect up and it ﬂashes regu any) £5 REF: MAG5P11
FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL High quality mats cased
alarm panel 350x165x80m11wth key. Comes with electronics but
no Intonation, sale price 1.99 REF: MAGBPS

RHOTE CONTROL PCB Thou are receiver boards for
garage door opening systems. Another use? EA REF: MAG4P5
6"X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 156x310nm
13cm Bargain price just £5.99 ea REF MAC-6P12.

FIBRE OPT I: CABLE BUMPER PACK 10 metres for 94.99
relMAG5P13 near iorerlperimenters! 30 m for£12.99 raAGtSF1
LOFT! Line output translorrners believed to be for hi res colour
monitors but usdul forgetting high voltages from low onesl £2 each
REF: MAGZP12 bumper pack OT 10 for £12 REF: MAG12P3.

BOTH SHOPS OPEN 9-5.30
SIX DAYS A WEEK
PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR

£49.99
A Hand held personal Gamma ondXRay detector. This unit contains two Geiger Tubes. has O 4
digit LCD display with O Plezo speaker. giving an
audio visual Indication. The unit dialects high
energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy
from Box at! to over 1. 2M eV god or measuring
range of 5—9999 U t or 10-99990 Nrrh. Supplied
complete with handbook.

REF: MAG§D

A Report

by Douglas Clarkson
of one metre the average Intensity of light
is around 0.32mW/cm2. Each photon
carries with it a bundle of energy which is
proportional to the frequency of the radia—
tion and inversely proportional to the
wavelength according to the following
standard physics equations:E = hf — (1)
= t L — (2)
E is the energy of the photon (Joules)
h is Planck’s constant (6.626 x 10'“
joule second
1 is the frequency of the radiation (Hz)
L is the wavelength (metres)

c is the speed of light (3 x 10" m/s)
Table 1 gives the energies of a range of
typical colours within the visible spectrum and also details of numbers of
photons incident in speciﬁc areas per
second.

s more and more everyday technology makes use of optical
processes and the ability to
manipulate light increases there is a
need to find out more about the effects
of light on the human individual. Take

for example the new technology of
Virtual Reality. The psychological and

physiological implications of this new
tool have not really been considered.
There are many subtle ways in which
the ‘environment of light’ has changed
with the development of ‘better’ forms
of interior lighting. Science has yet to

catch up in detail with the possible
effects of rapid replacement traditional

methods of lighting with the introduction of the newer forms.
In many ways scientiﬁc interest in

the effects of light on the individuals has
been focused a t determining damage
thresholds for skin and in particular
eyes. At a time also of the introduction

of new and intense forms of light
sources such as lasers, there has been a

signiﬁcant level of interest in assessing
‘safe’ levels of exposure.

Thus the emphasis has been directed

that this would impair body metabolism.

Unfortunately, this emphasis on
damage thresholds has led to a neglect
of equally valid research into the general

effect of light exposure on individuals.
There is perhaps more interest now in
the relationship between bodily (and
mental) health and exposure to light. In
reviewing the substantial literature of

the subject, it is apparent than for more
Colour

Energy
J x 10'"

Flux
at 1mWIcm’

Flux per 3 micron
diameter coil

400nm
500nm
575nm
600nm
650nm

blue
green
yellow
orange
red

4.96
3.97
3.45
3.30
3.05

2.01 1015
2.52 1015
2.90 1015
3.03 1015
3.281015

1.4210“
1.78 10"
2.05 10"
2.14 10“
2.31 10“

Table 1 : Photon related information
than 100 years this area has been investigated by numerous researchers. Just
when it seemed that their ﬁndings were
being taken seriously by the scientiﬁc
and medical community the rapid emergence of the pharmaceutical industry in

the mid 1950s eclipsed their discoveries.
It is only now that light is being reevaluated as a therapy in order to regu-

light which can be tolerated rather on

late the body’s own ultra complex

determining the minimum amount of

mechanisms.

exposure, therefore, we would be ulti-

mately safest blindfold in a dark base—
ment. While we would be at zero risk of
light damage, some researchers indicate

cell. Note also that for a ﬁxed incident
intensity {Wattslcmz or Wattsr'ml) the
flux of photons increases with the wavelength. This is because there is less
energy for every photon with increasing
wavelength.

Wavelength
(nm)

to assessing the maximum amount of

light that is necessary to maintain speciﬁc levels of base physiology. Taking
one extreme of the standard for light

This table shows that even down to
the level of a medium sized body cell
there is still appreciable photon flux
(photons per second) incident on the

Facts about photons.
There are a lot of photons about. Ifwe
consider a simple tungsten electric bulb
rated at 100 Watts which delivers say
10W within the visible spectrum of between 400nm to 700nm, then at a distance

Thus if someone lay on a sunny
beach for an hour and exposed (a modest) square metre of skin to sunlight for
an hour at an assumed average intensity
of 10mwtcm2, the total body flux of

photons would be in the region of 1.0
times it} raised to power 24. Comparing
this to someone who works in a dimly lit
environment for an hour where there is
minimal skin exposed (0.0]m2) and the
illumination level is 0.05l‘cm3, then
photon flux would be about a factor of

20000 less. Thus there are large varia—
tions of exposure to light at the level of
total number of incident photons. Varia—
tions will also occur in the spectral

content of the light and this could also
be signiﬁcant

Surprisingly little is known about the
interaction of light with the human body
though the volume and range of work in
this area is growing within the ‘ortho-

dox‘ medical establishment. This interest is in some way driven by scientiﬁc
curiosity but also by the hope that light

therapy can be developed as a cheaper
alternative to existing means of treating
various conditions - e.g. with drugs.

There is also increasing awareness of the
importance of colour in inﬂuencing
emotional and mental factors.
At the physical level there would, however, appear to be three main divisions
of interest. One relates to reactions
within the skin and associated tissues,

one with the blood, and one relating to
the stimulation effect of light on the

retina. Some known light induced effects are described.

Blue light Treatment
The medical condition of
hyperbilirubinemia (neonatal jaundice)
occurs when new born infants accumulate

bilirubin in skin and body tissues and is

should always be related to
considerations of where and
how much.

Vitamin D
Vitamin D is an essential
compound to enable the
body to absorb calcium and
phosphorous. When lacking
in children the disease of
rickets develops and in
adults the condition of
osteomalcia. Ultraviolet
light, particularly the component around 280nm, acts as
an agent to synthesise Vita—
min D i n the body. A daily
intake of 400 International
Units (lUs) per day is recom~
mended and clinical symptoms are

Wolghtlrtgfactor

Mechanisms of
Interaction

llgl‘l hmrd Mellon

0.4

evident when daily intake fall below 70
International Units. Exposure to [NE
radiation over a yearly cycle acts to top
u p the body’s reserves of the vitamin.
This is one instance where UVB radiation (in moderation) is good for you.
Individuals particularly at risk from

vitamin D deﬁciency are for example the
elderly conﬁned at home or in a hospital!
ntnsing home environment. It has been
shown that the addition of a component

related to delay in the infant liver being
able to cope with its metabolic demands

of UVB to the normal lighting of such an

following birth. It has been shown that
blue light around 450mm will break up
this compound safely. Most Special Care
Baby Units in hospitals will have several
special incubator units which can deliver
blue light from special ﬂuorescent tubes.
The babies eyes, however, are always
protected during treatment.

environment results in an improvement in
vitamin D status of such individuals.
The increased incidence of
osteoporosis, however, is also taking
place at a time when increasing numbers
of the aging population are receiving
less vitamin D stimulation via incident
light — is there a link?

Blue Light Hazard

Body Regulation:
Melatonin Cycle

While blue light (on the skin) can be
beneﬁcial to the new born, the retina of
the eye is more susceptible to blue light
hazard. In the retina, of the three types
of colour receptor cells, blue green and

red, the blue receptors are more suscep-

6.8

0.8
m

m

1.0
)

12

1.4

response to darkness and levels become
reduced from exposure to light levels in
excess of about 1500 lux. Maximum
levels are attained during childhood and
tail off into old age. In recent Swiss
studies with mice which were given
added melatonin in their night time
drinking water compared with a control
group, it was found that the group with
the added melatonin lived some 20%
longer. In the human system, melatonin
production tails off with old age.

SAD : Seasonal Affective
Disorder
The condition of Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD) is a recognised medical

condition characterised by drastic mood
swings and depression that in its worst
presentations can lead to suicide. It is
associated with winter in the northern
hemisphere and as many as 10% of
inhabitants of the USA can feel the
effects of the disorder with higher levels

NIGHT

tible to damage. Figure 1 shows a relative weighting curve of the so called

‘blue light’ hazard proposed by the
ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists). There

is maximum sensitivity at around 435 to
44011111. Most everyday light sources

Prepuberty

l

Adult

om Ago

§

(excluding the sun) have relatively low

levels of blue light contained in their
spectra and so do not represent a prob-

lem for prolonged viewing. Damage,
however, can quite easily be sustained
from looking at the sun.
Thus while light at 450nm is useful
when absorbed by tissue in the neonate,
it could be damaging to the blue cones

of the retina. Thus the question of good
and bad in terms of light exposure

One of the key functions of the pineal
gland is to manufacture the powerful
hormone melatonin in response to
stimulus from the hypothalamus which
is geared to the body’s biological clock.
Figure 2 shows how melatonin levels are

at a maximum during night and reduce
during the day and also change with
period of life. Melatonin is released in

of incidence with greater latitude. Per—
haps the reason that the condition was
only identiﬁed by a Dr. Norman E.
Rosenthal in 1981 is that the symptoms
are so common that they had been ac—
oepted as normal.
The condition of SAD is thought to

arise from high levels of melatonin
triggered by lack of exposure to natural

period with treatment and then a period
without light treatment. Another group

illumination. Thus it is important to get out in the fresh
air and natural light as much

received initially no treatment and then

as possible.
A widely used method of
treating' SAD is to expose
the patient to approximately

subsequently did receive treatment. The
results indicated that patients became
more pain free after having had the low
level light exposure and they could not
be ‘tricked’ into feeling better when they

Fully Slhtrlhd Oxyhemoglobh

25001ux of light level from
rescent lights. Treatment

times vary typically from half
an hour to four hours. For
such treatments to be effeclive they have to be undertaken daily for the period

B

when normal light levels are
insufficient.

'

I
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acts therefore as a metabolic
trigger for the body’s own complex chem-

istry and is probably preferable to administration of anti-depressant drugs.
There appears to be a gradual falling

off of melatonin production with age.
While high levels of melatonin may be
undesirable, a gradual switching off of
meletonin production may also be undesirable. Is it the case that exposure to

bright sunny days and dark nights will
establish a stronger pattern of melatonin
production than a situation where there
is daily exposure to low levels of ‘day

time’ light and possibly a semi-lit night?
It appears that the patterns of illumination, in relation to duration, brightness
and spectral content has a direct effect

on the melatonin cycle and hence on a
range of key body parameters. There
may also be other key hormones inﬂuenced by incident light which are not yet
apparent .....
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with suitable sources of light can

achieve the same results in a process
analogous to acupuncture? Such experimental rcsults would suggest so.
This field of photo—biology has been

There was ample evidence that chil-

extensively research by Dr. Mary Dyson

Today Ott Light Systems of Santa

at the Department of Anatomy and Cell
Biology at Guy’s Hospital. London.
While there are many clues as to possible modes of interaction of light at the

Barbara sell a broad range of ‘Dr. Ott’

cellular level, it is probable that light

approved light products. One main

interaction inﬂuences the metabolism of
Calcium ions across cell membranes and
that the site of the interaction is within
the cell itself. Large macrophage cells
involved in tissue repair and healing are
speciﬁcally responsive to light stimulation. It can be demonstrated that such
effects vary as a function of wavelength
and that while some wavelengths stimu—

exposure to ‘correct’ spectral light.

selling item is a special table top lamp

designed to compensate VDU terminal
users for the spectrum of light to which
they are typically exposed.
Figure 3 shows a lamp unit supplied
by the Ott Light Systems Inc. for correction of illumination for indoor working.

Physiotherapy
Lasers
There is growing
low power so called

Dr. J .N . Ott first became aware of the

possible mechanisms involved are

not clearly understood. Some of the
more surprising
results of medical
research come when
a simple experiment
is undertaken to
confirm that no

.

_

we

.'

interest in the use of

lasers' though the

l950$ and 1960s By observing the
responses of plants and germinating
seeds to various types of light, it became
very clear that spectral content was
crucial to such processes of growth. The
broad range of work that Dr. Ott undertook included studies which compared

Fluid of the brain and thus raises pain
thresholds - the body‘s own pain relief
system is being switched on. It is possible that stimulation of sites in the body

dren were able to learn better under full
spectrum lamps and that some forms of
learning difﬁculty could be remedied by

The Work of Dr. J.N. Ott
when undertaking time elapsed plant
photography for Walt Disney during the

of endorphins in the Cerebral Spinal

output had the opposite effect.

physiotherapy

inﬂuence of light on living systems
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It is understood now that the stimulation
of tissue using so called transcutaneous
electronic stimulation units at voltages
of around 15 V at pulse rates of around
10 Hz results in the central stimulation
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Work has also been undertaken in the treatment of alcoholism and drug addiction. The
form of treatment with light

did not receive the light treatment.
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M a n n LightTrnnomlulon

six 40W full spectrum ﬂuo-

Dmrnu
_,

‘effect’ of a treat—

ment should be

students under various forms of artiﬁcial

observed. This was the case when patients with chmnic pain were treated in a
cross over trial using low level HenNe

that the use of full spectrum ﬂuorescent
lights had the ability to make students
less aggressive, more attentive and
generally perform well. Standard ‘cool’
ﬂuorescent tubes with limited spectral

...... _
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the performancelbehaviour of school
lighting. There was conclusive proof

1/
uﬂfi“\

laser radiation. Patients were not aware
of what treatment they were receiving
and had given up hope of being treated
by any method. One group had a first

3 1 0 3 3 0 8 5 0 3 7 0 3 0 0 4 1 0 4 3 0
WIVEIIngthtnm)

late such effects - others can suppress
them. Light which is pulsed appears to
have more effect - indicating that cells
like to be reminded of the stimulus
acting on them. The light does not need
to be coherent - expensive laser sources
may not be necessary.

to attach a probe
containing a pair

10

10'1

of transmitters
LEDs and receiver
diodes to a ﬁnger,
toe or ear and the
level of oxygen

‘

I:

Action Spectrum Igy Dlﬂey

in increasing order of photon energy.

Table 2 outlines the wavelength bands
corresponding to the regions of radiation.
A typical way of expressing an effect
in photobiology is by means of an action
spectra. Figure 5 indicates an action

saturation of
Haemoglobin can
be measured. This

gives a direct

\

280

300

320

340

350

apparatus to do this most effectively.

0 tical Characteristics of
B ood
Cells in the blood are exposed to light at
various body interfaces. It is estimated
that the entire volume of blood circu—
lates through the retina every two hours.

Little is known of the effect of sunlight
or light in general on blood cells. The
optical properties of blood, however,

change as a result of physiological
conditions.
The transmission of light in blood is
wavelength dependent and is a function
of the amount of oxygen bonded to
Haemoglobin. One of the most widely
used items of medical monitoring equip—

Wavelength Limits

UVA
UVB
UVC

400 - 320nm
320 - 280nm
280 - 200nm

indication of the

380

400

Wavelength (urn)

This approach to ‘healing the body’ is
more one of stimulating the body’s own
defences to ﬁght illness and disease after all, the body has potentially all the

Region

uptake of oxygen
by the patient and
will warn very
rapidly if the
patient has

Table 2: World Health

stopped breathing

and tumour creation in mice as a function
of wavelength. There is a strong ultra

or if the oxygen supply to the patient has

Organisatio n Classltication of
Ultra violet regions.
spectra of DNA damage (DNA to protein crosslinlting) to in vivo human cells

curve used in such estimations.

violet dependence in both curves indicating that UV radiation, especially shorter
wavelengths can act to degrade DNA and

UV Radiation : Friend or

possible trigger cancer once signiﬁcant
DNA damage has taken place. It is difﬁ-

Foe

cult, however, to relate these curves to

The consideration of ‘good’ and ‘bad‘ in
medical education tends to be redeﬁned
in the light of more broadly based research. From once being ‘good’ for the

threshold levels of exposure which would
result in skin cancer in humans. The in
vivo studies with human cells are also
more vulnerable than normal cells
shielded by epidermal layers of skin.

been interrupted.

Figure 4 shows the typical absorption

individual, UV is now regarded by many
health education advisers as being ‘bad‘.

This relative level of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ is
referenced in connection with incidence
of malignant melanoma and non malignant skin conditions. The incidence of
these conditions in a speciﬁc ethnic
group increases with exposure to ultra

violet radiation. What has not been
investigated, however, is the effect of

lack of exposure to UV radiation on
general bodily health. Ultraviolet radia-

ple of relative optical absorption at two
wavelengths to measure oxygen saturation in the blood. All that is required is

tion is conveniently broken down into
convenient wavelength extents, being
described as either UVA. UVB or UVC

e

ment, a pulse oximeter, uses this princi-

In terms of the sunburn effect, Figure

6 shows the so called Diffey’ curve
which indicates the amount of erythemal
(reddening) response associated with
UV radiation. This indicates a plateau
up to 298nm followed by a rapid fall off
of skin sensitivity as the wavelength is
increased. Thus UV radiation at 315nm
is some 100 times less likely to cause
sunburn that the same amount of energy
at 298nm. With a constantly changing
UV spectrum with time of day and cloud
cover it becomes complex to ‘measure’
levels of daily exposure.
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It is likely, however, that the role of
UV radiation will come to be better
understood as a combination of risk
factors associated with various beneﬁt

ﬁghting regulations relate to the perceived brightness of light sources which

factors — just now the beneﬁt factors

lengths. Provided the weighted value of
the light meets relevant limits, there are
no regulations relating to the relative
wavelength content of the light spectra.

have been overlooked. In reference to

vitamin D production, however, absence
of UV would normally result in Calcium
deﬁciency in humans.

Fluorescent Lighting:
Friend or Foe
Figure 7a indicates the solar spectrum,
the photopic curve of the human retina

is assumed to peak at around 550 nm
and fall off at longer and shorter wave-

While there are physiological effects

Comfort 41 by the Birmingham and
Midland Eye Huspital indicated a four»
fold reduction in migraine from 6.2 per
month to only l.6 per month. A blue
placebo lens showed no reduction. In
trials with ofﬁce workers, a reduction of
38% in number of days when eye strain
was experienced was reported.
Perhaps, however, if such lighting is

such as formation of vitamin D and
breakdown of bilirubin in infants. there

go to change the ﬂicker rate so that the

must also be a range of effects which

eye was not inﬂuenced, rather than give

have as yet not been identiﬁed. It remains, therefore, to piece together this

peeple smart spectacles to wear.

a cause of such problems, effort should

Psycholo ical and

19391
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Emotiona Effects of
Colour
While it is possible to identify unique
physiological effects of light on the
human system, it is more difﬁt to
evaluate possible psychological and
emotional interactions. Colour, is, however, taken very seriously by many
sectors of industry. Extreme care is

taken to use the correct colours for
advertising, packaging and general
decoration. The basic premise used is
that the colour signiﬁcantly affects the
activities and mood of individuals in a
speciﬁc environment.

5.1 1

Colour consultants are, for example,

response and the photosynthesis response

of plant metabolism. Figure 7b indicates
for comparison the solar spectrum, a
3000 K tungsten lamp output and the
lamp with a long wavelength ﬁlter.
The radiation from the sun is charac—
terised as black body radiation with a
temperature of between 5600 and 6000

‘physiological’ jigsaw to obtain a more
detailed picture of what is going on.

Fluorescent Flicker:

Comfort 41

The advantage of ﬂuorescent ﬁghting
is that illumination can be achieved with
better energy efﬁciency. The disadvan-

K. Typical incandescent light sources

tages are that the output spectra can be

such as tungsten ﬁlament lights wﬂl
have a characteristic light ‘temperature’
of between 2700 K and 3000 K. The
higher the ‘temperature’ of the light
source the more radiation is emitted at

limited (not full colour) and a considerable
proportion of the spectrum is ﬂickering i.e. it varies with each applied mains cycle.

shorter wavelengths as the curve is
shifted down to lower wavelengths.
Figure 8 shows for comparison the

‘static’ i.e. they do not vary with time. It is
thought that this unnatural fluctuation in
the stimulation of the retina can lead to

output spectra of a white light ﬂuorescent tube. The output spectra from such

recent survey of ofﬁce workers it was

ﬂuorescent sources is a complex interac-

tion between the spectra within the
mercury vapour tube, phosphors in inner
layers of tube, glass of the tube and any
ﬁlter/luminnaire placed over the tube to
scatter and diffuse the output light.
There is considerable interest, also,

in investigating the effect on individuals
of the spectrum of incident light. There
have been various studies undertaken to
evaluate effects of different forms of
ﬂuorescent lighting on individuals. Most

Natural sources of light like the sun and
the tungsten filament lamp are essentially

migraine and at worst trigger epilepsy. In a

determined that as many as 40% consid—
ered that ofﬁce lighting produced headaches or affected their eyes.
In association with the Medical
Research Council, Cambridge Optical

commonly asked to co-ordinate colour
into a wide range of locations. There is a
general consensus in the use of colour.
The main distinction is between ‘warm’
and 'cool’ colours. Warm colours include reds, oranges, peach and pink
while ‘cool’ colours include blue and
green and combinations. Environments,
however, tend to present with a func-

tional preference. Thus a school gymnasium should be active and dynamic which is emphasised by warm red and
oranges. A waiting room in a doctor’s
surgery should be ‘cold’ - emphasised
by greens and blues. Restaurants should
generally be peach and pink - ‘appetising’ colours. Cool tones should gener—
ally not be used since this will tend to
‘wind down’ activity. Colours are not

considered, therefore, on an ‘anything
will do’ basis.
In selecting colour schemes, however, a range of factors can be important.
Small rooms give the impression of
being larger if they are decorated in a
predominantly light colour. Conversely
a large room can be made to seem

has developed a glass for prescription

smaller by selecting a darker shade. A

lenses which reduces considerably the
ﬂicker component of fluorescent
sources. Figure 9a shows the typical

long room can be made smaller by
painting the further apart walls a darker
colour. In manufacturing facilities with
high ceilings and roofs, these can be
painted a darker shade to reduce the
impression of working in a large space.

energy spectrum of a ﬂuorescent light

and ﬁgure 9b the relative spectrum when
viewed through Comfort 41. Trials of

Rooms which are south facing can be

toned down by inclusion of some cool
colours. North facing rooms which
receive little sunlight can be toned up by

the inclusion of warm colours. Hospital
rooms can be generally decorated with
cool colours but with option to include
pictures or hangings which suggest
warm colours.
Colour consultants generally have to
assess what ‘mood’ or ‘tone’ is required
in speciﬁc environments and also take
into account patterns of artiﬁcial and
natural light and also existing carpets
and soft furnishings.

Wavelength (nm)

E M !

There is increasing awareness, how-

ever, of the value of full spectrum ﬂuorescent ﬁghting. Certain types of ﬂuorescent light with a limited spectral
output are banned in public buildings in
Germany. In moves also to encourage
more efﬁcient use of energy, the manu-

facture of certain inefﬁcient ﬂuorescent
lights is being phased out in the USA.
The preference will be for more inefﬁcient, smaller diameter tubes with better
ldingﬂl (rim)

colour rendering values. Of all the many

directives with the EEC, there are apparoutput of ﬂuorescent lamps.
In its booklet ‘Color Dynamics for
the Home’ the Pittsburgh Plate Glass

Company references the effect of colour
environment on individuals. In estimations of muscular, mental and nervous

activity, normal white light registered 23
units, with slightly higher levels for blue
and green. Yellow was found to raise the
activity level to thirty units. Individuals
tend to respond after as little as ﬁve
minutes exposure to a speciﬁc colour.
While colour may seem rather a
superﬂuous factor in the ‘real’ world,
the truth may me quite revealing. In one
case history, however, the high rate of
absenteeism in a London factory was
considerably reduced when the blue

colour lighting which made the female
staff look sickly and ill was neutralised
by painting the grey walls with a warm
beige colour. This is an example of a
striking improvement in ﬁnancial losses
due to sickness absence.
People feel cooler in areas painted
with ‘cool’ colours. In one factory a

cafeteria was initially painted with light
blue walls. Staff complained about
feeling cold and the temperature was
increased though complaints persisted.
The area was redecorated and the walls
painted orange. Staff complained about
feeling too hot although the temperature
had not been increased. Everyone was
happy when the initial temperature
setting was restored.

Pioneers of Colour

of the body, a certain Dr. HR. Spider
began to research into the effects of

Therapy
There have been many individuals over
the years who have studied the use of
colour in promoting health and curing
disease. One of the early pioneers of

light in medicine was Dr. Edwin Babbitt
who in 1878 published ‘the Principles of
Light and Colour.’
He developed a range of treatments
in which ﬁltered natural and artiﬁcial
light was focused on selected areas of
the body. The more comprehensive socalled Spectro-Chrome system of colour
healing was developed by Dr. D.P.
Ghadiali around the turn of the century.
Some typical conditions and associated
treatments were as follows:-.

Orthodox medicine in the USA tried to
make life as difficult as possible for
practising colour therapists.

colours as seen by the eyes around 1910.

Spitler maintained that the portions of
the brain controlling the autonomic
nervous system and the endocrine system were also connected to the eyes by
the shortest, most direct and most highly
organised nerve pathways in the brain.
In this theory, light could be used as a
tool to stimulate and possibly regulate
imbalances with both systems.
It is considered by practitioners of
such ‘central’ stimulation that the main
effect is triggered by the speciﬁc mode
of electrical activity initiated primarily
in the cone cells in the retina. With
models of speciﬁc red, green and blue
receptors within the retina, speciﬁc
colours would tend to initiate speciﬁc

Perceived Colour as a
Specific Therapy

patterns of electrical activity.
This form of colour therapy is used to
link into emotional blockages of individuals. Colours are identiﬁed with

While these forms of colour therapy had

which the patient feels ‘uncomfortable’.

been related to speciﬁc exposure of parts

After exposure to the speciﬁc colours,
such therapists

Condition

Colour Prescription

heart, circulation, reproduction

purple (overstimulation)
scarlet (underactivity)

unravel emotional
blocks which had
presented in my.

magenta (baiancing)

chological and

paralysis (physical)

greeniyellow

mental difficulties.

redlyellow

This is a rather

Claim ‘0 be able t”

paralysis (senses)

red to above two

novel way of using

pain. bleeding abscess

indigo

colour as a therapy,

.

ently none which relate to the spectral

Reading Better With

Colour

Conclusion
Research into the exposure of the human

Helen Irlen, the Californian psychologist received considerable publicity

during 1988 on the topic of tinted
lenses as an aid to reading for dyslexic
children. While there appeared no
single ‘magic’ colour tint which would
help children read better, careful selection from a range of around 140 separate lenses often resulted in improve-

ment in reading skills. In some cases
the improvement was dramatic. It is
thought that the process of using tinted
lenses suppresses colour related electrical stimulation of the brain which
interferes with other cognitive skills
such as reading.

Colour Therapy as

Alternative Medicine

body to light has tended to be dominated
by work to determine threshold levels
which resulted in damage to skin and eyes.
This has almost fostered a mentality that
the safest light level is no light at all. Only
now is it being appreciated that light can

Greenwich CT, The Devin-Adair Co.,
1982.
Seasons of the Mind, Dr. N E .
Rosenthai, New York, Bentham, I982.
The inﬂuence of ocular light perception on metabolism in man and in
animal, Fritz Hollwich,New York,

Springer-Verlag, 1979

interact with the human organism in many

beneﬁcial ways and that the condition of
malilluminaﬁon may in fact develop when
the body is not exposed to adequate levels

of ‘spectrally correct’ light.
Conditions such as ‘sick building
syndrome’ may have components of
contribution from levels of
malillumination. Considering, also, the

huge sums lost through sickness absence
generally, it is surprising more work is
not undertaken to begin to shed light on
the matter.

Various forms of colour therapy which

have never been taken seriously by
orthodox medicine are now ﬁrmly established within Alternative Medicine.

Further Reading
Light: Medicine of the Future - Jacob
Libennan: Bear and Company, 1991,

There is no doubt, however, that the

(excellent read)

neglect of investigation of such treat—
ments by orthodox medicine has delayed
achieving greater understanding of how
the body and the person as a whole

Colour and Music in the New Age:
Corinne Heline

responds to light.

Colour, Rudolf Steiner, London ,
Rudolf Steiner Press, 1982
Light Radiation and You, Dr. I .N. Ott,
is..... . M m . . . .n.
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This device can be used in two
ways: The fust one is to use it as an
acupuncture device to treat certain

the‘cifcuit-“v oddpower efﬁci

A

lieved to have a curing effect.

.

Themph fiééisna‘f is fees“: are 5°
lowﬁodtermams transformer?) :which

illnesses. In this mode, the electrodes

;

are put on the acupuncture points
which are selected for a particular
illness to be treated. The other is to
use it as a device to massage muscles .7}:
or any uncomfortable parts of the
body. In this operation the electrodes
are placed anywhere in the area of

paimary to secondary ratio of 1/
, s,-'ihe signal obtained from the

y , dary coil of the transformer is
gedafed to much higher voltages.
’ ' signal is fed to the electrodes and
, monitored by the voltameter which
consists of an analogue ammeter, R7,
R8, D1 and C10.
The power source uses six Alkaline AA batteries (on-board) or an

the body to be massaged.

Circuit Detail

external DC power supply (6-12V).
{The power to the circuit is regulated
Cl“ LM2930, which is a 5V
.ne . _ _ This IC features a very

oo.

,-'

Figure 2 gives the block diagram of
the device. It can be seen that it
consists of 6 units, the signal generator unil, ampliﬁcation unit, voltage

step-up unit, voltameter unit. output unit

tunes have different massaging effects.

small dropdut voltage of 0.4V typical

and power supply unit. The signal genera-

This particular chip was chosen because

and cat: work for an input voltage as low

tor unit generates a low power audio
signal which is subsequently ampliﬁed by
the ampliﬁcation unit. The amplified
signal is fed into the

the music tunes gave seemingly better

as 6V. C1 and C2 are decoupling capaci-

massaging effects.
The signal from 1C2 is fed to R3

tors for the power supply lines.

voltage step—up unit to
elevate the signal to high
Mllpllﬁltllion

TE RNAL POWER

SUPPLY. ONLY
BATTERIES are
allowed to be used.

Construction
-

voltages. The signal is
ﬁnally output to the
electrodes. The voltameter unit monitors the
voltage of the output
signal. The power supply unit supplies a
constant voltage to all
other units.
The circuit diagram
is shown in Figure 4. The signal generator unit incorporates a music [C M66T-

SUPPLIES FROM
MAINS ADAPTORS
ARE STRICTLY
FORBIDDEN TO BE
USED AS THE EX-

Figure 5 and 6 are the
copper foil pattern of

print circuit board and the component
layout. The PCB board is available from
the PCB service. The components
should be soldered on the PCB board in

to our ears, but is a somewhat random

TBA820 is a popular audio power am-

the following order, the links, resistors,
lC sockets, capacitors, PCB connectors

signal when injected into our body. In
the developing stage of this device, it
has been found that different music

pliﬁer which requires a power supply
from 3 volts to 12 volts and is able to
offer an output power up to 2 watts. Pin

and ﬁnally the step-up transformer. The
PCB, together with the power supply
pack, are housed inside a project box.

t

205 (1C2, available from Maplin Elec-

:

tronics) which produces continuous
audio signals. This signal is meaningful

which is a potentiometer. The audio
signal pick by the wiper of R3 is fed into
the audio ampliﬁcation unit which is
built around the TBA820 IC, 1C3.

9

Hertz and several thousand Hertz.
The amplitude of the signal is controlled by the signal volume control
and is monitored by a voltarneter.
This signal is fed into the two electrodes which touch the skin. As a
result, a small oscillating electric
current passes through the part of
the body between the electrodes and
creates massaging effects. Moreover
the two electrodes are magnetized
and the magnetic ﬁeld is also be—

s...

signal is between several hundred

.rﬁ‘.

d

China, Japan and other southeast
Asian countries. The device consists
a control unit and a pair of electrodes. The control unit generates
continuous pseudo-random noise
signals and the frequency of the
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1
2. Readers can certainly design their

own boxes with the style they like.
The electrodes can be made by your—
self. A suggested way of making it is
illustrated in Figure 7 and is brieﬂy
o

control panel consists of a power switch,
an indicator, 3. volume control knob, a

¢

voltameter and two plug-in sockets for
electrodes. The overall view of the
system we produced is shown in Figure

mm

We chose a console-type box (Mapl111
Electronic. Stock 110. LH66W). The

m

.

DESIGNED by G. LU 8: P. AN

VERSION 3 (10.4.94)

.

connected to a plug

"'HANS'FdnfMEa—.. "7 '

.

piece of 0.5mm tin-plated steel sheet.
The edge of the plate shOuld be filed to
have a smooth finish. A 20mm long and
15mm diameter copper tube is soldered

to the electrode plate. A small piece of
magnet is glued to the electrode plate

inside the tube. The lead of the electrode
is made of a wellvinsulated cable and
one end is soldered on the side wall of
the tube. The tube and the electrode plate
is then covered by a suitable insulation

the step—up transformer should be about
2.4V and 80V. respectively.
If the circuit works OK, at test on the

which can ﬁt the sockets
on the control unit

body can be carried out.

Testing

To use the device on your body, these

After soldering, a careful
inspection must be car-

1 Firstly check that the device is

Operations

‘ 'FnEo. '40-800Hz_
OUTPUT < sov

described below. The electrode plate
(which contacts the skin) is make from a

hood. This other end of
the electrode cable is

procedures should be followed:

ried out to check all the
joints and connectors and

switched off and the volume control is

to make sure there are no
shorts. After this, power

2 Wrap the two electrodes in small

can be connected to the

3 Switch on the device and turn the

device. It is noted that

volume control to make the meter read

high voltage (about 80
volts) may be present at
the output of the secondary coil. Hence to prevent
unwanted electric shock1

about 1/3 of the full deﬂection.
4 Place the two electrodes in contact
with the skin in the area to be treated.
5 Each electrode should be moved
around slowly in a small area. Mean-

care should be taken not

while the output voltage may be increased giadually, until a sensational

to torch the exposed parts
from the secondary coil
of the transformer. This

high voltage, however, is
safe.
intrinsically
The following checks can be
done. The voltage at the output of

in the minimum position.
pieces of soft cloth soaked with water.

and comfortable feeling is obtained.

6 A normal treatment lasts no more than
several minutes.

regulator (ICI) should be 5V. Now

connect a small speaker to the output of 1C], a low level sound should be
audible. Connect an AC voltameter to
the Pin 3 of [CS (see Figure 4) and turn
the VOLUME control from minimum to

maximum, the voltage should change
between 0V to 0.3V. Set the VOLUME
control to maximum, the voltage across

the primary and the secondary coils of

6-12V DC
INPUT

.
.

—

7 After the treatment, the control should
.

If anybody wants to
get a complete electronic acupuncture

_

-

be turned down to minimum and the
device should be switched off.

-

Application s

.

As we already know that there are two
applications of the electronic acupuncture

.

device: massage and acupuncture.

-

_

.

J

.

_

.

To use it as a massager, please follow
the operation procedures as described. One
electrode is put in the central area of the
body to be massaged and the other is
moved around the ﬁrst one in circles. The
voltage level of the signal should be in—

'

v

;
“

_

.

.

creased in step as long as you feel com—
fortable.

To use it as an acupuncture device,
special acupuncture points (see table
below) have to be selected according to
the disease to be treated. Firstly, follow
the procedure detailed in the section
‘Operations'. A few examples of common diseases are . The second column in
the table shows the pairs acupuncture
points to be used in the treatment. During

device instead of
making it themselves.
please write to G Lu,
23 Allerton Walk,
Brunswick, Manchester M13 QTG. The
cost of a complete
device is £40.

.

treatment, one electrode is placed at the

n

.

—

ti-

is

-

-

LIAll-IGQIU

.

first point and the other placed on the
other. If the two points have the same
name, itrneans thatoneelecnodeis placed
on thelefthand sideone andtheotheronthe
right hand side one. If any reader is interested in getting more information about
treating other diseases please contact us.
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Acupuncture points

.

Disease to be treated

Signal level

Period

Knee injury (cartilage)

WeiZhong (D) - pain point

Medium

1 minute per day

Ankle injury (cartilage)

XuanZhong (B)-SanYinJiao (D)
KunLun (B) - TaiXi (D)

Medium

1 minute per day

Ftheumarthritis on the back

ShenYu - ShenYu (C)

Medium

5 minutes

Rheumarthritis in the waist

Rheumarthritis in the waist

XinYu - XinYu (C)
ZhiYang(C) - JiZhong (C)
WeiZhong - WeiZl-rong (D)

1 minute per day

ShenYu - ShenYu (C)

5 minutes

XinYu - XinYu (C)
MingMen (C) - YaoYan (C)
KunLun (B) - KunLun (B)

1 minute per day

ShenYu - ShenYu (C)

5 minutes

XinYu - XinYu (C)
Nei/Wai XiYan (D)

1 minute per day

XueHai (A) — LiangOiu (D)
WeiZhong (D) - HeDing (D)

YangLingQuan (B)-ZhuSanLi(B)

- EXPRESS COMPONENTS
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increases the ﬂow ofnegative

ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,
pollen etc. Helps reduce stress and
respiratory problems. £15. kit, £20

built.
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic
9 key combination lock suitable for
alarms, cars,bouses etc, easily programmable. Includes mains 2Arelay otp. 9v
opa'ation. £10 kit, £14 built.
VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY.
Stahiized, shortcirraiit protected. Gives
3-30v DC at 2.5A, ideal for workshop
orlaboratory. £14 kit,£18built. 24V AC
required.
LEAD ACID CHARGER. Two stitc-

STROBE LIGII'I‘. Bright strobe light
wilhan adjustable frequency of ls60hz.
(a lot faster than conventional strobes l)
£16 kit, £20 built.
4W FMTRANSMITTER 3 RF stages,
audio preamp. l’Z-lSvDC. Medium
powered bug £20 kit, £28 built.
3 CHANNEL LIGHT CIIASER. 3x
800w output, speed and direction con- .
trols, can be used with 12 led's (stip-

plied) or TRIACS f or mains lights (also
supplied). 9-15v DC. £17 kit, £23 built.
25W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage, a
preamp will be required. (Our preamp

below is suitable) £79 built.(no kits).
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Produces any thing from bird chips to

50 UC's [0:11.50

Nice mix of chips at a bargain price!

spares etc, Just £1.00

CERAMIC CAPACITOR PACK
Good mixed pack of 100 capacitors
for just £1.00

100 small mixed electrolytic

SLEEVING PACK

capacitors just £1.00
ELECTROLYTIC PACK 2
50 larger electrolytic mixed
capacitors

100 assorted pieces of sleeving for
connectors etci'Yours for just £1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO 1
250 low wattage resistors, ideal for
most projects etc. Just £1.00

for alarm systems,emergency lighting,

FMlAM

battery projects etc. £12 kit,£‘l6 built.
PI [ONE LINE RECORDER Device
that connects to the ‘phone line and
activates a cassette recorder when the
handset is liﬂed. Ideal for recording

quite,you havetoturn the knob yourself
but you will hear things on this radio

‘phone conversations etcl. £8 kit, £12

in 5w ampliﬁer. £15 kit, £20 built.
CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Works on
vibration andJ'or voltage drop from door
etc being opened. Entry and exit delays
plus adjustable alarm duration.Low cost
protection! £12 kit, £16 built.
15W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage,

6 mixed relays for £1, tltats just 17p

high po wer bug.You will need a preamp
for this (see our preamp below which is

10 different connectors, again for £1

built,
_
ROBOT VOICE. Tums your voice
into a robot voice! answer the phone
with a different voice! £9 kit, £13

built.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR. This de
vice will warn you if somebody is
eavesdropping on your 'phone line. £6
kit £9 built.
PIION E BUG. Small bug powered by
thetelephoneline. Only transmits when
the phone is used. Popular surveil—

lanes Produelﬁ left {42. built

Well

not

(even TV) that you would not hear on
an ordinary radio! A receiver that covers 50-160MHZ both AM and FM. Built

ok) £69 built. (no kits).
1W FM TRANSMITTER. 2 stage including preamp and mic. Good general
purpose bug. 8-30VDC.
£12 kit,£16 built.

BULK PACKS

RESISTOR PACK NO 2
Hi wattage pack, good selection of .
mixed wattages and values 50 in all,

PREAMP MIXER. 3 channel input,

about a month on one

1.5v battuy. Frequency is
set to drive away mosquitos etc. £7 kit,
£11 built.
3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT.
is made to hi ti. Separate sensitivity
each channel,
for
1,200Wpowerhandling. Microphone
included. £14 kit, £19 built.
MINI METAL DETECTOR. Detects

RELAY PACK N0 1

CONNECTOR PACK

FUSE PACK NO I
40 mixed 20mm Rises, ideal for
repairs etc, or just to stock up the

spares box! Just £1.00

Useful item, can be used to detect
ﬂuid levels in watertanks, baths, ponds

ﬁll before you drill those holes! £8 kit,
1
car,shed,caravan alarm etc.£f4 kit, £19 £12 built.
built.
'
0—5 MINUTE TIMER. Simple time
PIIONE CALL RELAY. Very useful switch adjustable from 0-5 mins,will
kit that incorporates a relay that oper- switch 2A mains load. 12v op. [deal for
ates when the phone rings. Can be used laboratory, photographic projects etc.
to operate more bells, signalling lights £7 kit, £11 built.
etc. Good for noisy euviroments or if '7 WATT HI FI AMPLIFIER. Useful,
you have your headphones on! £10 kit, powerful ampliﬁer 20hz-15hz, 12£14 built
18vdc. Good for intercoms, audio sys—
PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM. tems, car etc. £7 kit £11 built.
Small 9v alarm system based on a mer- INCAR SOUND TO LIGHT. Put
cury switch. The alarm contitues to

some atmosphere in your car with this

sound until disabled by the owner. kit. Each channel has 6 led's that create
Buzzer included. £11 kit £15 built.
a beautiﬁil lighting effect! £10 kit, £14
000W MUSIC T0 LIGHT EFFECT. built.
Add rhythm to your music with this VOX SWITCH. This is a sound actisimplesound to light kit. £8 kit, £12

built.
MOSQUITO REPELLER. Modern

an to 15992 the mess swat! Rims f9!

vated switch, ideal for use on transmitters, CB‘s, tape recorders etc. Adjust-

able sensitivity, built in delay. Mic in-

put. s7 kit, £11 bunt

""

POT PACK
10 pots for £1, (5 different types) a
snip at £1.00
DISPLAYS
10 seven segment displays for
£1.00

' ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CHOOSE ONE FREE
PACKll
FREE COMPONENT CATALOGUE WITII EVERY ORDER”

low a telephone conversation without
holding the handset to your ear! £1 1 kit
£15 built.

ﬁshtanks etc. Could also be used as rain
SWITCH PACK
10 switches for just £1 .00

Fl“ TRANSMITTER. Mini F M trans-

minature mic and is tuneable from 63 to

pipes,wirei etc Up to 20cm deep. Use-

£1.00!

alarm with an easily constructed sensor. £5 kit, £9 built.

kit,£l6 built.

in an enclosed space Range about 10
metres,l2vDC. Good basis for

10 things that make a noise for just

KITS 'N MODULES

mitter 2 transistor, comes with F ET

that can be used as amovernent detector

at £1 .00

each.

for all sorts of"borrowable" things £12 controls
ULTRASONIC RADAR. A project

TRANSISTOR PACK

50 mixed transistors, another bargain

BUZZER PACK

PRESET PACK
Nice selection of 25 mixed preset
pots for just another £11

LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR.

Can be used any where as no connection

LED PACK
20 light emitting diodes for £1.00

bargain price just £1.00

99p

independent level and tone controls.
Ideal for use with the hi power FM
transmitters. £15 kit, £19 built.
TREMBLER ALARM. Designed for
bikes etc, adjustable sensitivity, preset
alarm time, auto reset. Could be adapted

DIODE PACK

100 assorted diodes for just £1.00

sirens! add sounds to all sorts of things
£9 kit £13 built.
SCANNER.

WIRE PACK
25 Metres of insulated wire for just
£1.00, good for projects etc.

ELECTROLY TIC PACK 1

visual indication of battery stale. Ideal

matic charging rates(fast and slow),

FUSE PACK NO 2
30 mixed 1.25" fuses again ideal for

130MHz. ti? kit, £ 1 1 built.
FUNCTION GENERATOR. Gener-

ates sinusoidal, saw tooth and square

12v FIDURESCEN T. Auseful kitthat
willenable you to light large ﬂourescent
tubes from yourcarbattery etc. 9v mains
transformer required. £8 kit, £12 built.

waveforms from 20hzupto 20km. Sepa-

'KNOBPACK

. rate level controls for each waveform.

24vac. £15 kit, £20 built.

10 knobs for just £1.00

5 WATT SIREN. Powerful siren kit

with an impressive 5 watts amput. Ideal
for alarms etc. £6 kit £10 built.
TELEPHONE A MPLI FI ER. Very

sensitive ampliﬁer which usinga‘phone
pickup coil (supplied) will let you fol-

REMEMBER! YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR CUT PRICE COMPONENTS CATALOGUE SENT
WITH EVERY ORDER!!!

How to place your order.........
By phone..........0273 771156

By FAX...........0273 206875
By Post...P0 box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 SQZ
Payment by ACCESSNISA, CHEQUE 0R POSTAL ORDER.
Cheques and postal orders should be payable to Express Components.
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 99p POST AND VAT. Some ofour products
ma be unlicensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmitters.)

he [10 card control program
is written in Turbo Pascal 6
and is based on the LPTl
printer port. The program consists
of two operations: writing and
reading data from the card. The
ﬂow charts of the two operations
were shown in Figures 4(a) and

\\\

4(b) last month. The sample program is too long to be listed here so

readers can obtain a copy of the
software on ﬂoppy disks at a price
of £6 including P&P (The cheque
should be payable to X. Qiu and
sent to the EIA ofﬁce).

To use the card, the 8255 PPI
should
be initialized by writing a
'

DEIHGOMS

suitable control word to the control
register. After this, data can be
written to or read from peripheral

gazes
8""
m. and CMOS gates having different power supplies

1'I'L and CMOS gates having different power supplies

registers according to the port
configuration. The pl'OOCClUI‘CS Of

(a) TI'L to GMDS interfacing

written to the Data port (Port[888] for
LPTl), then the address is written to
the Control port (Port[890]) to specify

. (b) CMOS to 1'I'L interfacing

\\\

writing and reading are discussed
in detail below.
When writing data to an 3255
register, the required data is ﬁrstly

Iﬂhml

a particular register with the other two
lines of the Control port set high.
Next a '0' pulse is sent to the 8255 via —

WR line of the Control port. This will
write the data into the register (see
Figure 4(a)). We can only write data to

the control register and peripheral
registers with their corresponding ports

“‘1 memos LED ““3" '“““‘ '°"' "‘ immm
(a) Transistor LED driver - Input high to illurnlnale

conﬁgured as output ports. Because the
data lines of the Centronic port are not
connected in the same order to that of
the 8255 PPI (Figure 2), the actual

2

data sent to the 8255 PPI must be
mnverted before output from the
Centronic port. The method of conver—
sion is in a procedure named ‘Function
convertO’ within the program.

12-15

am

To read data from the card, the

following procedure is required (see

tblTlUDOMS LED drivar- luput hishto ilwmlnaie

Figure 4(b)). Firstly, an address is

LP’T‘] (Portl 889}) reads the ﬁrst reading.
The ﬁrst LSB of the Data port is then set
high (DSL linc goes high) and the Status
port reads the second reading. Finally

Applications
Building this IIO card is only half of the
story of computer interfacing. The other
half is to do the actual interfacing with

output data to its data bus. Next the first

the two readings are rearranged and

external devices. There are mainly two

LSB of the Data port is set low (DSL
line is low) and the Status port of the

combined into S-bits of data. The procedure is then completed.

interfacing schemes. The ﬁrst one is to
use the I/O card to control external

written to the Control port with the other
two lines of the Control port set high,
then a high-to-low pulse is supplied to RD line. This causes the 8255 PP] to

A Versatile Centronic
24—line IIO Port

by Dr. Pei An

the LED. For CMOS gates, R should

Vet: c 25"

be chosen according to the voltage of

Vet:

m
a...
z

the power supply.
Relay drivers
Low power reed relays, some of

‘l

T

{ w

which are housed in tall DIL plastic
packages, will operate with a coil
voltage of about 3.7 volts and a

I

R1

Tr‘t

current of 7.4mA. These can be

mam
DIL
Holly

driven directly from TTL gates. A
diode is used to protect the TTL

From
Corrumrport

output against the reverse voltage

Gil)

D

generated as the relay switches off.
The contact rating of this type of relay

ml

is low and the maximum voltage is
usually below l00V and maximum

Relay required: Maximum operatlon voltage: 25V
Maximum operating current: 500 m».

power is in the range from 3 to 10
watts. This only enables loads
such as low voltage ﬁlament

«v
our
A»
Maximum cumil: 5A

LOAD
Maximum entrant 2A
Maximum voltage: 6W

bulbs and small electric motors to
be controlled, but is far too inad—
equate for the majority of applications.
.

N

h — q ‘ r — a

IIPUT

DI
1N4!“

Medium and high power

relays require relay drivers.
Figure 9 shows a relay driver
using a ZTX300 transistor. The
driver will operate on a maximum supply voltage of 25V and
maximum current of 0.5A. This

«DJ.
' 0 1 isrequiredittbaloadisinduetlve

devices such as lights and relays. The
other is to use it as an input device to
obtain information from the external
world. In this section, various ways in

which external devices can be interfaced
to the 1/0 card are discussed.
Before this. a brief description is
given to show the relationship between
logic and voltage levels from TTL outputs and inputs. At logic 0 state, the
output will be any voltage between 0V

' DI is required if the load ls inductive

is adequate for most relay applications. The actual voltage of

the power supply should be
chosen according to the specifidifferent power supplies. Figure 7(b)
shows how CMOS and TTL gates are
connected .
LED drivers

cation of the relay applied. In all cases,

Using computers to control LEDs is

the suppressor diode must be used.
Other medium power transistors such as
BC 108C and BC548 can also be used
for these applications.

very common in interfacing projects.
Several LED drivers are shown in Figure

Drivers for high-current loads '
Figure 1 0 shows two driver circuits. The

8. Figure 8(a) shows an LED driver

u

g a transistor ZTX300, in this

A_ sister 'I‘lPl22 and can be used with

'3':maximurn supply of

and 0.8V. At logic i , it will be between
voltage between 0V and 0.8V as ‘Logic

TI‘L or CMO8 gates directly as shown

0’ and any voltage between 2V and 5V

in:Figure 8(1)) and 8(c). In Figure 8(b),a

as ‘logic 1‘.

Interfacing between TTL and CMOS
Sometimes 'I'I'L and CMOS gates have
to be connected together. Figures 7(a)

show how this is done. The upper ﬁgure
shows two gates sharing the same power
supply and the lower has two gates with

In‘Frgtire 8(c), a logic 0
" illuminate

0

2V and 5V. TTL inputs interpret any

LEDt-a me
on is

FBI

”' soon
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1“ soon
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umasm
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logic level indicator for checking the
operation of the present [/0 card.
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(3) Ptneut of umaeua Daningmn driver

(b) ULN2803£S a LED driver
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0.5mA current. For currents above 0.1A,
heatsinks should be used. Figures 11(b)
and 11(c) give die circuit diagrams in
by the IC. The former can be used as a

as EI—K—EJ—

Fee

power supply. The maximum voltage is
50V and each driver can handle up to

which 8 LEDs and 8 relays are controlled

soon

“' sum

was

PB?

‘W anon

poo

Opto-isolator
Opto-isolators are used to electrically
isolate the computer from the external
devices. This ensures that any fault or
mistake in the device side will not lead to
damage to the computer. A typical Optoisolator consists of an infra-red LED and
a photo—transistor (Figure 12). In use, the

LED is driven from a ’I‘I‘L gate in the
normal way. For the phOIO‘tl'al'lSiStm',
there are two configurations. inverting
and non-inverting. In the ﬁrst case, a
logic 1 at the input will result in the
output to go low (Figure 12(3)). In the
second one, a logic 1 at the input will
make the output high (Figure 1203)).

(e) ULN2803 as a relay driver

100V and a maximum current of 5A.
Darlington transistors start to conduct
with a base voltage of 1.2V and have a

typical current gain of 5000, therefore a
base voltage slightly higher than 1.2V
will cause the transistor to saturate in

sistor from TTL
outputs. In both

cases, the suppressor
diode must be used for highly inductive
load such as relays or electric motors and

conduction. It can therefore be inter—

is not necessary if the load is non-inductive such as bulbs or electronic circuits.

faced directly to TTL gates. The second
one uses a VMOS transistor, (VN66AF)

In cases where a number of LEDs, relays

which can handle a maximum voltage of
60V and a current of 2A. A VMOS

Integrated driver ICs
or loads are needed, an integrated driver
[C such as ULN2803 (or ULN2003) is

Opto zero-crossing Triac isolator
The device, such as MOC304], is used
for controlling the mains (Figure 13(a)).
It incorporates an infra-red LED, a zerocrossing unit and a Triac. The Triac has
a 400V rating and can
handle a maximum
cmrent of lOOmA.
1
Sometimes
this is far
m
W. «Nessa
aWW
mom
manganese; 225 too inadequate and
:«w
a«
more powerful Triacs
are used. In the circuit shown in Figure
13(b), a power Triac BTAOS-éOOB is
used together with the opto triac. This
circuit is able to handle a maximum
voltage of 600V and current of 8A.
When dealing with the mains supply,
extreme care must be taken.

transistor requires an input voltage

recommended. This IC has 8 Darlington

between 0.8 to 2V to conduct, thus it is

pair transistor drivers (ULNZOOG has 7

for TTL gates

possible to directly drive a VMOS tran-

pairs) and the pin-out is shown in Figure

In some applications, the signals from
certain sensors working with a TTL
input are not TIL compatible. So addi-

11(a). In use Pin 9 is connects to the GND

and Pin 10 is connected to the positive

Input conditioning interface

0P1

Mains input

Mains input
L
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0pm zeroeroeelng nine
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Moe 3041
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From
computer port
Zero
croeelng
unit

-

I]
L

H

%
—

Zero
crosslng
unit

[J
E

Output to

Output in
controlled equipment

[8] Using an epic zero—crossing tries for controlling the mains

controlled equipment

(b) Using an opto zero-crossing Mae and a high power trier:
for controlling the mains [high power versiOn)

tional interfacing circuitry between the
sensor and the input port is required.

Figures 14(c) shows how light level is

Figure 14(3) shows how a switch is

circuit generates a logic 0 input whenever

interfaced to the 'ITL input. Figure
14(b} shows how temperature can be
sensed using a temperature sensor. The
arrangement generates a logic 0 input
whenever the temperature level exceeds
the threshold setting and vice versa.

the light level exceeds the threshold
setting and vice versa. Figure 14(d)
shows how sound can be sensed using a
crystal microphone. In the absence of
sound the output from the ampliﬁer is

sensed using a photodiode sensor. This

about 2.5V. When sound is detected, the

output oscillates above and below this
level and the low going voltage change
can be detected.
Various interfan circuits have just been
introduced. There are, in fact, a lot more
circuits to be interfaced to the 110 card, for

example a stepper motor driver, a speech
synthesizer driver, etc. Some of these
circuits will be intmduoed in the future.

~®
Schmitt trigger

(a) Interface for a switch

(c) Interface for a light level sensor

To ‘I'I'L input
ports

GMD

{b} Interface for a temperature sensor

N

(d) Interlaoe for a sound level sersor
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ELECTRONICS in ACTION

INPUT

L

YOUR PERSONAL
UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER
Superpra is a low cost programmer which can easily

E

s

t

»

be attached to your PC For use in R & D. It comes with '
its own hall cord for high speed communication so you
can still use your parallel port.
Superpro comes from California so you can be sure the
latest devices will be supported. In led the software is
updated on an almost monthly basis. The extensive
device list covers most popular logic and memory Families such as Amd's Mach series as well as the ;
popular Altera range EP3i0 to EPl8l0. Support is
also included for popular gals such as l 8 and
2QV8 from a variety ol manufacturers. Standard 24,
28, 32 and 40 pin e lei prams are also catered for in
the 40 pin universal ZIF socket. An added bonus is the
ability to program a range of microconhollers. PLCC
devices can be programmed with special adaptors.

So belore spending thousands of pounds on a new stand alone programmer

LLOYD RESEARCH LTD
HERE TO STAY

why not have a look at Superpro for a ten

ssusszssssssssssmTelephone: 0409 574040

toEliza
0;?
5%

day trial period?
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SpiceAge for Windows, Level 1, £100 + VAT
We are offering a special version of
SpiceAge for Windows to students and
serious hobbyists. The version will
analyse medium sizes of circuits and
may be upgraded to the professional
version for the price difference.

:-.1. .; Mixa‘mlf egxsewesﬁgimsxeampamnﬁ‘ x
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SpiceAge is the program used by

professional circuit designers that lets
you "breadboard" even before you plug
in your soldering iron. It gives you
quiescent
DC
voltages, frequency
response curves and 'scope—like traces of
your circuit ideas. imagine how easy it is
to test new compo nents and values without the risk of smoke! SpiceA
ge has a friendly editor
that lets you tell it what components to put in your circuit and how to
connect them. SpiceAge
has a "lab" full of "test equipment" to let you inject signals and "probe
" for voltages, currents,
dissipations, dB gains, phase angle, group delay and power consum
ption.
Requires Windows 3.1 or higher. S.A.E . please for information
pack or £5 for demonstration kit.
ACCESS/VISA or cheque with order. Please state disk size. Those Engine
ers Ltd, Dept EA4

31 Birkbeck Road, London NW7 4BP. Tel 081-906 0155, Fax 081-906 0969.

Chelmer Valve Company

OMNI ELECTRONICS

for

High Grade Audio Valves

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 SDX - 031 667 2611

Major Brands e.g Mallard, Brimar, Philips, GE (UK), GEiUSA), etc.
.
..
6234 Mallard...
.
.
A2900 GEO...
.
0237 Mallard.
£10.00
ESDF Philips...
.
6CA7I'EL34 G
£6.00
ECCSIJCV4-024 Mullard..
.
Syvania.
6L6GA
£6.00
Mullard..
BCCSZICVKIOOS
£4.50
GSN'IGT Brimar.
ECCSS Mullard.....
£4.00
GVGGT Brimttr....
.£ .
EBSCC Mallard..."
......£600
IZA'WWC Sylvania...
EFSGICV4085 MullatlEC....£9.50
.
614613 GF
EL84 Mullarrl
6550A GE...
131.84 GB (USA)...
7581 GF
G232 Mullan'l
£.800
6233 Mullard...
IF NOT SHOWN- ENQUIRE!
It
PREMIUM: Our own BRAND from selected worldwide sources. processed
in our special facility to provide low noise/humlmicrophuny PmAmp valves and
Power Valves burnt-in for improved stability and reliability.
POWER VALVES - oolttt‘l.
PIKE-AMP VALVES
EOCSIIIZATI...
ECCSZI'IZAU'J'...
EOCI83112AX7
ECCSS.....

sccss
EF86...
,
sstoc
E820C (GOLD PIN)
assoc (GOLD 1‘t
assoc (GOLD PIN).

ssocrsssr...
svsor
6146B..........
6336A
6550A..........
asses-50v.
RECTLFIERS
ozaa...........
s4r5AR4.

.....s4.5o
.. .

e n: Monday- Thursday9.15- 6.00 .
a p Ope
Friday9.1-5 5.00 Saturday9.-30-.500 -

567.7nm. producing a bright green beam. The output is

unusually high for an ion LASER. Applications include
holography, spectroscopy, display& projection, scanning,
medical and many more. The cost of building this LASER
is a tiny fraction of the cost 01 a commercially available
device. The design is basic, but capable of further
commercial development.
Plans include circuit diagrams and assembly instructions.
Send chequelmoney order tor £7.50 to A. Starkie, Dept
a, 14 Rollersby Close, Bury BLB 1EW. Mail order only.

4PIN (for 211& 845)..

Add £1.00 per valve for matching if required.
Plus Post & Packing £3.00 (UK) + VAT at 17.5% for UK/Europe.
Post/Fax order with cheque or credit card details to:
Chelmer Valve Co., 130 New London Rd, Chelrnsl‘ord, Essex CMZ ORG
Tel: (0245) 265365 Fax: (0245) 490064

Fax: 0203 650773

0 FRIENDLY SERVICE 0

Plans on how to build a simple Mercury ion LASER, using
fairly basic tools and equipment. The LASER works at

4pm (UX4).....

a cavms war.
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ooveurnv cvs 23F
Tel: 0203 650702

. MAIL ORDER
RETURN OF POST

MERCURY ION LASER
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Mike Meechan moves onto the input
stages of his compact mixer project
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when the value of
gain setting resistor
between die two '
transistors is
lowest. Traditionally, for
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agood control law, we

therefore
require an antilog
(reverse audio taper)

pot, as linear, or
worse still, log law,
would cramp all of the
gain variation into a

very small part of the
control movement.
This type of control is

used as the gain con5

ith such superlative perform

with CMRR mined by the ﬁtting of low-

anoe theoretically attainable

tolerance, ill-matched resistances. Also,
good quality resistors must be used in the
gain setting network, since low quality
types, notably carbon composition, can
generate signiﬁcant amounts of distortion
and under some conditions, low frequency noise.
Differential ampliﬁers, unlike most

from the 852017 chip in the
MiclLine input stage, we must ensure
that such performance isn’t degraded by
careless choice of any components external to the IC. The most notable place
where damage can be done is in the
network which provides the 48V Phantom power for capacitor microphones,

others encountered, operate at high gain

trolling network of
mic—amps in many

mixer input stages, and provides good
operational and variable control of gain.
These pots yield an almost perfectly
linear increase in gain as the pot is
rotated clockwise. which is good from

an operational point of view.

HOw-

ever, I was unable to track down (no

pun intended) any readily available
supplies of good quality antilog ones,
which, as we’ve said, are a mandatory

requirement if low noise and reliability
are to be guaranteed. This pot law just
isn’t available through the normal com—
mercial retail outlets, and manufacturers
andlor distributors want commitment to
the tune of a 500 piece minimum order.
Furthermore, one control is used to alter
gain of both Line and Mic input stages, so
that a dual gang pot is called for. To
compound the problem, the gain stage of
the Line Input requires a linear law type dual-gang pots split between antilog and
linear most defutitely aren’t available off

The circuit dia-

gram given in Figure
7 shows resistors
values chosen to suit

so

line level inputs ie
12t bridging. A
modiﬁed version of
this, more suited as a
DI input for guitars

/

the impedances
typically expected for
6"

E as
5

etc, is shown in

Figure 16.
The unbalanced

the shelf. Consequently, a more readily-

obtainable dual-gang linear law pot has
been used in place of the antilog type.

-2n

output of the

Superbal is fed to
the gain control

The control law isn't quite so linear for
equal gain changes but it is workable. The
Mic Gain control is likely to be reset only
infrequently, so the slight loss of ‘user—

too

1K

10K

1MK

1M

10”

Frequency (Hz)

stage. The manner

adopted to provide
this supplementary.

friendliness’ caused by using a linear pot
is but a minor operational irritation. Constructors with a secret horde of dual-gang
10K antilogflinear types are of course free
to use them if they so
desire...
Gain Av dB

second-stage gain control is worthy of

(which, hopefully, has been optimised

note in that it uses no attenuators in

to reduce noise as much as possible). In

series with the input signal path. Many
commercial designs use a variable 30 or

this way, all subsequent noise contribu—

40dB pad attenuator,

“9

coupled to a fixed gain

tions, which. in any case should be
small, will thus be masked. At n o place

in the gain swing should it be necessary
to attenuate unwanted gain. This is of
particular importance where the gain

Line Input

3.2

10

Not connected
4K7

This uses the same XLR
or jack socket as the Mic
Input so that SW1,
whilst determining .

10
315
100
316

20
30
40
50

1K1

the input would be

control is at its minimum setting, since

330
100
33

attenuated to -30dBu
and then ampliﬁed by
45dB, with all of the

which of the conditioned
outputs is routed to the
EQ, must also select

1000

60

10

.
.
quences which this

3160

70

any attenuation, (and hence headroom
lost) early in the signal path is effectively lost from that point onwards in the
equaliser audio pathway, and can never be
recreated. There is little point in having
loads of headroom throughout the rest of
the system if it’s foolishly thrown away
by a badly designed gain-controlling
stage. It is in just this respect that the
circuitry of the Channel Input Trim con-

1

0

ampliﬁer. For 15 dB
of gain, for example,

dire aural conse-

3R3

brings. In the circuit

which preampliﬁer stage

offered here, input

the input socket feeds.
The Superbal Line input

headroom, signal-tonoise and distortion are

circuit is a balanced differential virtual-

optimised for any given input signal
magnitude within the range of the am-

earth ampliﬁer which is referred to ground

at only one op-amp non-inverting input,
so providing a symmetrical output from

pliﬁer, and there is no unnecessary

attenuation of signal. Whenever gain is
made up, it is important that any noise is
due, in the main, to the gain stage

any non-balanced input whilst having

quite superb CMR characteristics.
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gain control law.
Unity gain results when
attenuation in the output leg is
equivalent to that in the feed-

16

T,= +25%:
V5 = :15V

14

m u g

6:1
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12

back leg, since the feedback

G_

ratio exactly nulls the effect of
the output attenuation. The
maximum gain condition results
when the feedback leg is short-

ened with respect to ground,

'°

and the output attenuator is

l\
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100K
Fmieneym
lleximurn o m Swing venue Frequency
1K
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100

1K

1m

10K

Loud Resistance (9)
ﬂexlrnum Output Voltage versus Leed Resistance

lengthened. This means that
loop gain of the ampliﬁer is at a
maximum. while an almost
completely unattenuated signal
is available at the network
output terminal. At minimum,
the feedback resistor is shortened, (reducing loop gain)
while the attenuator leg is
lengthened,

reducing output
signal amplitude. A small

tors and
inductors
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Frequency (Hz)
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ated, unfortunately, the

output impedance of

8

this network varies with
the setting of the gain
control. Consequently,

a high subsequent load

Aveu=1oomv

T. = zs‘c. v. = new

impedance or output
buffer ampliﬁer is

necessary if system
output impedance is to
1M

1K

non-inverting ampliﬁer. Although this
conﬁguration now means that a buffer
amp or low impedance source - needed
for an inverting conﬁguration - is obvi-

10K

10K

acytﬂz)

scious boost

Typical THD +Nolee' at 6:2. 10,100,101!)

120

10

achieves frequency-con—

100K

remain constant. Seri-

ous drawbacks arise
and can manifest themselves as problems with phase margin
and consequent instability, loss of headroom. and departure from, and serious
modiﬁcation of, a workable and useable

and cut.
nL-sxn
The practical upshot of
this is that
headroom is lost at the output, with
ﬁgures around 3dB being typical.
When we‘ve striven so hard throughout
the rest of the design to preserve and
optimise system operating levels, it
seems foolish to throw so much of this
hard-won headroom away by using the
swinging-output stage.

There is a way we can improve on it,
namely by making it into a swinging
input. With this conﬁguration - shown
also in Figure 15b - the output attenuation network is transferred to the input,
while the feedback network remains as it
was in the swinging output type. At the
minimum gain setting, the input signal is

subjected to maximum attenuation while
the ampliﬁer - with its short feedback

leg - delivers only a small amount of
gain. At maximum boost, these condi»
tions are, of course reversed, with mini-

mum input attenuation and a long feedback component providing high gain.
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Using complex
impedances
such as capaci-
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controls the
gain range.
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Dletertlon no

resistor con-

nected between
the pot wiper
and ground
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Swinging output gain control. I" shows ﬁxed resistor networkRsfunltz gain roeulto when the leech-ctr chain eon-Ignite attenuation chain. (2) shows a
variable resistor Introduced with aln range ItelienIinedhyI
OPP ﬁ - boost (gain) occurs when 'Itrefeod
shortened and the attenuator
lengthened. (a) shows RSTDPPE replaced by a complex Impedance (creating a bell equaliser)
while (4) sham cumin butler included' In circuit to
negate changing output Impedance ettects and potentiometer loading Inherent' In lhls topology.

Further improvements

AC-coupling can be devastating to the
ﬁdelity of an audio signal. The effects

are apparent in the way
that the circuit performs
with respect to noise. At

of something of the order of one hun-

dred stages of AC-coupling were analysed. Components were typical 4117
electrolytic coupling capacitors!10K
ground—referencing resistors, giving a
break frequency ostensibly around 4H2.
However. when the cumulative effect of

unity gain, when input
attenuation and amplifica—
tion are exactly united, the

loop has around ZOdB of
gain. At ﬁrst sight this
may seem to be somewhat
noisier than the corre-

$

f

;

“wasn‘t-mm“

Swin In In ut attenuator.
cougar; atgenuetor remains as
it was In 'cwinging' output type
but output attenuator Is now
shifted to the non-Inventing
In at. Maximum gain occurs

enin ut attenuation is small

and

nu
ms
Annanavvv“
it???

one hundred of these stages (a not-

back leg In short

untypical number for an audio mixer)

sponding Baxandall type.

However, all of the network resistance
values can be made lower by an order of

magnitude, (about one tenth the typical
100K used with the Baxandall) and so

was then analysed, the input waveform
abhor the number of capacitors in series
with the audio signal path, they help to

provide click—free switching of sources
and symmetrical signal swing about 0V.

Johnson or thermal noise is signiﬁcantly

It has been shown (Ben Duncan or Steve

reduced. Furthermore, any noise in-

Dove, I forget whom). that the effects of

jected into the system (at unity gain)
appears in equal quantities at both the
inverting and non—inverting inputs is

012

fewer: t
"6

It is this type which features here. The

output of this is fed through a DC blocking capacitor, referenced to earth and
used as an input for the MiclLine source
select switch. Although purists may

yﬁﬂmmwww

1m“

013 A

iupF

most linear with respect to control rota-

is a more than acceptable compromise.

3';’::mw:

.__.rvw\,—a.

where most adjustments will probably
be made, the dB change in gain is altion and the dB change is more cramped

as.

”PF

common-mode noise at a differential
input. Ideally, common mode signals
should not appear at the output.
Around the centre of the control,

at extreme settings of the control, but it

bore very little resemblance to the out—
put one. It pays dividends, therefore, to
specify AC-coupling components much
larger in capacitance than mere calculation might first suggest, particularly
where many stages are to be cascaded.
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HART KiTS give you the opportunity to build the
very best engineered hifi equipment there is,
designed by the leaders in their field. using the
best components that are available.

Every HART KIT is not just a new equipment ac-

'rEct'NICAL BOOKS-IE!

Modem Books. Selected to represent the slate ofthe on

today.
"fl-IEARTOFLNEAR ELECTRONlCS.‘
.l.L. Linsley Hood.

Just Outl Hot off the Press. the definitive electronics and
audio book bylhe renowned John Linsley Hood.
This 300+ page book will give you an unparalleled insight
into the workings of all the types of audio circuits. Learn

quisition but a valuable investment in knowledge.
giving you guided hands-on experience of modern
electron ic techniqu es.

nowto read circuit diagrams and understand arnpiﬁers and
how they are designed to give the best sound. The virtues

In short HART is your ’friend in the trade' giving

you. as a knowledgea ble constructor, access to
better equipment at lower prices than the man in

and vices of passive and active components are examined and there are separate sections covering power supplies arld the sources of noise and hum. As one would expect from this writer the history and derivation of audio
for any kit to see how easy it is to build your own
amplifiercircultry have an entire chapter, as does test and
be
can
cost
FULL
The
way.
HART
the
equipment
Modern. ultimate sound systems are evolving measurement equipment.
credited against your subsequent kit purchase.
the
towards built-in preamplif iers within or near
Copiousiy illustrated this book is incredible value for the
Our list will give you fuller details of all our Audio turntable unit. This keeps noise pickup and treble amount of information it contains on the much neglected
both
units.
Kits, components and special offers.
two
offer
now
We
minimum.
a
to
loss
ﬁeld of linear. as opposed to digital. electronics. indeed it
having the sonically preferred shunt feedback must be destined to become the standard reference for all
R.

the street.
You can buy the reprints and construction manual

AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIE

configuration to give an accurate and musical who work, or are interested in this ﬁeld.
sound. and both having the ability to use both SPECIALOFFER.
With each book purchased you may request a FREE ex—
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges.
Kit K1500 uses modern integrated circuits to tended index. wrfttsn bythe author. mousivefyfrom HART.
...£10.95
achieve outstanding sound quality at minimal cost. 0~7806-0868-4..
sby John
_ The very low power requirements enable this unit to Don‘t forget mostof
be operated from dry batteries and the kit comes

Linsley Hood that you can purchase separaiely.

beginner. K1500 Complete kit with all components.
printed circuit board. full instructions and fully

Fl Brewster.

with very detailed instructions making it ideal for the "l'l-iEARTOFSOLDEllNG“

Absolutely essential reading for anyone who ever picks up
“£6799 a soldering iron. Written from lmowlsdge gained in alifetime

finished case........

...... £2.80
This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed instructions only...
amplifier is the flagship of our range, and the ideal Kit K1450 is a fully discrete component implementawith the
kit
used
and
This
concept
system.
tion of the shunt feedback
powerhouse for your ultimate hifi

in the ﬁeld, this is the ﬁrst book ever solely devoted to this

ossertllal and neglsded skill for all electronic enthusiasts.

Covers everything from the correct choice of soldering iron

is your way to get 2K performance for a few tenths right cartridge offers the discerning user the ul— and solderto the correct procedures to follow with many

timate in sound quality from vinyl disks. Can be illustrations and practical exercises.
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external view is that of a thoroughly professiona l Preamp . .
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Factory
piece of audio gear. neat elegant and functional.
9295
Matching Audio Grade Power Supply with BP256
This Impression is greatly reinforced by the K1565
' VCapel.
potted toroidal transformer and limited shift "LOUDSPEAKERS FOR W
internal appearance . which is redolent of quality.
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1991.
earthing system ....................
176pages 178x111. Publ.
both in components and in layout." Options
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Factory Assembled and Tested
include a stereo LED power meter and a versatile
Cable...
t
interconnec
Power
U1115
'HOWTO IISE OSCILLDSOOPES&OTHERTEST
passive front and giving switched inputs using
EQUIPMENT" R. A. Perilold.
ALPS precision. low-noise volume and balance
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of the cost!. Featured on the front cover of
‘Electronics Today International' this complete
stereo power amplifier offers World Class perfor-

controls. A new relay switched front end option

also gives a tape input and output facility so that
for use with tuners. tape and CD players. or
indeed any other 'flat' inputs the power amplifier
may be used on its own. without the need for any

as
so...
i212.
'Tl-EWIJJAMSONAMPLIFIER.‘

SPECIAL OFFER
PRECISION Triple Purpose

9150

0,."
D T.N. Williamson.
TEST CASSETTE 'rcr DD.
in April 1947. Williamson's power ampliﬁer. using excellent
external signal handling stages. 'Siave' and Are you sure your tape recorder is set up to give its best? quality push—pull output valves. a special output trans‘monobloc' versions without the passive input Durlatastirtplepurposstestcossefteohedcsil'telhieen'iost former. and a highly ﬁltered power simply. home an overstage and power meter are also available. All important tape parameters without test equipment. Ideal night success. The author takes the reader deep into his
versions fit within our standard 420 x 260 x 75mm when fitting new heads.
design considerations. offering practical advice on howto
case to match our 400 Series Tuner range. ALL six
nusieredtesttape at a price
plus concise instructions on setting up the
A professional qualty, digitally
power supply rails are fully stabilised. and the
W e can afford.
complete power supply. using a toroidal transformer. is contained within a heavy gauge Test CassetteT61DD........................Ourpriceonlyﬁm
aluminium chassisfhea tslnlt fitted with IE6 mains

build the units
new amp. A cult classic.

professiona l grade printed circuit boards with
llK-COUNTCiasatcel Obs.
roller tinned finish and green solder resist on the Top Quality. Full Digital (DDD) Compact Disks of the great
amplifiers
power
component ident side. the
classical favourites.
feature an advanced double sided layout for Like everyone else weddn’l iketheideaofpaylng silypricee
maximum performanc e. All wiring in this kit is pre for CDs. Afters long search we have now located a source
terminated, ready for instant use!
of top quality classical recordings at prices that make you
RLH11 Reprints of latest artlcles...... ...... ...... £1.80 suspect the quality - until you try them! Send for our list of
..
...£5.50
K11DOCM HAFlT Construcuo n Manual....
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input and output sockets. All the circuitry is on

titles.

1947. Reprinted 1990. 40 pages.

0-9624-191844 ....................... ..................... £4.95

LoUDSPEAKERS;'l‘l-IEWHYAN HOWOFGOOD
REPROUJC'I'ION.

This easy-to-read classic, last revised in 1949. introduces
the reader to concepts such as impedance. phons and

decibels, frequency response. response curves. volume
and waits. resonance and vibration. cabinets and bafﬂes.
horns. room acoustics, transients, crossovers. negative
feedback. Doppler and phase effects, and much more. A

provocative survey ofihs right questions about sound reproduction.

1949 reprinted1990.88Pages.215x140

LllllSLE'tIr HOOD 1400 SERIES

ULTRA HIGH-QUALITY PREAMP

nou-

08624-191345 ...................................................... £6.95

CD
Joining our magnificent 80 Watt power amplifier Like music 005 these have overpriced for some time but
preamplifier ever of-

COMPUTERTITLES.
n ‘ m m ﬂ mUSERSGLIJETO MSDOS"

Facilities include separate tape signal selection
now have been ”Too Many Typefonls" with 514 TrueType
to enable you to listen to one programme while
fonts along with 393 ATM and lots of others.
recording another. up to ‘1' inputs, cross recordOverload' with overﬁi 00 programs extending
ing facilities. class A headphone amplifier. can- ‘Shareware
and 'Kodak Photo CD Access". The ﬁrsttwo are
cellable a-level tone controls and many other use- to 550MB

arranges 198x130. Publ. 1992

now is the most advanced

with low prices of CD ROM drives the multimedia revolution
fered on the kit. or indeed made-up marketplace.
is with us now. Send forour list of titles. Most popular upto

tags

'A CONOISE USIISGLIDE TOMS 0085'
N. Kantaris.

144 pages. 193x 130. Publ. 1992.
BPata
"MANNG MSDOSWORKFOR YOU"
For full details see our list.
N. Kantaris S P Fl.M. Oliver
Overseas
from
Enquiries
Components.
5
Kits
other
160 pages. 1901130 Publ 1990.
Send or 'phone for your copy of our List (509) of these and many
surface post. or 5for Airmail.
BP325
customers are equally welcome, but PLEASE send 2 Inc: if you want a list sentthe friendly and efficient HART
sample
to
Ordering is easy. Just write or telephone your requirements
“ACONCISEUERSGUDETDWNDOWSM'
your credit card number will
with
order
telephoned
A
card.
credit
or
cash
cheque.
by
Payment
service.
N. Kanfaris.
way to you THAT DAY.
only £24.
ful functions. all selected by high quality relays. only £12.95. the Kodak

get your order on its

Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows-INLAND Onion
Orders our 220 - £3.50. Expires! Courier. nut working day 1:10.
OVERSEAS - Finn see In ordering Information with our lists.

QUA LITY
AUD IO KITS

uptio £20 - B1.50,

24 hr. SALES LINE

(0691) 652894
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Make the most of your

1766L
nor

brainpow er and come up
with some brilliant ideas
deas never come easy do they?

Some say that talking to alike
minded person will bring out the

best in you. The more you talk, the
greater the chance that an idea will come

out in conversation. Also to some it
depends on what the weather is like or
how much sleep you have had the previ-

ous night.
All great inventions start as little
notions that get scribbled down and
expanded upon, and that’s what the

Electronics in Action Ideas Forum is all
about. Now you are the inventors.
Even though great inventions come to

8

mind, the tragedy is you may dismiss the

idea as worthless. So if you think of a
good idea discuss it with a friend to see

if they agree with you that what you
have to tell the world is brilliant. Then
ask yourself, do lots of other people
want to hear about it and would you like

them to beneﬁt from your idea? Is there
a market for it? If there is, who will
mass manufacture it? These are some of
the questions that have to be thought
about. Use the suggestions on this page.
If you have any suggestions or have
developed any of the ideas that have been

appearing in this column we would love
to hear from you. feel free to drop us a
line. It could be the ﬁrst step along the
road to fame.
Electronics in Action, PO Box 600,
Berkhamsted Herts. HP4 1NL
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0 you don’t fancy messing up your

cheque or postal order (for the full amount)

made payable to Electronics in Action.
The coupon lists all the projects
featured in the last four issues and anything older is listed below. We have left
some blank spaces on the coupon should
you wish to order an older PCB.
March Issue
QH0394-1
Testcard Gen .
QH0394-2
Guitar Transmitter(double sided)
QH0394-3
Mains Checke r..

£7.00
£8.00
£5.00

£5.00

£5.50
. £3.50
. £7.50

QH019 4-1

QHOl 94-3

£10.00
. . £7.00

Remote Control Extender...

£5.00

December Issue
QH1293-1
Guitar Tremolo
QH1293-2
Switche r main board

£5.00
£10.00

0H129 3-3

Switche r Front panel

£6.00

QH129 3-4
Video Editing Unit

£8.00

November Issue
QH1193-1
Power Supply (double sided)

£6.00

QH119 3-2

Telescope Input board
QH1193 -3
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The Harmon iser (2 boards)
QH0194-2
Power Amplifier (double sided)
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Febru ary Issue

{The Switcher lFi transmitter
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At Your Service, Electronics In Action
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PO Box 600, Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1NL
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£12.00
£4.50
£5.00
£5.50

£4.50
£3.00

Butterworth-Heineman
J & N Bull
Chelme r Valve Company
Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
Cricklewood Electronics Ltd.

ESR Electronic Components

Exprese Compon ents
Halcyon Electronics
Hart Electronics.......

IBC
38
31
51
030
27

12
45
30

JPG Electronics
Labcenter Electronics

Lloyd Research

IBC
13

50

MOP Electronics Ltd.
IBC
Niche Software
30
Omni Electronics
51
Public Domain 8. Shareware Library .. 30
Starkie
51

Stewart of Reading
Telnet
Those Enginee rs
Tsien (UK) Ltd

30
51
50
39

ELECTRONICS in ACTION

ironies in Action we can offer, at very

reasonable prices, PCBs for all of our
feamred projects.
Just select which PCBs you require, ﬁll
in the coupon and post it to us with a

l Please print your name and addres s in BLOCK CAPIT
ALS

9

best measuring jug with Ferric

Chloride. but you still want to
make some of our projects properly - with
a PCB? This is where we step in. At Elec»

Bringing the world closer together
lectronics in Action in cooperation with The Technology
Exchange Ltd., the international
technology matchmaking service based
in the UK. brings you each month a
selection of technology partnership
opportunities to which you are invited to
respond.
The Technology Exchange, which
was formed in 1985 as a not-for—proﬁt

technology sourcing service to industry,
holds a biannual ‘Technoshop’ Technology Transfer Fair at Heathrow Airport

and several ‘Techmart’ Fairs overseas
for the United Nations (UNIDO).

For this issue of Electronics in Action, we are presenting a series of offers

of licence, joint venture and patents
rights for sale from organisations in 34
countries.

If you would like to have an introduction to any of the sources of the
offers describes in these proﬁles, please
write to The Technology Exchange
quoting the reference number at the head
of the entry and giving full contact
details for the contact person in your
owu organisation and your requirements

for a new product or process development.
The only cost associated with this
process is a simple £10 plus VAT introduction fee for each entry to which you

'I 06384
ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED
SELF-ALIGNING DEVICE

6397
CIRCUIT BOARD PROTOTYPE DETECTION SYSTEM

To govern a stepping motor capable of

From hand drawn layout to mechanically manufactured circuit board proto-

up to 60 speeds.

‘I 06365
FULLY AUTOMISED SYSTEM FOR
TINNING OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
'I 06366
SYSTEM FOR TINNING OF AXIAL AND
RADIAL COMPONENTS
In microelectronics.

respond. For this we will send you full
contact details for the source of the offer

'I 06391

and invite them to send you more de-

HIGHLY FLEXIBLE PRODUCTION

tailed inforrnation about their offer.

BOOTHS

The code letters at the head of each
offer indicate the stage of development,
type of offer and the type of organisation making the offer as indicated in the
table
Each entry is preceded by a reference
number and letters indicating STATUS,
OFFER and SOURCE.

For the complete assembly of printed
circuit boards in surfaces; SMD and
DSM (or combination of both).

Please respond directly to:

ing machines.

‘I 06396
ELECTRONIC DRILL HOLE COORDINATE DETECTION SYSTEM
From hand drawn layout to drill hole
coordinates for CNC circuit board drill-

The Technology Exchange Ltd.

type.
1 06499
CONTROLLED ASSEMBLY LINE FOR
MANUAL ASSEMBLY OF PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARDS
and small mechanical devices, intermediate stations as soldering machine, post
assembly stations, solder frame retrieval
and full equipment of single stations.

506588
SYSTEMS FOR THE PRETREATMENT
OF PRINTED CIRCUITS
with the aid of an electrolytic system.
New electrolytes.

1 06684
MACHINE FOR AUTOMIZED BANDAGING OF WINDINGS
For stators of small electric appliances,
featuring new procedures for tying and
knotting to achieve -a compact coil wind—
ing head.

506686

5 or Fax: 0525 660664
Phone: 0525 660333

The payment of £10 plus VAT
(£11.75) per item should be sent
with your requests.

MACHINE FOR AUTOMIZED SETTING

‘I 06699

AND PACKAGING
of various sheet metal parts into plate

HANGING ILLUMINATION DEVICE
with adjustable height for installation.
maintenance and repair of illuminations
systems. Saving on maintenance systems, scaffolding, personnel and storage
space Considerable saving of energy by
regular maintenance.

packets, especially rotor and stator

plates for small electric motors. Microprocessor control ensures technical
parameters of the packs and enable
incorporation of the process into

automized production lines.

706665
BANDAGING MACHINE FOR ALL COIL
_
WINDINGS

in the ﬁelds of thin-ﬁlm and measure-

in medium-to—large—sized electrical
appliances. Automatic operation, adapt—
able to all types of coils without prob—

406794
SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS

lems.

706697
LOW-VOLTAGE HALOGEN TABLE
and standard lamp with patented lateral
and height adjustment capability.

ment technology

and basic circuits especially for analog
integrated circuits

TIMER FORLIGHT BULBS
energy saving since bulbs are prevented
from burning unnecessarily. Application

6779
THIN FILM BATTERY
based on vitreous solid electolytes

customer requirements, also suitable for

high-security lock systems, codable
access authorisation, interface for super—
posed monitoring possible
1 06799
WIND DYNAMOS
for low power applications (10 100
watts) for low consumption systems in
yachts, electric fence, beach cabins etc.

906700
12V-DC LUMINESCENT LAMPS
for solar technology, emergency light,
interior light for vehicles, boats; con—
sumption 5 to 13W for light output of
75W with 80% efﬁciency; very low heat
dissipation; GS and VDE tested.

sensitivity, extended range. long feed I
cables

rugged environments, can be conﬁgured
through hardware and software to meet

906795

areas: household and industrial use
706764
INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SENSOR AND
PROXIMITY SWITCH
measurement of inductance and ﬁeld
loss resistance with 4—conductor measurement and evaluation of reactive and
active power in the sensor coil; any
frequency, inﬁnitely low temperature

GATE AND BARRIER CONTROL SYSTEM
on microcomputer basis; suitable for

606701
EXTREMELY ECONOMICAL LIGHT
as bright as a 75W bulb. 13W power
consumption from car battery (12V).

Can be used in mobile homes, boats,
households, etc, perfected electronics.

706762

906602
STRIPPING TOOL
for high frequency coaxial cable; for
assembling plugs andjacks
U
L
P
805020
SUBMERSIBLE TELEVISION EXPLORATORY VEHICLE
This invention describes a remotely

controlled device for exploring and
mapping submerged geological cavities.
It provides a means for exploring
ﬂooded underground cavities where the
ﬂoor is silty or the passages is too nar-

PRODUCTION OF THIN-FILM HYBRID

706728

row too use manual exploration. The I

MODULES

ELECTRONIC COUNTER

intelligent sensors with integrated signal
processing and micro-systems-technology products. Also: circuit design,
module design, testing and production

device is sufﬁciently small and inexpensrvc.

display. Operation on optoelectronic or
electromechanical basis. For counting

mains-independent,

low-cost with digital

persons or items in production or packaging

206763
THIN-FILM TECHNIQUES FOR PRO-

606764

DUCTION OF SENSORS
resistors and conductor strips with structural width over 20m. Sputter plants can
produce the following films: Cu, Au, Pt,
Al,CrNi, CrSiWN, SiOz, CrSiOz, Taps,

PRODUCTION OF PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD SMD and COB
(bare chips on board); also: circuit de-

sign, module design, testing and production

'

SiaN‘. (Other ﬁlms on request)

6790
CORONA ELECTRODES
made of non-metallic electrically con-

ductive materials. Main uses: paper and
ﬁlm production, printing and copying
technologies

706791

CERAMIC HIGH TEMPERATURE
SUPERCONDUCTORS
method for manufactun and characterising ceramic high-temperature superconductors

For instrumentation, automatic test
equipment and process control applica—
tions. Novel output multiplexing capa‘

bility allows many transducers to be
measured by few A to D converters.
Very small size, plastic moulded DIN
rail mounted with finger proof terminals.
lOOOV isolated and low cost, non-isolated ranges cover temperature. pressure,

406765
SAFETY SWITCH

voltage, current.

comprising two components (separable),
operating selectively; activated by proximity

G
L
W
605136
MAGNETIC VALVE-TYPE REACTOR

506767
SAFETY SWITCH
capable of actuating any type of switching process without touching the actual
switch

606769

developed and tested which comprises a

FRANKING MACHINE
using the TEMEX Post Ofﬁce service,
mechanically perfected design; completely new machine intended for the
anirket segement sending up to 30 letters
per clayr

mechanically resistant material exhibiting good electrical conductivity. For use

406796

206792
ELECTRODE AND CONTACT SURFACE COATING (MATERIAL)

SII. c
F
505037
MULTIPLEXING SIGNAL CONDITIONERS

is a high power inductive reactance,
smoothly regulated in its value by magnetic biasing of magnetic circuit with
direct current. The reactor magnetic
circuit is of a special transformer type
design which cores operate in high
saturation conditions. The cores incorporate mains, control and the converter '
transformer windings in one.

505153

w

.r

e

_

MINIATURE FIBRE OPTIC GYROSCOPE
includes a multiturn coil of the single
mode, small diameter ﬁbre with main—

tained polarisation; phase modulator;
two fused tapered couplers; ﬁbre crystal
polariser; super luminescent diode; ‘

photo diode and electronic circuit card.
All optic elements are formed in series
on a continuous strand of ﬁbre. Fibre
crystal polariser is fabricated under
unique technology.

'I 05277

F

J

G

UNIVERSAL POSITIVE-NEGATIVE
PHOTORESIST. PRODUCTION FORMS
PHSN3 AND PHSN-SPV
A new photosensitive composition

epoxy package. Designed for use in ps
switching circuits for voltage sharp
change shaping with an edge of

picosecond duration. They are key
elements in wideband pulseoscilloscopic radiomeasuring equip—
ment.

microschemes of H 561 series with
programmes generation. RTM3 is aimed
for the control of reinforced concrete
products heat treatment in various tech-

nological units; steam curing chambers.
thermoforms, printed circuit boards etc.

5267 P

L

G

405179
P
L
G
ELECTROINSULATING COMPOSITION

ELECTRONIC STRESSES MEASURING INSTRUMENT EIN-3 AND EIN-4M

The composition is put on the surface of

These instruments are based on frequency method, have us original

(phenol formaldehyde andfor epoxy

the protected insulated construction via
a pulveriser and in 1520 minutes it

resins), a light sensitive component and
a mixture of organic solvents. Produc-

becomes dry, forming a stable film,
which closely covers the insulators

tion forms make it possible to prepare
photoresist layers of 0.3-3.0mm thickness. This adds new possible applications of the photoresist, in particular, in
the lift off lithography.

body, preventing it from contact with

requirements. It is a small jamming
stable adaptive periods indicator with

moisture, acid and other aggressive

molten crystals indication.

media. Surface electric strength - 14 kw!
cm. The composition is chemically
strong. heat resistant.

STARODYNE: SYNCHRONOUS ELEC-

which includes polymer components

multistep system of the tone variation
treatment satisfying high precision

205437

G

”S

c

TRIC MOTOR

1 05436
c
I.“
NOVEL PRIME MOVER

C

converts DC electrical energy into me-

chanical work by electrochemically
compressing and decompressing hydrogen and oxygen or air. It has several
advantages compared with conventional
DC motors. Applications include:
pumps, actuators, robot sensors, control

1 05470
P
L
SYSTEM FOR THE ATTACHMENT OF
PLUGS ON A RECTANGULAR, MULTI
CONTACT ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
prevents the occurrence of connecting
errors and key system rejection. Many

codes are possible. This process is especially relevant to the data processing and
aeronautical industries.

devices, energy conversion.

605243
30507?
G
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
TRANSDUCER
Transducers transform invisible electromagnetic radiation into the visible one.
They can be used in opto and microelectronics for the laser system and
electron microscope tuning, for visual
evaluation of light spot uniformity and
as gamma - radiation dose meters. Lumi-

nescent composition, operating in clearance and reﬂection mode is the base of
visualisers.

1 05469
P
L
PRINTED CIRCUIT MANUFACTURING
PROCESS INVOLVING RAISED CONTACTS
enables electrodeposition of contacts at
any desired location, and provides simple protective coating operations. It can
be applied to any rack, including card
carrying baskets. Advantages include
reduced cost and higher reliability.

1 05136

F

J

G

SWITCHING GERMANIUM TUNNEL
DIODES
Switching tunnel diodes are extremely
fast, p-type germanium diodes with peak
current of SOmA. These devices fabricated with KVARZ’s new sandwich
pellet and are housed in a sub-minitature

W

G

includes an oscillating core, which does

not rotate but causes a high speed spindle to rotate. Advantages: very low
response time, compactness, robustness,
easy to service. adaptable, no power
limit. Applications: mechanisms, automation. handling, electrical systems.

905922 M
J
C
ELECTRICAL POWERLINE SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC RELAYS

A patented system allows for data trans-

FOR AC

mission over considerable distances via

High strength hermetically scaled case

electrical power distribution lines. The

ﬁlled up with electrically conducting
liquid. inert gas. Relays are supplemented with magnetic system. Liquid

principle of the new system has been
proved to work and investment is now
required in order to develop and build a

switches the output circuits being the
only moving element which is controlled by magnetic ﬁeld. The value of the
movement is the function of the input
signal.

nology will allow remote reading and
tariff programming of domesticlbusiness
electricity meters through existing cables.

405251 W
LIJ G
ELECTRONIC DEVICES BASED ON
MONOCRYSTALUNE THIN FILMS OF
INDIUM ANTIMONIDE ON SAPPHIRE
All kinds of devices were formed by way

of mesastructure formation by application
of chemical or plasma etching. The main
types of devices developed:
1) single photoconductive elements with
sensitive areaﬁomSODxSODmto30x 30m.
2) multielcment linear array with a
number of pixels 1 x 32, which have
detectivity D in x degree =5.10 in 10
degree Cm.

505265
P
L
G
AUTOMATIC SYSTEM OF HEAT MOISTURE TREATMENT CONTROL FOR
CONCRETE PRODUCTS
A multichannel temperature controller
RTM-3 is a digital regulator on

series of prototype systems. The tech-

905994 W
L
G
GROUND BASED RADIO EQUIPMENT
The basic modiﬁcation intended for

landing in ICAO’s category I weather
conditions comprises the following
subsystems: azimuth ﬁxing aids for
guidance in a horizontal plane; elevation

ﬁxing aids for guidance in a vertical
plane; range ﬁnding aids; air trafﬁc
control tower equipment for remote
control, additional data input and signal-

ling. The expanded modiﬁcation in—
tended for landing ensuring in ICAO’s
category III weather conditions includes

the addition of back azimuth ﬁxing aids
for guidance in a horizontal plane during
go around procedure and take off.

Another Exclusive Reader Offer from
LMX907 STEREO MIXER
A five channel stereo mixer allowing maximum ﬂexibility in audio signal processing. Features
include: 5-band graphic equaliser. analog echo. DJ mix channel with pitch changer and auto
talkover, assignablefremovable cross iader. six built-in sound effects and LED bargraph
monitoring of output. The cross fatter circuit controls levels of various sources for smooth
mixing between channels. A special ‘auto-talk' circuit lowers all music signals by 12dB for
better microphone clarity during announcements. The flexible monitoring system allows any
channel to be heard individually through stereo headphones, so channels can be cued-up
while others are playing through the main output. Repeat and delay circuits can produce
effects ranging from rapid ‘slapbacks' to reverberation and discrete echoes. The echo function
can be switched in or out at any time.

Luxsos STEREO MIXER
A five channel stereo mixer similar to the
LMX907 but without the 5-band graphic
equaliser and the analog echo circuit. Features
include: DJ mix channel with pitch change and
auto talkover. assignablelremovable cross
fader, six built-in sound etiects and led
bargraph monitoring at the output. Crossfader,
special 'auto-talk’ and monitor systems are the
same as the LMX907 mixer.

speciﬁcations:
Input sensitivityloverloadaut impedance:

specifications: as LMX907 except:
Mic 'Auto-talk’ reduction: 12dB

BI", mic:

lgmxggqgg

Phono(at 1kHz):

3mV/120mV,47kn

rc:

. m

Line(CDr‘tapelaux):

only

m .

150mVr'7.2V,27kﬂ

O15tl|ttulzr
Frgglnfgncy response:

) ,
._,
U x 90 "

Dimensions (WxDxH):
'

£

1

7

;

38411): 190 x 37mm
1.

Weight

g

5

1 VIOdB}

Mic:

20 to 20kHz reads)

Phone inputs:
THO:
DJ mic:

33“”; £23

30 to 20kHz (2:368)
1.6%

Mic:

0.5%,

Phone:
Line inputs:
Stereo crosstalk:
Phone:
Line:
SIgnal—to-nolse ratio:
DJ Mic:

0.2%
0.05%
>60dB
>66dB
SOdB

Mic:
Phone:

53dB
62dB

.

Line:
69dB
Headphone output l mpedance: 51grmW/m
WM!)

Echofdelay:

W...

£119

100ms(maXJ

Power (no adaptor inc}:

DlmenslonsMxDxH):

60.250,1k,4k,12kHz (:12dB)

.....

12 Vac

.—

”‘1vs

482 x 190 x 37mm

Weight:

1.6kg

|—Please print your name in BLOCK CAPITALS

I
I Please send:
I _________ LMX907 at :1 7500
I " " " " " LMX905 at £1 1 9'00

“I

Name ...................................................................... l
I
Address .................................................................. I
.

I plus £1.40 towards postage and packing.

l Method of payment

I DCheque

.

only

16mW/180
Equalizer:

.

MAX 5305

DPostaIOrder

.............. .............. .............. .............. .............. ..........

I

I

................................................................................ I

posted................................................................ l

I DAccess or BarclayCard

Telephone No ......................................................... I

l A 111 . d S_
I u onse rgnature ..............................................

Distribution Ltd.
Park Lane, Broxbourne Herts. EN10 7N0

LExpiry Date: CH[1:]

Tel. (0992)448899 Fax. (0992)471314
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Victor B. Jipson, Optical Products Manager from IBM-Storage Systems
Division in Arizona takes a look new directions for optical storage.
he consumer

is possible because
the optical head is
about a millimetre
away from the actual

success of ‘read-

only‘ audio
compact disk players
has greatly reduced the
cost and increased the

optical disk surface.

By comparison, it is
virtually impossible
for a user to remove
and reinstall the stack

availability of compo—
nents and technologies
central to optical data
storage systems. As a
result, optical data

of magnetic disks
from a disk drive and

storage has proven in

is very inconvenient
to remove the entire

recent years to be an
attractive alternative to
magnetic technologies
in automated libraries
and as multifunction
removable-media disk
drives for workstation

hard-disk drive unit

itself. Removability
also permits the same
optical drive unit to

be used for all three
types of optical disks
- read-only, write-

applications. But with
the cost of magnetic
disk storage decreasing
by more than 30% a

oncc and erasable (or
reswitable).

Optical

year, optical technologies must match or
exceed this rate of improvement to remain a
viable alternative. This
requires doubling a
disk‘s capacity every
two years while main-

Advantages

There is a real density
advantage in optical
storage compared to

magnetic technology
because a sophisticated
servo system can

taining ﬁxed hardware
and media cost. or combining more modest
capacity gains with cost
reductions.
In current ‘write—

once’ and ‘erasablc' optical
storage systems, bits are

position the laser beam
very accurately. permitting very narrow
data tracks to be set
atop ridges between
very closely spaced (1-

ﬁitﬁéﬁm; .
readily
accessible

written when high-intensity infrared

information, especially encyclopedias.

light from a pulsed laser beam is focused

periodicals, manuals, catalogues and

to a 1 micrometer diameter spot on a
coated, spinning disk in a way that alters
the medium’s optical properties. The
information can be read by noting the
change in either intensity or polarization

other reference works via CD-ROM
disks.
Optical data storage today has several distinct advantages over magnetic
storage. Foremost of these is ‘remov-

of the reﬂections of a lower intensity

ability'. Removing an optical disk from

laser beam. one not powerful enough to

the drive unit is just as easy as taking an

write over the bit being read.
Once a master disk is prepared, high
density ‘read-only’ optical disks can
also be reproduced very inexpensively
by simple plastic-stamping technology.

audio compact disk from a home player.

2 micrometers apart) grooves.
The future success of optical storage
will depend on the pace of improvement in
the technology that reduces the cost per
byte of information stored and improves
device performance while maintaining
removability and other functional advantages.
For business applications requiring
access to very large amounts of data,
automated optical libraries (also known
as jukeboxes because the stacks of disks

This can be a signiﬁcant advantage if,

and robot-like pickers resemble those
record-playing machines) are more

This capability is leading to the very

for reasons of security or convenience,
one wants to keep the large amounts of
information on an optical disk separate
from the computer or use the informa-

wide dissemination of vast amounts of

tion on a series of units. Removability

convenient than magnetic tape and
microfilm due to their faster access
capability. But to be successful, optical
systems must be more than 10 times

cheaper than online magnetic storage

alternatives, such as disk drives, which
can be accessed much more quickly. If
one can tolerate the rather long serial
access time, magnetic tape often provides a lower cost solution. Due to its
very high areal density and low cost,
optical tape (coated with optically sensitive material) may also become popular
in some applications.

bulky and expensive to ﬁnd wide use in
personal computers or workstations.

laser beams would electronically sup-

Low-power blue/green sources based on

data tracks.

non-linear waveguide and semiconduc—
tor technologies are likely to show up
ﬁrst in some consumer high—density
read-only applications.
An increase in the focusing power, or

press any interference from adjacent

Multilayer Disks
In a development announced this May,
scientists at our Almaden lab have dem-

onstrated that new multilevel optical

In the workstation arena, a single

multifunction optical disk drive can initially replace three types of peripherals:
‘backup’ tape drives, low-performance
hard disk drives and high-capacity ﬂoppy
disk drives. Furthermore, future optical
disk drives that are compatible with the

low-power requirements of portable oomputers should become very popular due to

their multifunction capability.
Capacity per disk is an important
factor in the increased use of optical
storage in both libraries and
workstations.

Using Blue Light
Reducing laser wavelength is a highleverage item for improving capacity.
Current units use infrared light because

compact, reliable and inexpensive semiconductor lasers emit light of that colour. Shorter—wavelength light can be
focused into smaller spots, which, in

turn, results in higher storage density.
Within a few years, red lasers will begin
to replace current infrared lasers, result-

ing in a 50 percent capacity improvement. A compact, efﬁcient blue—light
source that we developed has given a
factor of ﬁve improvement in data den-

numerical aperture," of the ﬁnal focus-

ing lens in the optical disk drive could
permit smaller spot sizes and. ultimately,
a nearly two—fold increase in capacity.
However, this would require stringent

optical tolerances and servo control that
may prove expensive.
More sophisticated recording ‘channel‘ electronics will soon increase capacity by up to two times, but will also

disks are capable of huge gains in disk
capacities. The new disks are made by

gluing individual layers together into a
stack with spacers to provide a gap
between the disks. Data is contained on
any disk surface within the stack. Moving the optical disk drive’s focusing lens
u p and down selects the surface on
which data is read or written.

Our scientists have shown that data
can be both read on 2, 4 and 6—layet
read-only disks and also written and
read on 2 and 4-layer write—once

sity in tests at our Aimaden Research

disks with essentially product-level
signal-to—noise quality. There seem
to be no technical ban'iers to 10 or
” : s
9:4 1-?“
3am”?
m»- M u n g m at:

cg”.:....W.

ages 3&2?g m :
33%?“

20-layer CDs or writable disks with
u p to eight layers.

Unlike today’s single-layer disks,
these multilevel disks must be par—
tially transparent to permit the optical
drive’s laser beam to penetrate to all
of the layers. At the same time, each

surface must also have sufﬁcient
reflectivity to direct enough light
back to the disk-drive's detectors so
the data can be read accurately.
Ultimately, the maximum number of
Center in San Jose, California. The ﬁrst

use of such blue lasers will likely be in
optical libraries, where such a large
density increase would reduce dramati—
cally the cost of storing data. But to-

day‘s designs are probably still too

require better control of the recording
media and recording process.
Finally, using three or more parallel
light beams can permit another doubling

of a disk’s capacity by packing data
tracks much closer together. The outer

surfaces in a disk stack is limited by
the power of the laser. the transparency
of the layers and the cost of making
multilevel disks compared with their
single-surface competitors. For a given

laser power, the maximum number of
layers in a writable disk would typically

optic rewritable devices suffer from the

l

need to erase on one disk revolution

before writing. Many devices also
include a third ‘read-verify’ revolution,

which can result in a total ‘write-latency’ that is ﬁve times greater than that

of magnetic disk drives. The keys to
improving this performance are the use

of Direct Read After Write (DRAW) andDirect OverWritc (DOW). DRAW optical heads use multiple laser beams to

'

verify the data immediately after it is
written. DOW typically employs im—
proved media or magnetic field modulation techniques capable of single-pass
overwrite. Combining DRAW and‘DOW

"(cream
Ls‘lrmss ° 1

can reduce the write latency five-fold in

,
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the workstation arena and increase the
write data rate by a factor of three in
be less than in a CD-ROM because the
writing process also requires that the
disk materials absorb some of the laser
light, thus reducing the transparency of

the ability to position it accurately over
the desired data track. Latency, which
averages one-half the time of a disk

backup applications.

revolution, is reduced by spinning the

Finally, for applications that require

each layer.

disk faster. Data rate is the speed with

At today’s optical data storage densities, a 10-layer disk would store some

which information is stored and retrieved.

very high data rates, parallel recording
can lead to signiﬁcant read and write

6.5 billion bytes (or gigabytes) of infor—

Modelling results of typical personal
computer environments clearly indicate
that reduced latency is the key to improved optical disk drive performance.

mation — equivalent to more than a
million pages of printed text. This
would permit feature-length movies to

In Conclusion

data rate improvements. The application
of parallelism in both reading and writing exploits an intrinsic advantage of
optical recording and can greatly improve both the capacity and performance

be stored as high—resolution
digital video on a single cem-

paet disk. Since the multilevel
design does not interfere with
other data-density increases,
optical disks are likely to have
even greater capacities in time.

What about the
access time?
Should all these advancements

be achieved, optical disks would
have about 100 times the data
storage capacity of today’s
products. But sheer capacity is

not the only area ripe for improvement. The speed with
which the stored information is
accessed and processed is also
very important. It is also the
area in which magnetic storage

devices now hold a substantial
advantage.
As in magnetic recording, the key
performance parameters in optical disk
drives are the access time and data rate.
Access time is defined as the sum of the
time required for a drive’s readlwrite
head to move between tracks (‘seek
time’) and the time for the desired disk

sector to rotate to a position beneath the
head (‘latency‘). Seek time is typically
improved by making the moveable parts
of the head lighter and ﬁnding ways to
move the head faster while maintaining

These improvements will require better
media mechanical properties, larger
servo bandwidths and higher write-laser
power. Today‘s optical drives typically

of an optical data storage system.
Many of the technologies to support
the improvements I’ve described have
already been individually demonstrated.

have average seek times that are two to

As these advances are incorporated into
products, the performance of optical
disk drives'will continue to improve,
making them evermore appealing alter-

ﬁve times longer than magnetic hard
drives, but recent results indicate that
this difference will narrow as split optical head designs, lower-mass ﬁne actuators, improved coarse actuators, and

optimized seek algorithms are intro—
duced.
In the area of data rate, magneto-

natives where their multifunction capability provides a more cost-effective
overall way for businesses and individu-

als to store computer data.
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